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PROJECT SUMMARY

Lake Ellis and its watershed was the subject of a Phase I
Diagnostic/Feasibility study, conducted under the M.G.L. Chapter
628 Clean Lakes Program. This study was performed by the firm of
Baystate Environmental Consultants, Inc. for the town of Athol.
The Diagnostic/Feasibility study's primary goals were to
determine the historic and present water quality conditions in
the lake, identify the major sources of nutrient loadings in the
watershed and provide appropriate recommendations for improvement
of the water resource. The major concern expressed by the local
authorities was an overabundance of macrophytes in Lake Ellis.
The period of sampling and data collection was from January to
December, 1986. A draft version of this report was issued in
April, 1987.

The results of the Diagnostic portion of the study indicated
that phosphorus was the limiting nutrient for primary production
in Lake Ellis. The greatest single source of phosphorus and
water was the major permanent tributary, Mill Brook. Levels of
chemical and biological parameters were consistent for a lake in
transition from an oligotrophic to a mesotrophic water body. The
impact of local storm drainage to the lake was more important due
to the low level of nutrients entering from the largely
undeveloped watershed. Increasing fertilization of the lake has
enhanced the growth of aquatic macrophytes due to the shallow
depth and excellent water clarity.

The Feasibility portion of the study considered and
eliminated lake management options not appropriate or feasible
for Lake Ellis. Further considerations of cost effectiveness
eliminated hydraulic dredging, plant harvesting, sewer line
extension, and community leachfields as options. The recommended
options were rerouting storm drainage, a swimming beach plant
barrier, hydroraking or benthic plant barriers, watershed
management and an educational program for septic system
maintenance. Recreational enhancement by a revision of Town
bylaws was also included. Implementation of all the management
options would reduce the phosphorus budget of Lake Ellis by 23%.
A detailed description and cost estimate for each recommended
alternative was presented.

Costs of the management options total to $90,500.00 with the
town of Athol providing $33,125.00. The remaining monies
(S59,375.00) would be provided by the Clean Lakes Program.
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PARTI

DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION



INTRODUCTION

The establishment of the Massachusetts Clean Lakes Program
under Chapter 628 of the Acts of 1981 enabled many municipalities
and lake associations to acquire funding for study and
restoration of their lakes. As an environmentally aware and
concerned community, the Town of At hoi applied for a grant for a
Phase I diagnostic/feasibility study of Lake Ellis, the most
accessible recreational water body to the Town. After being
awarded the grant, the Town contracted Baystate Environmental
Consultants, Inc. to conduct the study.

Concern over the present and future status of Lake Ellis has
prompted the request for a study. The water quality impacts of
development in the Lake Ellis watershed were largely unknown.
The recreational status of Lake Ellis has been perceived to have
deteriorated over the past decades due to macrophyte infestation.
Mitigation of any present negative influences on the lake and
preventive planning to avoid future degradation of this water
resource were desired.



DATA COLLECTION METHODS

Previous studies of Lake Ellis and water bodies in the
watershed were reviewed, as were historical records of lake water
quality. Maps prepared by the United States Geological Survey
(USGS) and the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) were used to
initially assess watershed characteristics and establish
hydrologic connections. Of particular use were the USGS (1970)
Athol Quadrangle Sheets from the 7.5 minute series, the Public
Works Bedrock Geologic Map (Zen, 1983), and the unpublished
Worcester County soil survey reports prepared by SCS (1987).
Land use and vegetation cover maps (University of Massachusetts,
1971) were obtained from the Massachusetts Map Down program.
Contemporary land use information was provided by conventional
color (1980 survey) and infrared (1985 survey) aerial photography
obtained from the National Cartographic Information Service
(NCIS). Additional information came from town zoning and
planning maps provided by the Athol Conservation Commission.
Areal measurements were made with a Planix Electronic Planimeter.
Determinations made from maps were verified through field
inspection by staff engineers and biologists.

Historical lake and land use were investigated through
conversations with watershed residents, newspaper and technical
articles, previous reports and maps, state agency correspondence
and field inspection. Mr. Richard Chiasson provided a wealth of
information and articles on the lake. The archives of the Athol
Public Library were particularly useful in this regard. Mr. J.R.
Greene of the Athol Conservation Commission provided details on
conservation and resource planning in the town of Athol. Mr.
Noel Ryan of the Athol Department of Public Works was helpful in
providing details on the historical water supply system and other
structures associated with the lake.

The Lake Ellis bathymetric map prepared by the Massachusetts
Division of Water Pollution Control (MDWPC 1979) was verified by
plumb-lining along cross-lake transects and through visual
inspection by a SCUBA diver; modifications were made as
appropriate. Soft sediment depth was assessed by driving a probe
to first refusal; these measurements were also performed by a
diver in conjunction with the bathymetric check.

A comprehensive monitoring and investigative research program
was instituted to assess the physical, chemical, and biological
characteristics of Lake Ellis. Regular sampling stations were
selected from topographic maps and field inspection. These
stations are described and shown in Figure 1. The in-lake
station was sampled with a Van Dorn bottle at two vertical levels
(surface and bottom) since seasonal stratification was not in



Figure 1. Regular Sampling Stations at Lake Ellis, Athol, MA.
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evidence. All stations were sampled approximately twice a month
between spring and fall turnovers and monthly thereafter until
the following spring.

Fifteen parameters were routinely assessed at all sampling
locations. Temperature and dissolved oxygen levels were measured
with a YS1 model 57 meter, with vertical profiles obtained at the
in-lake stations (1.0 m intervals). The pH was measured on-site
with a Hach colorimetric kit and conductivity was assessed with a
Horizon model 1484-10 meter. A four liter water sample was taken
at each sampling location and transported to Arnold Greene
Testing Laboratories in Natick, MA for analysis of suspended
solids, dissolved solids, total alkalinity, chlorides, total
Kjeldahl nitrogen, nitrate nitrogen, ammonia nitrogen, total
phosphorus, and orthophosphorus by accepted standard methods
(e.g., Kopp and McKee, 1979; APHA et al., 1985). Separate
bacterial samples were collected for fecal coliform and fecal
streptococci analyses, and performed by Arnold Greene Testing
Laboratories by standard methods (membrane filter technique).

Storm samplings were made on December. 3, 1986 to assess the
potential contributions of these inputs to water quality. Lake
inputs LE-5, LE-6, LE-7 and LE-8 were sampled. As storm sampling
was not specified in the contract, EEC personnel used an
composite sampling approach adapted from that developed in other
Diagnostic studies. Water samples were taken and flows recorded
at half hour intervals for a total of two hours. Samples from
each site were flow-weighted and composited. Composite samples
were sent to Arnold Greene Testing Laboratories for analysis of
suspended solids, dissolved solids, total alkalinity, chlorides,
total Kjeldahl nitrogen, ammonia, nitrate, total phosphorus,
orthophosphorus, fecal coliform and fecal streptococci; as well
as oil and grease and heavy metals (As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Hg, Pd, V,
Zn) . Test results and flow data are shown in the Appendix.

Flow was assessed at all stream stations, using either the
float method or Gurley Standard flow meter where appropriate. A
20 cm Secchi disk was lowered on the shady side of the boat to
evaluate water transparency at the in-lake stations. Analyses of
chlorophyll concentration and features of the phytoplankton and
zooplankton communities were made for those locations as well.
Phytoplankton samples were obtained from a depth integrated
epilimnetic composite sample, while zooplankton samples were
collected by oblique tow on an 80 micron mesh net. Phytoplankton
samples were preserved with Lugol's solution and zooplankton
samples were preserved with a formalin solution. Identification
of phytoplankton was according to Prescott (1962, 1978) .
Plankton samples were analyzed microscopically for species
composition, relative abundance and biomass. The size
distribution of the zooplankton was also assessed, and all data



were recorded and tallied using a microcomputer routine developed
by EEC and Cornell University personnel.

Sediment samples were obtained from the in-lake stations with
a manual coring device (5 cm diameter lucite tube) operated by a
SCUBA diver, providing a cross section of bottom sediment strata.
Samples were analyzed by Arnold Greene Testing Laboratories for
total Kjeldahl and nitrate nitrogen, total phosphorus,
organic/inorganic fraction, heavy metals (As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Fe, Hg,
Mn, Ni, Pb, V, Zn), and oil and grease.

Macrophyte species composition and areal extent of cover were
assessed by visual inspection from a boat and by a SCUBA diver.
Identification was according to Fassett (1957). The distribution
of summer bottom cover was mapped, noting dominant species in
each area. Qualitative notes were made on the subsurface
density, composition, and distribution of macrophyte stands by
the diver. Determination and mapping of macrophyte
characteristics were made in August, 1985 and were checked and
remapped in August, 1986.

A shoreline conductivity survey was made in August, 1985 to
locate any major input points for dissolved substances. The
probe for the conductivity meter was trailed behind a slow-moving
boat, with readings made approximately every 50 meters. Any
changes in water temperature or appearance were also noted.

A seepage survey was made in-lake during August, 1986. A set
of seepage meters was employed to measure movement of water into
or out of the lake through the sediments.

A fishery evaluation was made through an in-lake fishery
survey conducted during October, 1986. A series of seine hauls
and trap netting were employed to catch fish. Measurements of
length and weight were made and scale samples taken from
representative specimens. Identification was according to Scott
and Grossman (1973).

A questionnaire survey was performed to assess the
preferences and practices of watershed residents. Questionnaires
were prepared by EEC and distributed and collected by volunteers
from the Association for the Betterment of Lake Ellis, as well as
by EEC personnel. Emphasis was placed on properties near the
lake, but residences up to 1000 m from Lake Ellis were surveyed.
Responses were tallied and interpreted by BEC personnel.



LAKE AND WATERSHED DESCRIPTION AND HISTORY

Lake Ellis Description

Lake Ellis is located in the Town of Athol, Worcester County,
Massachusetts. It lies in the Miller's River Basin at latitude
42 degrees 34 minutes 30 seconds and longitude 72 degrees 12
minutes 25 seconds. Lake Ellis has a roughly ellipsoid shape
oriented north-south with several islands and lies southeast of
the Town of Athol {Figure 2), The lake has an area of 27.6 ha
(Table 1}, with an ill-defined boundary shared with a wetland
area to the southwest. The lake is an impoundment of Mill Brook
and greater depths are located along the original stream course
in the northeastern portion of the lake (Figure 3). The depth-
volume relationship, shown by the hypsographic curve, is
relatively uniform with a few deep holes greater than 3 m (Figure
4) . The mean depth of the pond is 1.2 m and the maximum depth is
3.3 m. The relatively shallow depth and long distances for wind
action (fetch) apparently prevented seasonal thermal
stratification from developing during the study year. The
average volume of the lake was 332,000 cu. m of water. The
detention time for water in Lake Ellis ranges from 0.014 to 0.15
yr on an annual basis/ with a mean of 0.04 yr or 16 days.

Lake Ellis is maintained by a tributary system supplemented
by contributions from ground water and direct precipitation. The
major input source is Mill Brook, which enters the lake on the
east. The other direct inputs are from four pipes which flow
into the lake in the northern and southeast coves (Figure 1}.
The more important flows are combined drainage from higher land
to the east, augmented by storm drainage off Main Street or
Petersham Road. The other two input sources represent trivial
amounts of drainage from isolated wetlands or athletic fields.
Outflow is to the southeast of the lake under the structure which
carries Route 2/202 over the wetlands located there. The former
outlet to the northwest has been permanently closed but there may
be some seepage out of the lake into the old Mill Brook channel.

Lake Ellis Park, located at the northern end of the lake, is
an eight acre facility with an associated swimming beach and boat
launch (Figure 1). This provides excellent public access to the
lake. There is also an informal boat launch on Beach Street
which is used principally by the inhabitants of the summer
cottages located on Islands #1 and 2 (Figure 3). The Athol
Regional High School grounds and athletic fields are adjacent to
the lake on the northeast corner. There are private residences
adjoining the northwest portion of the lake at Lake Ellis Road,
Beach Street and Vine Street. On the east there are houses along
Petersham Road (Route 32) and the interior Burbee Road. The
south and southwest edges of the lake are undeveloped.



Figure 2. Locus map of Lake Ellis, Athol and Phhlipston, MA



Figure 3. Bathymetric map of Lake Ellis.
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Figure 4. Hypsographic Curve of Lake Ellis.
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TABLE 1

CHARACTERISTICS OF LAZE ELLIS AND ITS WATERSHED

Location: Athol and Phiilipston Townships, Worcester County;
42°34*30" latitude 72° 12*25" longitude.

Area :
Depth Mean

Maximum

Volume :
Detention time: Mean

Range
Longest Fetch
Greatest Width
Shoreline Length
Shoreline Development

27.6 ha
1.2m

(66.9 acres)
(3-9 ft)

(10.6ft)

3-32-105m3 (269.6 acre-ft)
0.04 yr
o.o 14-0.15 yr
0.94km
0.46km
3-61 km
2.03

( 16 days)
(5-57 days)
(0.56 mi)
(0.29 mi)
(2.37 mi)

Watershed Measures

Area (w/o Lake Ellis) 721.4 ba
Watershed Area/Lake Area 26:1

Land Use :
Forest
Residential
Lakes (w/o Lake Ellis)
Open
Agriculture
Institutional
Marsh/Wetland
Commercial
Recreation/Park

(1,763-acres)

of total
79-5

9.9
3-9
2.6
1.6
1.1
0.6
0.3
0.1

11



Lake Ellis has had a long history of recreational use and
enjoyment. Today, the view from the town beach provides an
inviting vista of well maintained houses, forested islands and
water. The three major islands act to break up the horizontal
sweep and shield the northern recreational end from noises from
Route 2/202. The islands also create a more complex and
interesting visual and boating experience due to shoreline
irregularities. Concern over water quality has prompted this
study, but Lake Ellis still retains much of the original appeal
that has made it a popular recreational spot for over 90 years.

Watershed Description

The watershed of Lake Ellis is mostly to the east of the lake
in a roughly triangularly shaped plot extending to the south
below Secret Lake (a.k.a. Reservoir #2), to the east to
Phillipston Reservoir, and to the north to above Paige Pond
(Figure 5). The watershed is shared by the Towns of Athol and
Phillipston. The area encompassed by these bounds is 714 ha or
2.75 sg mi, independent of Lake Ellis. Within this area four
major impounded waterbodies are connected with Lake Ellis:
Phillipston Reservoir and Reservoir #1 which are direct
impoundments of Mill Brook; Secret Lake which flows into
Reservoir #1; and Paige Pond which flows into Mill Brook
downstream of Reservoir #1. During normal operating conditions
only the westernmost portion of Phillipston Reservoir flows to
Lake Ellis, as there is an internal dike dividing the waters (N.
Ryan, personal communication). The majority of water from
Phillipston Reservoir is routed to the northeast to Miller's,
River via the Thousand Acre Swamp. The regulating structure for
this impoundment is an outlet on the northwest side of
Phillipston Reservoir. If the dam crest elevation is increased
over the dike height, flow would be redirected to the west and
the effective watershed for Lake Ellis would be increased to 737
ha. This would not affect water flow from the Baldwin Hill
Reservoir, which would still exit via Thousand Acre Swamp.

The proportion of watershed area to lake area is 26:1. This
indicates the importance of the contributions of the watershed in
determining water quality in Lake Ellis. At ratios of 10 or more
management of water quality becomes difficult, while at ratios of
50 or more it becomes almost impossible to economically control
water quality at all times (Ohle, 1965). Most sources of
pollution can be effectively managed when the watershed is small
in both the absolute and relative senses. However, geology,
soils, flow patterns and land use greatly affect the relationship
between watershed to lake area ratio and water quality, and most
of these factors work to Lake Ellis' benefit in producing water
of much better quality than the ratio would imply.

12



Figure 5. General features of the Lake Ellis watershed.
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Land use in the Lake Ellis watershed is mostly forest, which
comprises nearly 80% of the total (Figure 6). Most of this land
is undeveloped hi 11slopes with poor access and limited potential
for farming or housing. Residential housing is the second most
important land usef accounting for about 10% of the Lake Ellis
watershed. These areas are mainly clustered on the roads near
the lake, particularly Main Street, Petersham Road, Burbee Road,
Lake Ellis Road and to the east, Templeton Road. Lakes and
bodies of water form about 4% of land use in the Lake Ellis
watershed. These ponds and reservoirs act as detention basins
for some of the nutrients and suspended solids loadings from the
watershed. In this sense these ponds improve the water quality
of Lake Ellis by intercepting some of the inputs which lead to
its degradation. The next most popular land use category is open
fields, which comprise 2.6% of the land. Agricultural land use
is a minor component of the watershed, representing only 2.7% of
the land. Institutional land use, primarily the Athol Regional
High School, makes up 1% of total. Marsh and wetland areas also
make up about 1.0% of the watershed area. Commercial use is
exceedingly small, yell under 1%, and is concentrated along Main
Street and upper Petersham Road. Figure 7 summarized the
relative importance of each land use.

Land use along the major tributaries is varied. The most
important source, Mill Brook (LE-1), drains water from a number
of reservoirs {Figure 5). Coming out of Phillipston Reservoir,
Mill Brook traverses forested land, flowing through a wetland and
into Reservoir #1. It is joined by flow from Secret Lake, which
has a low density residential development along its northern
shore. Mill Brook continues across forested land and wetlands
until detained in the pond on Templeton Road, where there are
some residences on the northern side. From this point, it loses
elevation quickly and crosses the commercial strip associated
with Route 32 before entering the lake in a forested section.

The other tributaries to Lake Ellis are far shorter. Flow
coming into the northern end (LE-7) comes off a forested
hillslope, goes underground for a stretch behind Starrett Avenue,
re-emerges briefly before being piped at Main Street to the lake.
Flows going into the southern end of the lake (LF.-8) are derived
from forested land along Route 2. Just east of the intersection
of Routes 2 and 32, the flow is piped underground to emerge in an
overland pipe that discharges to the lake. The other minor flows
are associated with athletic fields (LE-5) or seepage from a
forested area coupled with highway runoff (LE-6).

Development in the Town of Athol has been quite gradual over
the last two decades (EDA, 1964; Athol Conservation Commission,
1981). Examination of land use estimates made in 1962 and 1980
for the entire town document little change within most general
land use categories (see Technical Appendix). The major

14



Figure 6. Current land use in the Lake Ellis watershed.
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Figure 7. Relative importance of different land uses in Lake Ellis watershed.
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exception is the large increase in the amount of public lands
(190 ac going to 3,533 ac); much of this land was acquired to the
east of Athol, including tracts in the Lake Ellis watershed.
Residential land use showed a modest increase of 825 acres to
1075 acres over the same time period a 4% to 5.2% of total land
use. The amount of vacant land decreased from 90% to 71.5%, but
this was mitigated by the increase in public land ownership (1%
to 17%). The public land will be mostly undeveloped except for
improvements for passive recreation (trails, signs, etc.).

Town water mains have serviced the inhabitants along Lake
Ellis Road and Petersham Road since 1952. The houses along
Burbee Road draw their water from wells. Sewers were constructed
through most of the principal streets of downtown Athol between
1884-95. However, sewerage around the Lake Ellis watershed is
incomplete, and likely to remain so because of topographical
considerations. The current sewer lines service Lake Ellis Road,
Beach Street, and Main Street along Templeton Road to Orchard
Street and parts of the Petersham Road. The service area
includes the Athol Regional High School. Septic tanks are used
by houses along Burbee Road.

Storm drains routing poor quality water off streets and
highways have both indirect and direct entrance to Lake Ellis.
Off Petersham Road, the road drainage goes into several shallow
channels that traverse several hundred feet of land before
diffusely entering the lake. On the other hand, some of the
street drains on Main Street and behind the high school have
rapid and direct access to the northern end of the land (and
uncomfortably near the drinking water intakes). Drains in the
vicinity of the Petersham Road/Route 202 overpass also enter the
lake without overland passage.

Watershed Geology and Soils

The Lake Ellis watershed, as part of the Miller's River
basin, is part of the Northern New England Upland physiographic
province (Athol Conservation Commission, 1973). The Lake Ellis
basin is located within a north-south trending belt of Paleozoic
meta-sedimentary and minor metavolcanic rocks ranging in age from
Middle-Ordovician to post lower Devonian. The watershed lying to
the east of Lake Ellis is primarily underlain by post-Lower
Devonian granatoid intrusive rocks. Structurally, for the Lake
Ellis basin, these rocks lie east of the Tully Dome along the
eastern flank of the Bronson Hill Anticline and west of the
Hardwick granitic plutonic belt which underlies the bulk of the
watershed. The metasedimentary rock units underlying the Lake
Ellis basin include the Devonian Littleton Formation along the
western margins and the Middle Ordovician Partridge Formation
along the east side. Granitic rocks of the Hardwick pluton
underlie the reservoir district east of the Town of Athol beyond
the approximate limits of State Route 32.



The Devonian Littleton Formation is black to gray aluminous
mica schist and aluminous phyllite, strongly layered (foliated)
metasedimentary rocks. The Mid-Ordovician Partridge Formation,
also a metasedimentary unit, (also locally entitled the Brimfield
Schist) is generally a rusty brown sulfidic mica schist
containing minor metavolcanic strata in the form of amphibolites.
Both rock units are generally weak in erosional resistance and
therefore tend to underlie valleys, low drumloidal hills or the
lower slopes of more prominent ridges. Therefore, neither rock
formation is a prominent ridge/ explaining their topographic
position beneath the Lake Ellis basin. In contrast, the quartzo-
feldspathic granite rocks of the Hardwick pluton are generally
very resistant to weathering and form hummocky ridges. The ridge
indentations are related to structural weaknesses (i.e.,
prominent block jointing) which was exploited by Pleistocene
glacial erosion by means of glacial plucking and quarrying. The
localization of the watershed reservoir sites is a direct result
of the post Glacial differential weathering on jointed granitic
rocks which has been on-going for the» past 11,000 years +_, since
the retreat of Wisconsin Age glaciers.

Inspection of the watershed area reveals that, in general,
sandy till soils in the 0 - 10' thickness range underlie the
great bulk of the Lake Ellis watershed. The majority of soils
are classified as either glacial till or glacial outwash soils
(see Appendix for Soils Map and explanations). In contrast, the
more subdued topography of the Lake Ellis basin, immediately
south and west of Lake Ellis indicates a weaker bedrock substrate
with a glacial cover of perhaps 20-50'j^, principally composed of
till overlain by outwash in turn overlain by post-Glacial swamp
mucks and perhaps some limited alluvium.

The bedrock and soils of the Lake Ellis region generally
depict an imprint of acid, relative sterile till elevated soils
on the landscape. The presence of the sulfidic Partridge
Formation should impart significant iron and manganese to ground
and surface waters; which aside from these characteristics,
should possess relatively low conductivity/ hardness, and pH in a
natural setting. The major modifications of the watershed
brought about through increased development would affect the
organic and nutrient components of these waters as well as the
sodium and chloride levels which are conditioned by road salting.

Historical Lake and Land Use

The first inhabitants near the site of Lake Ellis were the
Peguoiag Indian tribe. This name was assigned to both the first
permanent European settlement started in 1735, as well as the
local river. The settlement was incorporated as the Town of
Athol in 1762, while the river became known as Miller's River.
The original plan of the Town shows no trace of Lake Ellis
(Hapgood, 1935). The Town's growth was rapid. One of the
factors responsible for its prosperity was the ease of
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transportation provided by the river and early turnpikes. One of
these early routes, a "corduroy" road, passed through what is now
the bottom of Lake Ellis (Lord, 1960). Another key factor in the
early development of Athol was an abundance of hydropower in the
area. Mill Brook has been an important source of hydropower for
industry in Athol since the early 1800's. A shoe peg factory was
established on the stream at a site along Templeton Road
(Woodford, 1855). Other industrial ventures, including that
which produced Lake Ellis, were to follow.

Lake Ellis was essentially created in 1843, the year in which
Timothy Hoar, William Fletcher and Jonathan Kidder built a dam
across the Mill Brook to produce power for a woodworking mill
(Lord, 1960). This flooded the lowland surrounding Mill Brook,
claiming for lake bottom what had previously been forested areas.
Reminders of the original land use are seen in the submerged
trunks which are prevalent in the eastern cove areas. This first
dam failed suddenly on December 18, 1845 destroying the partners'
factory and many others downstream. Subseguently, dam ownership
rights passed through several hands, eventually being acquired by
Edwin Ellis in March, 1852. Ellis, whose name was to become
permanently associated with the mill pond, used the water to
power a sash and blind factory until his death in 1888. During
this period Sash Pond (Athol Archives, 1870) became known as Lake
Ellis {Hard, 1898). The mill and impounded waters then became
the property of his heirs.

In 1889, the Athol Reservoir Company {incorporated by
legislative act in 1854) persuaded the Town of Athol to repair
the dam and raise the spillway by 3 feet. In return, certain
improvements were to be made by the company at the south end of
the lake. At this time, an iron bridge was built to convey Water
Street (presently Lake Ellis Road) over the flow. This
construction scheme included a 27 inch penstock entering the
Ellis plant which released water into the Mill Brook channel.
The Reservoir Company's promise to the Town to heighten the
Ellinwood dam at the south end of the major wetland was never
fulfilled. This dam was located on Doe Valley Road just
northwest of the Ellinwood cemetery (Figure 2). As a result the
major outflow of the deepened and enlarged Lake Ellis forced its
way out to the south via Lake Rohunta, from there to the Miller's
River, and finally to the Connecticut River. Lake Ellis' surface
area expanded as more wetlands areas passed into lake bottom.
Flooding of these lands may have increased Lake Ellis'
productivity as terrestrial soils and lands were inundated. This
increase in nutrients in the water column (analogous to the
pattern observed in newly created reservoirs) would have been
transitory, but the highly organic sediment would have remained
rich in nutrients. Some water was still passed through the Ellis
plant to the Mill Brook channel until the late 1950's. However,
the masonry overflow spillway never experienced discharge during
its 59 years of service (USCOE, 1981).
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A new factory building, rebuilt after the fire of 1896, had a
lengthy tenure at the lake site (> 80 years); passing through
several owners' hands following the bankruptcy of the Ellis firm
in 1897. It became the longtime site of the Swift River Box
Company (relocated from the inundated Quabbin Town of Dana) for
an extended period from the late 1930's until that business
ceased operations in March, 1958. The large wooden building was
then used mostly for storage until eventually demolished in May
1976. The iron bridge at the dam was removed and replaced with
an earthen roadway in 1948 which filled the overflow spillway.

The water rights of the Swift River Box Company were
transferred to Lake Ellis Enterprises in 1959. A legal dispute
between this corporation and the Town of Athol arose over the
question of ownership of Lake Ellis. An attempt by Lake Ellis
Enterprises in November, 1960 to exercise their legal prerogative
to lower the lake level was foiled by an inoperable valve in the
dam structure. The inability of the dam to pass water provided
resolution of the dispute with the Town. The Town was able to
eventually acquire rights not only to Lake Ellis, but to other
basins within the watershed as well (see below). The dam at Lake
Ellis existed in an inoperable state for many years until fears
about the integrity of the deteriorating dam spillway and its
associated roadway forced the Town of Athol to permanently close
the structure with cement in 1980 (N. Ryan, pers. comm.)

The number of houses around the periphery of Lake Ellis
increased in the 1870-80's, along Lake Ellis Road and Petersham
Road, and in the 1930-40's with the development of Burbee Road.
In 1951, Petersham Road was rebuilt from Main Street to just
north of Brigg's Road. Route 2/202 was opened from Phillipston
Four Corners through Athol in the period 1955-59. Flooding along
Beach Street led to the construction of the culverts that are the
present outlet structure of Lake Ellis. There was a gradual
encroachment of wetland and expansion of the lake area between
1935 and 1946 (USGS, 1935, 1946). The population of Athol has
been relatively stable around the 12,000 mark since the 1940's
(Athol Conservation Commission. Recent development in the Ellis
watershed has been gradual. In the past decade, new houses have
been built near the junction of Main Street and Templeton Road
(Colonial Drive development) and bordering Secret Lake.

Uses of the waters of Lake Ellis are long-standing and
diverse. The lake was used for fishing, boating, swimming,
camping, religious meetings, hockey, skating, and ice-harvesting.
Ice-harvesting was a common winter activity on Lake Ellis for
both commercial and private consumers. This practice persisted
on the lake to at least the late 1940's. The map of 1895 locates
an ice house near the former outlet at the site of the present
pump house. The use of the first and second lake islands for
summer cottages and seasonal camping dates back to 1872, when
R.W. Waterman established a summer residence on the second
island. The map of 1895 locates 11 summer cottages on two
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islands, along with a band stand and a "wedding bower" {Athol
Archives, 1895). No permanent structures were ever established
on the third island. At the top of the lake, the public beach
was the host to thousands of summer bathers during its heyday in
the 1920-30's. Some of the more exotic events witnessed on the
lake included horse races on the ice and speedboat racing. These
were often held in conjunction with activities at the old Athol
Fair {the Worcester North West County Fair). The fairgrounds and
grandstand were located on the northeastern shore of the lake, at
a site presently occupied by the Athol Regional High School. The
high school was built in 1956-57. The main grandstand,
constructed in 1920, was the site of countless sporting and
cultural events until it was condemned and razed in 1959-60.

Lake Ellis has been utilized as a water source for Athol in
the past and currently holds that status. A pump and pipeline
connection with the water system was established in 1908 as a
contingency water supply. It was used as an emergency source for
41 days during February and March, 1918 (Tighe and Bond, 1959).
A new pumping plant was installed in 1923. This consisted of a
pump house and a motor-driven centrifugal pump of 750,000 gallons
per day capacity. A ten inch cast iron pipeline was laid between
the pumping station at Lake Ellis and the Phillipston Raw Water
pipeline in 1939 (Tighe and Bond, 1959). Recently, Lake Ellis
has once again been pressed into service as Athol's primary water
supply. Due to benzene contamination of the South Street Town
well (detected in October, 1986), the waters of Lake Ellis are
being used for Town drinking water. The current situation
provides the Town with an adequate short-term solution, but one
that will have to be remedied in the long run, so as not to
deprive the citizens of Athol of one of their more important
recreational facilities.

Lake Ellis is actively utilized and enjoyed as a mult ifaceted
resource by the inhabitants of Athol. Present recreational uses
of Lake Ellis include bathing, fishing, ice skating/hockey,
boating, water skiing, and camping, as well as overall aesthetic
enjoyment (Athol Conservation Commission, 1981). Currently,
there are summer cottages on the first and second islands. In
the winter, ice-fishing, skating, and ice-hockey are popular.
There are several recreational features around the high school
grounds, including a public beach, boat launch, playground, and
an obstacle course. Resident waterfowl add ornithological
interest and enjoyment. Concerns about the quality of this
resource have led to recent attempts at a more rigorous lake
management program.

Lake conditions in the past 15 years have been criticized as
being too weed-choked, particularly around the public beach. A
desire to reduce this overgrowth of macrophytes resulted in a
combined mechanical and chemical weed control program run by
Aquatic Control Technology of Wayland, Massachusetts from 1978 to
1982 at a total cost of $12,450 (Athol Selectmen, 1982). This
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program treated but did not eliminate the weed problem.
Currently, the Town is exploring alternative or more permanent
solutions to improving the recreational quality of the lake.
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LIMNOLOGICAL DATA BASE

Limnological data were collected for one year in an effort to
assess lake condition and evaluate temporal and spatial
variability in physical, chemical, and biological features.
Through this data collection we attempt to learn how the system
functions and which factors are important to its well being.
Considerable information is generated and one must distinguish
between the critical items and those of more general interest or
minimal utility in the management of the system. Therefore, in
the interest of brevity, most raw data have been incorporated
into a technical appendix which serves as a support document to
this report. Calculation sheets which detail the derivation of
useful values and other information of secondary importance have
also been included in the Appendix.

Water Chemistry

The waters of Lake Ellis are a composite of the dilute '
mixture of chemical substances introduced by the weathering of
rock in the watershed, from seasonal precipitation, from use of
the landscape {housing, farming, etc.) as well as materials
washed from neighboring streets and highways. The importance of
these various sources to the lake is dependent on both their
concentration and the measured volume of water containing these
substances which flows into the lake. Flow characteristics are
therefore of major potential importance in the system. The mean
flow of the major tributary, Mill Brook or LE-1, was 9.35
cu.m/min during the study period, with a range of 3.5 - 25.5
cu.m/min (Table 2). Flow off the hills to the southeast,
augmented by highway drainage, enters the lake through a large
pipe (LE-8) with a mean flow of 2.1 cu m./min and a range of 0.12
- 5.95 cu m./min. A similar hillslope and street drainage system
to the northeast (LE-7) contributed a mean flow of 1.0 cu m./min
with a range of 0 (frozen) - 5.6 cu m./min. Two minor flows into
the lake (LE-5 & 6) were at 0.12 and 0.18 cu m./min respectively,
with little real variation in flow. Summing up these inputs to
Lake Ellis produces a value of 12.75 cu m./min. The measured
mean outflow (LE-4) was 15.72 cu m./min.

There are some additional water inputs from other sources
including ephemeral streams, ground water seepage and
precipitation. Some additional outflow may be expected due to
the location of the outflow sampling site and the contributions
of the additional wetland area. From these considerations it
appears that inflows and outflow are roughly in balance. For
further details consult the Hydrologic Budget section of this
report.
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TABLE 2. VALUES OF MONITORED PARAMETERS IN THE LAKE ELLIS SYSTEM.

PARAMETER UNITS VALUE TYP LE-1 LE-2S LE-2B LE-3S LE-4 LE-5 LE-6 LE-7 LE-8

FLOW

TOTAL PHOSPHORUS

ORTHOPHOSPHORUS

AMMONIA NITROGEN

NITRATE NITROGEN

TOTAL KJELDAHL NITROGEN

NITROGEN: PHOSPHORUS RATIO

TEMPERATURE

DISSOLVED OXYGEN

D.G. SATURATION

TOTAL SUSPENDED SOLIDS

TOTAL DISSOLVED SOLIDS

CU.M/MIN

UG/L

UG/L

MG/L

MG/L

HG/L

NONE

CELSIUS

MG/L

'/.

MG/L

MG/L

MEAN
MAXIMUM
MlWMUrt

MEAN
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

MEAN
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

MEAN
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

MEAN
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

MEAN
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

MEAN
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

MEAN
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

MEAN
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

MEAN
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

MEAN
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

9.4
25.5
3.5

14
30
10

11
27
10

.03

.13
.01

.08

.21

.02

.28
,69
.12

63
119

19

21
-2

n.i
14.4
7.9

94
102
81

3.7
22
.4

97
153

40

-
-

16
47
10

11
18
10

.04

.18
.01

.06

.12

.01

.32

.54

.16

65
113

14

24.7
— 1

9.8
13

6.7

8V
101
78

1.?
6.8

.1

87
128
It

-
-

16
30
10

10
15
to

.06

.31
.01

.04

.13

.01

.32

.85

.08

63
153
24

20.8
1

8.3
12.6
3.3

77
96
2<S

1.8
7.2

.4

91
U7

11

-
-

14
30
10

11
18
10

.03

.U

.01

.07

.56

.01

.32
.8

.16

76
187

18

24.2
-1

9
12

6.9

84
98
51

1.8
4

.4

85
124

7

15.7
45.9
4.1

15
43
10

11
2B
10

.06

.36

.01

.09
.22
.01

.35

.73

.23

81
176

18

23
-1

5.6
11
.8

48
93
9

2.3
14
.4

86
128

48

.1

.2
.02

12
20
10

10
10
10

.02

.04

.01

1
1.46

.4

.33

.55

.15

248
417
144

16.5
3

10.9
12.8
8.2

95
104
84

2.6
6.8

.4

627
832
104

.2

.4
.1

11
20
10

10
18
10

.06
.18
.02

.07

.13

.02

.18

.39

.08

57
109

11

17
0

9.9
12

4.2

82
94
43

3.6
14
.4

314
540

84

1
5.6

.1

40
820

10

30
490

10

.08
2.4
.02

.08

.54

.03

.28
4

.14

49
130

11

16.5
1.5

9.9
13.1
7.2

87
99
68

18.6
28
.4

133
257

63

2.1
6

.1

11
20
10

10
10
10

.04
.07

0.01

.33

.39

.03

.11

.21

.07

52
116

19

13.3
1

11.6
13.4
9.8

94
94
91

6
12.4

.8

141
211

81



TABLE 2. (continued) VALUES OF MONITORED PARAMETERS ...

PARAMETER UNITS VALUE TYP LE-1 LE-25 LE-2B LE-3S LE-4 LE-5 LE-6 LE-7 LE-8

CONDUCTIVITY

PH

TOTAL ALKALINITY

CHLORIDE

FECAL COL I FORM

FECAL STREPTOCOCCI

FCsFS RATIO

CHLOROPHYLL A

SECCHI DISK TRANSPARENCY

UHHOS/CM MEAN

MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

S.U. MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

MG/L MEAN
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

MG/L MEAN
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

N/IQOML MEAN*
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

N/100ML MEAN*
MAXIMUM
.MINIMUM

NONE MEAN
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

UG/L MEAN
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

METERS MEAN
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

143
260
84

5.9
5.4

4.1
8

1.1

37
57
25

3
103
0

58
30000

0

.3
2.2
0

153
240
69

6
5

3.8
4.9
1.8

39
56
12

2
42
0

8
2000

0

.4
3.5
0

5.6
10.7
i.e

2.8
3.1
2.1

187
500
102

5.9
5.3

4.3
7.4
1.8

48
117
33

-
--

--
-

-
-
-

146
215
11

5.9
5.2

3.9
6.6
2

39
51
22

1
19
0

4
900
0

.1
1
0

5.9
16
2.7

164
390
74

5.7
5

6.9
11.1
2.3

36
60
1?

3
41
0

17
300
0

.1

.5
0

1238
1540
600

6.9
5.8

24.6
29
21

337
434
223

1
10
0

5
110
0

.1

.8
0

645
1290
330

6.9
5.5

9
14
4.7

185
330
96

2
100
0

22
11800

0

.1

.3
0

204
470
37

7
5.2

9.6
30
2.3

50
110
6

4
885
0

100
1200

0

.9
7.7
0

193
280
65

A. 9
5.3

7.1
10
4.6

59
99
17

3
51
0

5
83
0

.8
2
0

* GEOMETRIC MEAN APPLIED INSTEAD OF ARITHMETIC MEAN.



Phosphorus is the element usually "limiting" primary
productivity in temperate zone lakes, as it is most often the
element in shortest supply in relation to the needs of plants
(rooted aquatic plants or phytoplankton) . It is also more -easily
controlled than most other essential plant nutrients. The level
of total phosphorus in a lake is a good indicator of the degree
of fertilization or eutrophication that the lake is receiving
(Wetzel, 1983; Goldman and Home, 1983} .

Total phosphorus in the lake and tributaries shows both
spatial and temporal trends (Table 2). Total phosphorus
concentrations in most tributaries rarely exceeded 30 ug/1, with
summer values usually near or at 10 ug/1. As this value was the
analytical laboratory's limit of detection, actual values may
have been less than 10 ug/1. The exception to this rule was
water from LE-7 in the northern cove. During discrete periods in
the late summer extremely high phosphorus values (>500 ug/1) were
measured. Fortunately, these episodes of high values were
coupled with low flows at this site, but the magnitude of
concentration merits concern in a lake where phosphorus controls
plant growth.

In the lake, all phosphorus values were low (< 17 ug/1) with
minimum values occurring in the summer. No real spatial
difference in total phosphorus was demonstrated between top and
bottom or site-to-site within Lake Ellis.

Orthophosphorus is the form of phosphorus most readily
available for biological uptake. All the mean values for lake
stations and tributaries are near 10-11 ug/1, with the exception
of LE-7 which exhibits a similar pattern as with total
phosphorus. When LE-7 exhibited high total phosphorus values,
Orthophosphorus constituted about half of these peaks. Overall,
this lake would be considered low in phosphorus inputs,
characteristic of a lake with modest levels of biological
activity.

Nitrogen is another important plant nutrient, and occurs in
three major forms in aquatic systems: ammonia, nitrate, and
organic compounds. Ammonia and nitrate can be measured directly,
while organic nitrogen is taken as the difference between total
Kjeldahl nitrogen (a digestion-based test result) and ammonia
nitrogen. Ammonia and nitrate are readily available for uptake
by plants. Both forms can cause toxicity problems at high
concentrations. Ammonia nitrogen is toxic to most animals at
concentrations dependent on temperature, pH, and dissolved solids
level. Nitrate can be toxic to humans at concentration above 10
mg/1. Nitrogen inputs to aquatic systems are very difficult to
control as a consequence of high nitrogen concentration in the
atmosphere and the high mobility of nitrate in the soil (Martin
and Goff, 1972).
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Ammonia is rapidly converted to nitrite and then nitrate in
the presence of oxygen by naturally occurring bacteria, but the
decline of oxygen during the summer in the deeper depths or
wetlands areas may promote the build-up of ammonia through decay
processes. The ammonia data from Lake Ellis, in conjunction with
corresponding pH and oxygen values, indicates that the lake is
free of any ammonia toxicity problems.

Nitrate nitrogen was found at concentrations ranging from
0.10 to 1.46 mg/1. However, only LE-5 and LE-8 exhibited mean
values higher than 0.10 mg/1 (note: 30 mg/1 is an unofficial
standard for an acceptable concentration when low algal density
is desired). The elevated mean of LE-5 (1.0 mg/1) was
undoubtedly linked to fertilization and maintenance activities on
the athletic fields which it drains. These high values were
somewhat mitigated by the very minimal amount of flow (<0.10 cfs)
associated with it. Nitrate nitrogen in the southern cove input
(LE-8) was also somewhat elevated; a likely cause is the
decomposition of some felled vegetation following vegetation
clearing on the hillslope above and drained by LE-8. Overall,
the lake values are acceptably low and show little seasonal
trends.

Total Kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN) exhibited mean values ranging
from 0.08 to 4.00 mg/1. Mean values from most tributaries were
below 0.35 mg/1. Site LE-7 had discrete samples measuring above
2.80 mg/1 indicating periodic water quality problems. The in-
lake values were uniform at 0.32 mg/1. The higher values at the
outflow (0.35 mg/1) were suggestive of additional biological
production in the intervening wetland area between lake and
outlet, resulting in increased export of organic material.

The nitrogen: phosphorus ratio calculated as (TKN + nitrate
nitrogen conc.)/total phosphorus cone, x 2.28, indicated
phosphorus to be in relatively shorter supply than nitrogen at
most stations. The growing season (May-September) ratio for lake
surface waters was 32:1. Since values greater that 17: 1 are
indicative of phosphorus-deficient lakes (Smith, 1982), this
ratio was consistent with hypothesized phosphorus limitation in
Lake Ellis. Average tributary values ranged from 49-248:1. The
lowest average ratio was associated with LE-7, indicative of
additional phosphorus inputs from storm drainage off streets. In
itself these ratios do not provide conclusive proof that
phosphorus is the limiting factor for growth in the system, since
other potential limiting factors (e.g., light, micronutrients)
have to be considered. Yet it strongly suggests that phosphorus
is a more appropriate target element than nitrogen for nutrient
control in a lake management program. In most cases it is far
easier to reduce or eliminate phosphorus inputs than to attempt
to control the other possible influences.
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The temperature of water in the lake demonstrated a typical
temperate zone seasonal pattern at the in-lake station, LE-2
(Figure 8a-d). The surface of Lake Ellis froze during the winter
of 1985-86 with ice cover up to 0.45 m (1.5 ft) thick. Some of
the tributaries (LE-5, LE-7) froze solid as well. The seasonal
progression in surface temperature did not lead to a persistent
summer thermal stratification of the lake during the study year.
However, there was weak inverse stratification exhibited during
the winter months (Figure 8a).

The lack of permanent stratification was also reflected in
the depth profiles of the lake's dissolved oxygen content over
the year (Figure 8a-d). A well defined drop in oxygen at the
bottom was observed during some of the ice-covered late winter
months indicating a potential under-ice problem at the greater
depths. However, during the ice-free season oxygen was well
distributed throughout the water column with some small decline
with depth. Water entering from the tributaries was well
oxygenated. The most severe oxygen deficits were seen in the
outflow, particularly in the summer, where sluggish passage
through a Sphagnum swamp led to significant oxygen consumption.
On the whole, the levels of oxygen in Lake Ellis were
sufficiently high to avoid any detrimental effects on fish life
and prevent remobilization of phosphorus from the sediments, as
is often observed under anoxic conditions. A future degradation
in water quality, leading to increased oxygen demand, could alter
this condition.

The amount of oxygen that will dissolve in water is dependent
on temperature, dissolved substances, and atmospheric pressure.
The relation of the actual oxygen level to the maximum possible
concentration is termed the percent saturation, and reveals much
about the processes at work in a given system. In the Lake Ellis
system oxygen saturation ranged from 9 to 104% saturation, with
an annual mean of 83%. This indicated that the lake's biological
activity promoted neither oxygen supersaturation (via
photosynthesis) or strong deficits (via bacterial decomposition).
The lowest dissolved oxygen levels were usually measured at the
outflow (LE-4) after passage through the swamp.

Total suspended solids values had means ranging from 1.8 to
18.6 mg/1 with a range of 0.4 to 28.0 mg/1, suggesting moderate
quantities of suspended matter during basal flow and elevation
during storm events. Not surprising the greatest inputs of total
suspended solids came from the more important tributaries, LE-1,
LE-7f and LE-8, which drain relatively steep-sloped areas and
would carry eroded materials into the lake at higher flows.
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Figure 8a. Temperature and Oxygen Profiles at Station LE-2; 1-3/86.
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Figure 8b. Temperature and Oxygen Profiles at Station LE-2; 4-6/86.
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Figure 8c. Temperature and Oxygen Profiles at Station LE-2; 7-9/86.
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Figure 8d. Temperature and Oxygen Profiles at Station LE-2; 10-12/86.
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Total dissolved solids and conductivity, both measures of
dissolved chemicals and system fertility, were moderate in the
lake and its major tributary. Mill Brook. Low fertility is
usually indicated by dissolved solids values less than 70 mg/1 or
conductivity of less than 100 umhos/cm (USEPA, 1976). The
hydrologically minor sources (LE-5 to 8) were higher in both
conductivity and total dissolved solids than the lake. The
athletic field underdrain (LE-5) and the drain off Route 32/202
(LE-6) were significantly higher than other stations. The
extremely high conductivity values at the former site result from
leaching of applied fertilizers, as indicated by high nitrate and
chloride values. Chloride values were highly correlated with
total dissolved solids and exhibited the same patterns. The
outlet had a single high conductivity value (390 umhos/cm) which
occurred during the period of highway repair (repaving). The
high conductivity of LE-6 were most likely due to iron-rich
groundwater contributions and runoff from the highway
interchange. High iron content at the LE-6 was indicated by
bright orange deposits {probably iron hydroxide) just below the
culvert pipe and extending in the channel downstream from the
inlet pipe. This observation is consistent with the composition
of the rocks found in the watershed, which are ferric in nature.

Alkalinity values are low in the Lake Ellis system; mean
values were less than 10 mg/1 in all the tributaries but LE-5
(24.6 mg/1) and less than 4.5 mg/1 in Mill Brook and Lake Ellis.
At these values, the buffering capacity of the lake (ability of
the lake to withstand acidic or basic additions without pH
change) is low. The pH of surface waters throughout the system
ranged from 5.0 to 7.0, with most of the values falling between
5.3 and 6.0, representing acidic values. Lake Ellis has a pH
range in the 5 to 6 region. These values are to be expected in
this region of thin, acidic soil. However, this lake could be
susceptible to further acidification from acidic deposition. It
is presently monitored by the Massachusetts Water Resources
Research Center in Amherst (Godfrey et al., 1985). Slightly more
alkaline waters came from LE-5, Interestingly, the site with the
greatest variability was LE-7: more alkaline values were
correlated with high nutrient inputs. Higher levels of
phosphorus in these samples may have elevated the pH as
phosphorus acts as a buffer in the range of neutrality.

An effort was made to detect any substantial input of
dissolved substances along the shoreline and islands of Lake
Ellis through a conductivity survey. While slight increases were
found in the regions of LE-5 and LE-6, there were no areas of
distinct increase related to shoreline development (Figure 9).
Slight increases observed in various parts of the lake cannot be
taken as conclusive proof of input plumes. Conductivity in the
center of the pond at the time of the survey was 185-190
umhos/cm, similar to or slightly less than values observed around
the perimeter.



Figure 9. Shoreline conductivity survey in Lake Ellis.

SHORELINE CONDUCTIVITY(umhos/cm)
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Bacteria

Fecal coliform (FC) and fecal streptococci (FS) bacteria were
assessed during this study (Table 2) . These bacteria come from
the digestive tract of all warm-blooded animals, human and non-
human, and do not in themselves represent a serious health
threat. However, as they are often accompanied by pathogens,
they are considered indicators of potential health hazard if
present in substantial quantities. The FC values obtained during
this study were below the Massachusetts standards for contact
recreation (MDWPC, 1985), which are 200/100 ml for multiple
sample geometric means and 400/100 ml for single samples (or 10%
of monthly samples); except for summer values for LE-7. No in-
lake values exceeded these standards, even during the summer
recreation season. Geometric means ranged from 1 to 4 fecal
coliform per 100 ml of sample.

Values for FS were higher than those obtained for FC, but
there are no bathing standards for FS. Geometric mean values
ranged from 4 to 100 fecal streptococci per 100 ml of sample, and
a strong seasonal pattern was established. High levels of fecal
streptococci were seen at stations LE-1, 4, 6 and 7. The lowest
means were associated with the in-lake stations.

FC:FS ratios may give some indication of the origin of
observed bacteria, as ratios associated with human derived
bacterial assemblages are considerably higher than those
associated with non-human sources. The FC:FS ratio for humans is
more than 4.0, whereas the ratio for domestic animals is less
than 1.0 (Tchobanoglous and Schroeder, 1985). If ratios are
obtained in the ranges of 1 to 2, interpretation is less certain.
A table with representative FC:FS ratios is included in the
Appendix. The FC:FS ratios obtained (Table 2) were all less than
1.0, which suggests mostly non-human origin for fecal bacteris.
The temporal and spatial patterns of FS values are consistent
with this conclusion; areas of high FS values were often secluded
and had evidence of animal activity (e.g. tracks or scats).
However, values for stations LE-7 and LE-8 approach 1.0 which may
indicate mixed sources. The data for LE-8 is biased by a single
high value during a storm but LE-7 shows more chronic problems.
Values of FC : FS greater than 4:1 were only seen at site LE-7.
In summer this area may act as an informal latrine due to its
proximity to the boat launch.

Sampling by the Town of Athol on October 29, 1986 at five
locations determined total coliform counts at 190-450 per 100 ml
of water (see Appendix for data). Total coliform counts are a
more general assay then fecal coliform as additional coliform
bacteria can be found in soils and other natural non-fecal
sources. High values found in December may indicate the impact
of fall runoff upon the lake. It is hard to interpret from this
single set of values.
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Phytoplankton

Phytoplankton, or algae suspended in the water column, are an
important link in aquatic food webs/ but may also be responsible
for reduced water clarity and detectable color and odor in
lakes. One useful measure of Phytoplankton quantity is
chlorophyll a., a pigment that is used in photosynthesis. This is
the same pigment that makes grass and leaves green. Chlorophyll
a. usually represents 0.5 to 2% of the total phytoplankton biomass
and has been correlated with production and standing crop at
various levels of the food web, water clarity, and phosphorus
concentration (e.g., Jones and Bachmann 1976, Ogleby and Shaffner
1978, Hanson and Leggett 1982, Vollenweider 1982) .

Measured chlorophyll levels in Lake Ellis ranged from 2.4 to
16 ug/1, with a mean of 6.0 ug/1. Based on equations which
relate chlorophyll concentration to phosphorus, a range of 2.6 to
11.3 ug/1 chlorophyll a, with a mean of 4.0 ug/1, would be
expected in Lake Ellis (Jones and Bachmann 1976, Oglesby and
Schaffner 1978). Observed chlorophyll concentration were low,
and did not give the water a detectable color during the summer.

Chlorophyll a. values are often considered indicators of the
trophic state of a lake. Fitting a waterbody into any
classification system is a subjective process, with no one
parameter capable of fully "defining" the lake's state. However,
chlorophyll a. levels are one of more telling parameters. The
mean and range of chlorophyll £ values from Lake Ellis fall into
the intermediate or mesotrophic classification (Wetzel, 1983).
This finding should be compared with other parameters, including
total phosphorus levels.

Chlorophyll and non-living suspended solids are important
determinants of water clarity. Secchi disk transparency, a
measure of water clarity, ranged from 2.1 to 3.1 m in Lake Ellis,
with a mean of 2.8 m {Table 2). The disk was often observable to
the lake bottom, so that the actual transparency was greater. As
the State guideline for Secchi disk transparency in waters used
for contact.recreation is just over 1.2 m (4 ft), Lake Ellis is
clearly suitable for swimming. Any residual turbidity arising
from bottom sediments stirred up from weekend boating activity
was not sufficient to significantly decrease the transparency on
the sampling dates at this level of boating activity. This
agrees with the results of the sediment settling test described
before. Assuming chlorophyll to be the principal factor
determining water clarity, mean Secchi disk transparency is
predicted to range between 2.3 and 6.0 m with a mean of 3.7 m
(Oglesby and Shaffner 1978, Vollenweider 1982).
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Chlorophyll concentrations are consistent with predictions
based on phosphorus levels, and water clarity appears to be a
function of the low chlorophyll content in Lake Ellis.
Management of phosphorus is therefore likely to translate into
management of water clarity, although it is not the only way to
achieve acceptable water clarity.

The nature of the phytoplankton in Lake Ellis varied
seasonally and included representatives from seven major algal
divisions (Figure 10). At no time in 1986 did observations of
the lake's clarity or color suggest that a significant algal
"bloom" was underway, and this was supported by the seasonal
data. The overall density of phytoplankton was very low, usually
below 150 cells per milliliter of lake water (for individual
sample numbers and biomasses see Appendix). Cell numbers
responded weakly to seasonal changes. There were small vernal
(spring) and autumnal peaks of algal cell biomass (Figure 11)
suggesting limited response to an increase in the growth-
controlling factor, presumably nutrient availability.

The most numerous taxa were those in the divisions
Chrysophyta (golden-brown algae) and Cryptophyta. In these
divisions, many small flagellated forms are represented such as
Dinobryon and Cryptomonas(which may supplement their energy
intake by heterotrophic means). There are some Chlorophyta
(green algae) restricted to the summer months. Bacillariophyta
(diatoms) were not abundant in the phytoplankton of Lake Ellis,
while Pyrrhophyta (dinoflagellates) were represented by a few
large individuals. There was almost a total lack of Cyanophyta
(blue-green algae) and Euglenophyta (euglenoids) in this
nutrient-poor environment.

Overall, the phytoplankton composition and density were
representative of a nutrient-limited environment. Hence, it is
phosphorus limitation - and, to a lesser degree, grazing by
zooplankton that are the likely controlling factors for
phytoplankton biomass.

Macrophytes

The areal extent of benthic coverage by aquatic macrophytes
is shown in Figure 12* Vascular plants are widely distributed in
Lake Ellis with heavy bottom cover found in northern and eastern
coves and maximum densities in the southern and southwest
portions of the lake. Some patches of lesser density correspond
to managed beach areas. The southern areas of maximum density
were found generally in water less than 1.5 m (5 ft) deep and
characterized by high numbers of floating macrophytes. High
density in the northern end was associated with a low-growing
bottom cover.
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Lake Ellis Phytoplankton - Cell Volumes.
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Figure 12. Benthic Cover by Aquatic Macrophytes in Lake Ellis.
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Considering the low nutrient inputs to Lake Ellis, the
abundance of macrophytes is higher than expected. The spatial
distribution of the macrophytes hinders but does not preclude the
most important recreational activities. Areas of particular
concern include the northern end off the bathing beach, and the
area off the Mill Brook inlet. The concentrations in the
southern portion of the lake are a problem but the area is
generally utilized only for fishing.

There were 20 species of vascular plants identified at Lake
Ellis during this study. Particularly abundant were bladderwort
(Utricularia sp.), the white (Nymphaea odorata and yellow (Nuphar
sp.) water lilies, and watershield (Brasenia schreberi). Also
present in quantity was milfoil (Myriophyllum heterophyllum).
The distribution of macrophyte taxa in Lake Ellis is presented in
Figure 13.

To the south of Lake Ellis is a large wetland area which is
bisected by the Route 2/202 highway corridor and culvert (Figure
2). This wetland is approximately 81 ha (200.1 ac) in size and
drains to the southeast through Ellinwood Brook. Inspection of
the area between the open waters of Lake Ellis and the highway
indicated a Sphagnum bog. No list of plant species was prepared,
but two carniverous species, pitcher plant (Serracenia purpurea)
and round-leaved sundew (Drosera rotundifolia) were noted. As
this wetland is hydrologically inseparate from Lake Ellis, a drop
in the water level of the latter would impact the former.
Therefore, restoration of the lake through water level control
will be difficult without extensive-means to protect the wetland.

Zooplankton

The zooplankton community of Lake Ellis is composed of a
moderately diverse assemblage of copepods and cladocerans.
Diaptomus and Daphinia ambigua were the most abundant species,
although densities for all species are quite low (Figure 14 and
Technical Appendix). The mean length of individual zooplankters
is moderate to large, indicating relatively light predation
pressure or abundant refuges. Given the low plant density in the
open water areas where zooplankton were collected, the
zooplankton of Lake Ellis are indicative of an infertile system
with low to moderate vertebrate planktivore densities.

The large mean size of zooplankters suggests moderate grazing
potential. The lack of algal blooms in Lake Ellis is not
attributable to grazing by zooplankton, but there is evidence to
suggest that the zooplankton would respond positively to any
increase in algal production, providing the system with some
"buffering capacity" with respect to phytoplankton biomass and
water clarity.
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Figure 13. Distribution of Aquatic Macrophytes in Lake Ellis.
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Figure 14. Lake Ellis Zooplankton Characteristics.
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MacroInvertebrates

Macroinvertebrates were qualitatively assessed during field
inspections. Densities were considered low to moderate and the
majority were associated with macrophyte cover in the shallower
water. A partial list of the macroinvertebrates encountered in
the lake or tributaries includes snails (Limneidae), clams
(Unionidae), amphipods (Gammeridae), backswiramers (Notonectidae),
numerous damselfly and dragonfly nymphs (Odonata), mayfly larvae
(Baetidae), water striders (Gerridae), water scorpions (Nepidae),
whirligig beetles (Gyrinidae), midge fly larvae (Chironomidae),
and black fly larvae (Simuliidae). The diversity is due to the
wide range of substrates and habitats available in the lake and
tributaries. An adequate food resource base for the warm water
fishery was indicated.

Fish

The status of fisheries in Lake Ellis is not well
established. The Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and
Wildlife has not surveyed the lake recently and there is no fish
stocking policy. Inspection of information at the offices of the
DFW revealed that the earliest field inspection was in 1912. At
that time the variable lake area (due to water level control at
the sash factory), the possibility of the lake being drained, and
the private ownership made stocking problematic (MDFW 1912).
However, it was stocked in 1927 with 500 horn pout or brown
bullhead (Ictalurus nebulosus) and 600 yellow perch (MDFW 1927).
In 1935 private stocking was permitted, although the exact nature
of what was stocked was not reported (MDFW 1935). Prior to 1955,
the lake reportedly contained brown bullhead, white perch (Morone
americana ) , yellow perch (Perca flavescens), chain pickerel (Esox
niger) , black crappie (Pomoxis iiigromaculatus) and bluegill
(Lepomjs macrochirus) (MDFW 1955).

From conversations with local fishermen it appears that
largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides) is the primary game
species in Lake Ellis. Ice fishermen reported taking several big
bass; the smaller bass were abundant and healthy looking and some
small-to-medium yellow perch and bluegills were taken. Our field
observations include sightings of largemouth bass, yellow perch,
bluegill, brown bullhead and white perch. During the month of
May, several good-sized (320 - 500 mm) white suckers (Castostomus
commersoni) were seen in Mill Brook, presumably for spawning.

A sampling of the fishery was made in Auaust, 1986. Several
shoreline seine hauls with a 100 ft seine were made and a trap
net was deployed for six hours. While no fish were caught in the
trap net, the seine hauls turned up 106 fish representing eight
species (Table 3). The more abundant species were yellow perch,
blue gill, and golden shiner (Notemigonus crysoleucas). Also
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TABLEJ

RESULTS OF FISH SURVEY IN LAZE ELLIS.

Species*
Micfooteru? ffflapifr?
Etoinipef
PercaflOTescens
i jtnnfn^f ffiBcrocfairos
Letomisgibbosus
Kotedigonug crvEQleucus
Catestomtc commefsoni
EfimTzon succeta

Cofflfflofi Name ^caomred
Largemouth Bass
Chain pickerel
Yellor perch
Bluegill
Pumpkinseed
Golden Shifkftr
Vhite sucker
Lake Chubsucker
TOTAL

3
9

43
22

3
24
1
1

106

% of catch j
2JB
8.4

40.6

20 JB

2&

22j6

IB
100JO

nean length
83

193
161
101
107
164
450

323

Age classes
0
LII
IILV,VII
auinur
LIII
not aged
V

V

*likely to be present but not observed/captured.- vhite perch, broro bullhead, black cra^pie.



taken were largemouth bass, pumpkinseed (Lepomis gibbosus), lake
chubsucker (Erimyzon succeta) and white sucker. Fish could be
roughly classified as game fish (bass, pickerel), panfish (yellow
perch, bluegill, pumpkinseed) and rough fish (golden shiner,
white sucker, lake chubsucker). The game fish represented 11.2%
of the catch by number, panfish 64.2% of the catch and rough fish
were 24.6%. The growth rate of chain pickerel, yellow perch and
blue gill were estimated by relating fish length to age class as
determined by annuli on scales taken from the fish. By comparing
these to long-term records maintained by the Massachusetts
Division of Fisheries and Wildlife (MDFW), growth rates can be
assigned to the species. Compared to growth of the same species
in other waters, the growth of chain pickerel is poor,
pumpkinseed fair and yellow .perch good. The high proportion of
panfish and rough fish represents a relative lack of forage for
small to medium-si zed piscivores. Presumably larger bass or
pickerel would find a sufficient size spectrum of food items to
maintain growth. Overall, this fishery would produce a few large
game fish and many stunted smaller individuals who have not
attained sufficient size to use the available panfish for forage.

Local opinion considers the fishing fair-to-good in Lake
Ellis. The oligo-mesotrophic nature of the lake and lack of
forage fish prevents high numbers of catchable fish from being
produced, but the below-average fishing pressure probably allows
some fish to grow to a respectable size before being caught. The
limited access and unexceptional reputation of the lake suggests
that the fishery is used primarily by local residents and lake
abutters. This is reflected in the popularity of fishing by
respondents to the lake abutters' survey.

Sediment Analysis

The depth of soft sediments was mapped (Figure 15) and the
composition of the underlying hard stratum was determined. The
substrate was soft sediment overlying a mosaic of sand and gravel
with occasional clay and silt pockets.

Sediment cores were taken from the lake at the northern cove,
between the islands and near Mill Brook (see Figure 1). There
was no discernible stratigraphy (layering) to the sediment cores.
Analysis of the sediment samples revealed high levels of iron and
manganese consistent with local geologic features (Table 4). The
USGS (1977) flag limits for sediment contaminants were not
exceeded by any parameter value, and most parameter values met
the MDWPC (1979) criteria for Category I sediment. The arsenic ~
and zinc concentrations were in the Category II range, however
and one of the lead values was in Category III. It is possible
that some of these values reflect residuals from earlier attempts
at chemical control of nuisance vegetation. High organic content
placed the sediment in the Type C classification for physical
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Figure 15. Soft Sediment Depth in Lake Ellis.

CONTOURS REPRESENT
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TABLE 4

CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LAKE ELLIS SEDIMENTS.

(COLLECTED OK AUGUST 21,1965)

Parameter Value at :

Arsenic (mg/kg)

Cadmium (mg/kg)

Chromium (mg/kg)

Copper (mg/kg)

Iron (mg/kg)

Lead (mg/kg)

Manganese (mg/kg)

Mercury (mg/kg)

Nickel (mg/kg)

Vanadium (mg/kg)

Zinc (mg/kg)

Nitrate-nitrogen (mg/kg)

TKN (mg/kg)

Phosphorus, Total (mg/kg)

Total Volatile Solids (X)

Oil and Grease (mg/kg)

LE-S1

12

<7.6

19

46

16,600

226

243

<0.13

34

42

250

15
5,210

<3-99

22.6

7,640

LE-S2

16

<9.1

9.1

36
21,300

161
376

<0.16

36

41

295

25
6,640

<4.26

25-4

6,690

LE-SS

7.6

<14

<14

<14

12,100

<71

335
<0.22

29

29

100

32
6,030
<4.03

72.7

H500

11 .9

10.2.

14.0

3Z-

n^°°

\ t o

Ji8
o - n

33
3-7-3

^*

^
734.6

<.o^

40.2.

^343
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characteristics. These characteristics would allow disposal of
these sediments in upland areas without special restrictions.

Settlement column tests were run to estimate consolidation
due to self weight stresses. The bulking factor (ratio of a
given volume of solids in the containment area to the volume of
solids on the lake bottom) was 1.65. It can be expected that as
more solids are deposited, the self weight effective stresses
increase and this brings about a consolidation of the material
resulting in a lower bulking factor. The lower the bulking
factor the less containment volume is needed to initially hold
the material.

The water quality of the supernatant of a 1:4 (volume to
volume) sediment/water mixture was tested as a function of time
in order to evaluate potential effects on water clarity by
resuspended bottom materials. In a column settling test, the
supernatant was withdrawn periodically over a three day period
and the turbidity measured (see technical appendix) . Results
show turbidity decreasing from 55 J.T.U. 5 minutes after
resuspension to 10 J.T.U. after 24 hours and to 1.1 J.T.U. after
three days. The water quality is sufficient for contact
recreation at 10 J.T.U. The decrease of turbidity to this value
after 24 hours provides support for a successful day-to-day
segregation (e.g., odd days for waterskiing) of lake activities
without residual turbidity. That is to say, the water should
clear itself of suspended particles within a day so that the
water is aesthetically acceptable to bathers.

Questionnaire Survey

Responses to a questionnaire sent to watershed residents were
helpful in evaluating the preferences and practices of residents
and potential pond users. The rate of return for the surveys was
30% and the actual responses was 24 out of 78. Responses were
received from all the major residential areas on the lake, that
is, the northwest corner (Vine, Beach Street), the islands, and
the southeast portion (Burbee, Petersham Road) of the lake. The
majority of the respondents used the pond on a weekly basis,
presumably on weekends (Table 5). Boating activity (sailing,
skiing, canoeing, etc.) was the activity of first choice,
followed by swimming and fishing. Other uses included skating,
birdwatching and aesthetic enjoyment.

Most of the respondents listed themselves as year-round
residents. The mean size of households is 3.1 people, with a
range of 1 to 6 persons per dwelling.

The distance of respondents' properties from the lake was
generally within 100 ft. Town (municipal) pipelines supplied a
majority of the respondents (59%), with an on-site well (32%) and
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TABLE 5

SUMMARY OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES IN THE LAKE ELLIS STUDY AREA

# responding 24
% responding 30%

Pond usage rate
Daily 28%
Weekly 44%
Monthly or less 28%

Preferred activities
First choice

Swimming 25%
Sailing/boating/skiing 33%
Fishing 25%
Skating 4%
Other 11%

Second choice
Swimming 18%
Sailing/boating/skiing 59%
Fishing 18%
Skating 5%

Third choice
Swimming 46%
Sailing/boating/ski ing 8%
Fishing , 38%
Skating 8%

Persons/household
Mean 3.1
Range 1-6

Residency (months/yr}
9-12 62%
6-9 10
3-6 5%
<3 23%
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TABLE 5 (continued)

Property distance from lake (ft)
>1000 0%
500-1000 0%
250-500 15%
100-250 0%
50-100 15%
<50 70%

Drinking water source
On-site well 32%
Municipal pipeline 60%
Lake 0%
Bottled 8%
Other 0%

Washing water source
On-site well 36%
Municipal pipeline 55%
Lake 9%
Bottled 0%
Other 0%

Waste disposal system
Cesspool 5%
Tank and leachfield 72%
Chemical or composting toilet 0%
Municipal sewer line 18%
Other 5%

On-site disposal system
Age (yrs)

Mean 15.9
Range 5-38

Distance from lake (ft)
>1000 6%
500-1000 6%
250-500 12%
100-250 18%
50-100 46%
<50 6%

Years since last inspection/pumping
>5 36
3-5 29

. 1-3 14
<1 21
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TABLE 5 (continued

On-site wells
Depth (ft)

>100
50-100
20-50
<20

Distance from lake
>1000
500-1000
250-500
100-250
50-100
<50

Years since last testing
>5
3-5
1-3
<1

Well location relative to waste
disposal system

Upslope
Downsiope
Equal elevation

Distance from upslope disposal
system from well
MOO
50-100
25-50
<25

Phosphate fertilizer used on lawn

Washing machine used

Garbage disposal used

Phosphate detergent used
Clothes
Dishes

20%
0%

40%
40%

0
0

10%
20%
70%
0%

30%
40%
20%
10%

50%
0%
50%

0%
50%
50%
0%

0%

33%

0%

38%
18%
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bottled water being used elsewhere. Washing water sources showed
the same patterns as potable water with the lake water
substituted for bottled water in two cases.

Most homes were supplied with an on-site waste disposal
system and 89% were of the tank and leachfield system. None of
the systems reported was within 50 ft of the lake; the most
commonly reported distances were between 50-200 ft from the lake.
The mean age of the disposal system was 16 years, with a range of
5 to 38 years. The disposal systems in permanent residences had
widely variable intervals since last inspection or maintenance.
A majority had not been maintained in the last three years.

Well water, when used for potable water tended to be from
relatively shallow wells (less than 50 ft deep), within 100 ft of
the lake, and greater than 50 ft apart from a waste disposal
system. Most had not been tested for water quality in the last
three years.

No fertilization of private lawns was reported, aside from
spreading of mulch or animal manure on a garden plot. Athol
Regional High School applies fertilizer on a yearly basis. No
garbage grinders were reported among the responses. Less than
half (38%) of the respondents with on-premise washing machines
used a phosphorus containing detergent. About 18% of the
dishwashing detergents used contained phosphorus. The potential
relationship between residential practices and the nutrient
enrichment of Lake Ellis should be emphasized to area residents.

Comparison with Other Studies

The Massachusetts Division of Water Pollution Control
collected data on Lake Ellis (1979). The morphometric parameters
are in general agreement with this study, although lake size and
volume were reported as slightly smaller. Mill Brook was the
only tributary sampled with no detectable flow measured on that
date (August 9, 1979). The in-lake temperature and dissolved
oxygen profiles indicated non-stratified conditions with levels
of dissolved Oxygen similar to those found by EEC in late summer
of 1986. The state reported a higher level of total phosphorus
(50 ug/1), than found in recent samplings. Other water chemistry
parameters were comparable to the Diagnostic/Feasibility data of
the present study.

The numbers and composition of phytoplankton assayed in 1979
are different from BEC's present study. The MDWPC study reported
greater numbers of algae and greater abundance of diatoms, greens
and blue-green algae. With the higher phosphorus values
reported, it is likely that phytoplankton numbers would be
higher. Moreover, the taxa reported are those which respond
strongly to nutrient enrichment. One would conclude that 1979



was a year of increased nutrient loading to Lake Ellis, due to
either watershed activity or low hydrologic inputs (e.g., Mill
Brook being reported with no flow).

This response may be well within the range of variation of
the system induced by season-to-season variability. However,
this is also in the time frame (1978-82) in which chemical and
mechanical treatment of aquatic vegetation was practiced at Lake
Ellis. Thus the higher phosphorus levels may reflect release of
nutrients from decaying vegetation with subsequent re-utilization
by the quick growing algae.

Patterns of macrophyte abundance have not changed much from
1979 when greatest densities were reported in the northern tip,
southern end and eastern embayment. EEC's findings (Figure 13)
suggest an expansion of growth along the shore nearest Athol
Regional High School, south of the Town beach. The MDWPC
reported eight macrophyte species from the 1979 survey. Their
findings agree with EEC's study as to the dominant species,
namely, Nuphar, Nymphaea and Utricularia. Two species that were
more common in the latter survey are Brasenia and Myriophyllum
heterophyllum.

The Town of Athol has collected water samples (October, 1986)
from Lake Ellis for analysis, following the decision to use the
lake as a public water supply. The levels of the conventional
water quality parameters sampled were comparable to EEC data.
The water sampling by Athol included analysis for herbicides, GC
volatile compounds and GC pesticides. None were found to be
detectable at the sensitivity level of the instrument. A copy of
the laboratory analyses are included in the Appendix.



HYDROLOGIC BUDGET

The hydrology of Lake Ellis is determined by runoff from the
watershed, direct precipitation onto the lake and contributions
from ground water seepage. One estimate of mean flow is
determined by using the area of the watershed and applying yield
coefficients, factors which relate the amount flow to the unit
area. The yield coefficients of Sopper and Lull (1970) suggest a
mean flow ranging from 5.0 to 7.5 cu.m/min. The higher value is
probably more realistic for Lake Ellis because of the thin soils
and steep topography of much of the watershed. Runoff production
in New England averages between 51-61 cm/yr (Sopper and Lull
1970, Higgins and Colonell 1971), suggesting inflows of 7.0 to
8.4 cu.m/min.

Actual measurements of water inputs to Lake Ellis included
assessments of the flow from all potential tributaries and from
calculation of ground water and direct precipitation inputs. The
average flows were time weighted to reflect the frequency of
sampling. The time between prior and subsequent sampling dates
was equally divided to produce a sampling interval with the
sampling date as the approximate midpoint and the medians between
the prior and subsequent sampling dates acting as endpoints.
These sampling intervals were weighted as to the percentage of
the of the year they represented and then averaged. Note that
because of this time weighting, the annual means (Table 2) are
related, but not identical, to the means calculated for the raw
measurements (see Technical Appendix).

Measured in this way, the mean flow of the major tributary,
Mill Brook or LE-1, was 9.35 cu.m/min. during the study period,
with a range of 3.5 - 25.5 cu.m/min. (Table 2). Flow off the
hills to the southeast, augmented by highway drainage, enters the
lake through a large pipe (LE-8) with a mean flow of 2.1
cu.m/min. and a range of 0.12 - 5.95 cu.m/min. A similar
hillslope and street drainage system to the northeast (LE-7)
contributed a mean flow of 1.0 cu.m/min. with a range of 0
(frozen) - 5.6 cu.m/min. Two minor flows into the lake (LE-5 &
6) were at 0.12 and 0/18 cu.m/min. respectively, with little real
variation in flow. Summing up these inputs to Lake Ellis
produces a value of 12.75 cu.m/min.

This is high relative to the expected flows estimated above.
We suspect that the very high flow measurements made on 12/3/86
(in a rainstorm) have a disproportionate influence on the average
flows; particularly LE-8, since this source was sampled
relatively few times. As this particular sampling interval
represented about 9% of the year it likely bias the flow averages
to amounts greater than are commonly expected, based on standard
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TABLE 6

PRECIPITATION DATA FOR THE ATHOL, MA AREA,
(as centimeters of precipitation as rain during 1966*)

rainfall at
Month Petersham, MA

January 13.9
February 7.6
March 10.2
April 4.3
May 4.4
June 16.9
July 13-0
August 9.2
September 3.4
October 6.0
November 15.0
December . 12.8

Total 116.7

(* Source : NOAA, 1966)
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runoff coefficents, watershed size and precipitation totals. We
have no valid criteria for rejecting this data, despite the fact
that it suggests unrealistically high runoff coefficients for the
watershed. We believe that it makes more sense to include this
data and project the effect on Lake Ellis of a very wet year.

There are water inputs from other sources including ephemeral
streams, intermittent storm drainage, ground water seepage and
precipitation. Additional outflow may be expected due to the
location of the outflow sampling site (highway culvert) which
receives contributions from an area of 68.4 ha. beyond the lake
watershed. This area, mostly wetland, can be expected to add
between 0.9 and 1.2 cu.m/min.to the outflow. The measured mean
outflow (LE-4) was 15.72 cu. m/min.

Precipitation data reported to the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) was acquired and tabulated
{NOAA, 1986). Climatological data for 1986 from nearby
Petersham, MA (6 miles away) was used (Table 6); a mean annual
precipitation of 1.17 m/yr is assumed. Since the pond area is
27.8 ha, the average contribution of. direct precipitation is
estimated at 0.62 cu.m/min.

The contribution of ground water was estimated using direct
seepage measurements conducted in August, 1986. Positive
measurements of water entering the seepage meters indicated
ground water influxes along the eastern side of the lake.
Negative measurements, indicating water flow out of the lake,
were localized to the area around the former outflow. Due to the
local topography and the depth of sediments the area of maximum
ground water flux is probably limited to a rather narrow zone
near the shoreline (Frape and Patterson, 1981). This zone is
estimated at 10 meters wide along the eastern shoreline in Lake
Ellis; based on the average location of the one meter sediment
depth contour line. The length of the eastern shoreline is
approximately 1,840 m. The amount of seepage measured ranged
-from 0.024 to 0.005 cu.m/sq m/day, with an average of 0.013
cu.m/sq m/day (Figure 16). Given these factors, an influx of
0.29 cu.m/min. is predicted. Additional flow may be coming in
along the western shoreline, but the depth and organic nature of
the bottom muck would make this contribution minimal, as organic
sediments decrease dramatically the magnitude of ground water
fluxes (pers. comm., C. Asbury) . Since the flow was measured in
August, it likely represents a period of seasonally low influx.

Alternatively, Darcy's formula can be used to estimate ground
water flow through the system (Dunn and Leopold, 1978). Assuming
that the ground water hydraulic gradient approximates surface
elevation of waterbodies to the east; that ground water influx is
restricted to the eastern shoreline to a distance of 10 m
offshore; and hydraulic conductivity approximates permeability of
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Figure 16, Seepage measurements in Lake Ellis.

Manomeier reading
of- YD inches.
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Lake Ellis Seepage Measurements -5/18/86 •
Seepage measured in units of liters/sq mAJay, a positive

sign indicates inflow to lake, a negative sign means outflow.
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Figure 17. Hydrologic inputs for Lake Ellis.
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the local Merrimac soils as average flow of 0.8 to 2.2 cu.m/min.
is predicted. Calculation and assumptions are included in a more
detailed manner in the Appendix.

Based on the two methods, a range of 0.2 to 2.2 cu.m/min. is
predicted for ground water flow. Since neither method is clearly
preferable, the center of this range, 1.2 cu.m/min. is taken as
the average. This value represents about 9% of the total inflow
to the lake.

The total inflow to Lake Ellis (14.6 cu.m/min.) is greater
than that predicted from the yield coefficients or runoff
calculations. The source of the additional water is not known,
but some may arise from the eastern half of Phillipston Reservoir
via ground water or seepage through the separating internal dike.

The measured outflow as surface water averaged 15.7 cu.m/min,
while evaporation was calculated at 0.36 cu.m/min (Higgins and
Colonell 1971}. The total measured and calculable inputs and
outputs of Lake Ellis were 14.6 cu.m/min. to 16.1 cu.m/min.
respectively. The discrepancy of 1.5 cu.m/min. between the two
is related to intermittent runoff to the lake, additional inputs
to the wetland area below the lake proper but above the point at
which outflow was measured, and the lack of precision involved
with the measurement process; especially the very low velocity
flows at the highway culverts and variable flow obstructions
caused by beaver dams at the outlet. These unaccounted inputs
were lumped together as diffuse sources (Figure 17) .

Based on the average flow through the system in 1986 (15.7
cu.m/min.), the detention time of water in Lake Ellis was 0.04
yr, or 15 days (Table 7). At times of lowest flow in August, the
detention time increased to 0.15 yr or 57 days. In contrast, the
time of residence for water in Lake Ellis during a storm event
was relatively rapid at 0.014 yr or 5 days. For calculations of
retention times see Appendix.

The response time, calculated according to Dillon and Rigler
(1975) indicates how much detention time is needed for the
potential impact of an episodic pollutant load to be completely
realized. For Lake Ellis, the response time ranges of 0.063 to
0.105 yr, or 23 to 38 days. For calculation of response times
see Appendix. These values are in the high range for the
detention times for Lake Ellis. This suggests that during times
of low flow most of the impact of a pollutant will be felt by the
system before it passes out. During most of the year and
especially during storm flow events pollutants will pass quickly
through the system. There is much variation associated with the
pollutant response time, and it should not be strictly applied in
a management content. However, it is clear that nutrients and
other substances entering Lake Ellis in the summer experience
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sufficient residence time to have an impact on the system. In
addition, a long-term increase in the nutrient load would likely
lead to a deterioration in water quality, particularly during the
summer recreational period when retention of the lake water is at
its maximum.
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TABLE?

HYDROLOGIC BUDGET FOR LAKE ELLIS

Inputs cu.m/min % of Total
Mill Brook OE-l) 9.35 56.1
Athol High School field drain (LE-5) 0.12 0.6
Drain off Routes 32/202 (LE-6) 0.16 1.1
Northern cove drain (LE-7) 1.0 6.2
Southern cove drain (LE-6) 2.1 13.0
Direct precipitation 0.6 3.7
Groundwater 1.2 7,5
Diffuse inputs, including overland flow JJJ5 9.6

Total innow 16.1 100,0

Outputs
Outlet (LE-4) 15.7 96
Evaporation 0.4 2

Total Outflow 16.1 100

Dentention Time Years Days

Mean 0.04 15
Annual Range 0.014-0.15 5-57

Response Time 0.063-0.105 23-36
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NUTRIENT BUDGET

Phosphorus

Export coefficients for phosphorus can be used in conjunction
with land use data to estimate the load generation in the Lake
Ellis watershed. The best of a wealth of literature values for
areal phosphorus export have been summarized by Reckhow et al.
(1980), and values can be selected from the range presented after
evaluation of specific watershed traits such as vegetative
features, soil types, and housing density.

Chosen export coefficients and corresponding justification
are presented in Table 8. The coefficients, corresponding land
areas and the results of their multiplication are given in Table
9. Based on this analysis 242 kg of phosphorus are generated in
the watershed each year. This is an estimate of the potential
phosphorus load to the lake. In reality, it is unlikely that all
of this phosphorus reaches Lake Ellis, as some of the load will
be retained by soil particles settling out in upper basins
(Figure 5) thus diminishing phosphorus export.

Another model approach to quantifying inputs involves use of
empirical equations which rely on in-lake concentrations and
hydrological parameters of the system to estimate the load to the
lake. A set of five equations was applied to the Lake Ellis
system (Table 10). Appropriate values for corresponding
variables and the calculated phosphorus loads are presented in
Table 11. Loads ranged from 126 to 177 kg P/yr, with most
equations predicting from about 125 to 150 kg/yr. It should be
recognized that these models are applicable to a large number of
lakes, and do not presume to describe the behavior in any one
lake (Wetzel, 1982). One assumption of the models rarely
approached in real lakes is that of complete and instantaneous
mixing of the nutrient load throughout the lake.

Vollenweider (1968) established loading criteria based on
system morphology and hydrology. A phosphorus load of less than
153 kg/yr would be considered permissible for Lake Ellis under
this scheme, while a load in excess of 300 kg/yr would be deemed
critical. For calculation of permissible and critical loads see
Appendix. The mean predicted load (110-120 kg/yr) is lower than
the permissible load, which indicates that the nutrient loading
is still within oligotrophic levels.

The most reliable approach involves direct measurement,
although not all inputs are amenable to this approach. A
combination of empirical data or export coefficients was
therefore applied.
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TflBLE 8

NUTRIENT EXPORT COEFFICIENTS FOR LflND USES RND OTHER SOURCES IN THE
WflTERSHED OF LHKE ELLIS.

NUTRIENT SOURCE

LftHD USE:
Residential
Commercial
Institutional
Rgricultural
Eecreation/Park
Open
Forest
Wetland
Water

OTHER SOURCES:
Rtffiosphet^ i c Depos i t i on
Grounduater
flquatic Birds
I ntRrna 1 Lo-adi nq

EXPORT COEFFICIENT CKG/Hfl/yR>

NITROGEH PHOSPHORUS

5.50
7,50
7.50
5.19
8.65
5.19
2.46
1.38
U. OO

7,50
. 17
.95

0. no

1.10
1.10
1.10
.80
1.50
.80
.20
.02

0.00

0.00
.20

0.00

SELECTION CRITEPIR

Moderate to low density on hilIslopes.
Narrow str ip; h igh "/. i inperv i o*js surf aces.
High volume use; high school, police i"f,.=i.
Mostly pasturage on hi 11 slopes.
Seasonally active beach recreation use.
Includes some highway corriders.
Softwoods on thin, glacial till on slopes
Reflects nutrient-poor status of" uet.lan.d-.
Rssumes no qeneration of loads in ponds.

Reflects mostly forested watershed.
Minimum contribution of nitrogen.
Mid-range value, assumes 1 bird/ha water.
No recycling of P, lack or anaerobosis.

Source : Rec(=hoi.j, Beau 1 ac and S i \\\\ '-sor-i. 1960.



TRBLE 9

NUTRIENT LORD GENERRTION BY SOURCES IN THE WRTERSHED OF LRKE ELLIS.

EXPORT COEFFICIENT (KG/HR/YR) LORD GENERflTED fKG/VRJ
RSSOCIflTED HRF.R

NUTRIENT SOURCE

LRND USE:
Resident ial
Commercial
Institutional
flgr- icul tural
Recreation/Park
Open
Forest
Wetland
Mater (Lakes/Pivers)

CITHEP SOURCES:
Rtinospheric Deposit.ion
Grtiunduater
Rquatic Birds
Internal Loading

TOTRL 2450 242

Source : Peck! lo'-i., Beau 1 ac -smil S i mjv=:or i.

iuin i
HECT

70.
2.
8.

1.7.
.

18.
573.
5.
27.

?7 .
721 .
27.
"5

DU riKr.n
•RRES)

6
p
T>

6
/
2

-4
6
•"i

3
-1
a
o

NITROGEN

5.
7.
f' .
8.
8.
5.
i?.
I.
0.

r .
.
,

0.

50
50
50
65
65
19
46
38
00

50
17
95
00

PHOSPHORUS

1.
1.
I.
.

1.
„

„

„

0.

0.
.

0.

10
10
10
80
50
90
20
02
00

22
00
20
00

NITROGEN

383
16
61
109
6
94

1411
8
0

208
123
26
o

PHOSPHORU1

73
••)

9
10
1

15
115
0
o

6
0
6
0



Table 10

EQUATIONS AND VARIABLES FOR DERIVING PHOSPHORUS

LOAD ESTIMATES FROM IN-LAZE CONCENTRATIONS.

Kirchner and Billion, 1975
TP = L(1-R)/Z(F)
L=TP(Z)(F)/(l-Rp)

Vollenweider, 1975
TP = L/GXS+F)
L = TPGHS+F)

Chapra, 1975

L*TP(Z)(F)/(1-R)

Larsen and Mercier. 1975

Jones and Bachmann, 1976
TP = 0.64 L/(Z) (0.65 + F)
L = TPC) (0.65 + F)/0.64

TP = Total P as ug/1 in spring

L = P load as mg P/m2/yr

Z = mean cteptn in met&rs

F = flushing /yr

S = affluent TP/in/iuent TP

qs = areal water load = Z(F) as m/yr

R = retention coefficient for phosphorus
= (P in - P out)/ P in

Rp = retention coefficient (water load)
= Vs/Vs + qs (Vs set by authors at 132)
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TABLE 11

PHOSPHORUS LOAD TO LAKE ELLIS BASED ON MODELS

EMPLOYING IN-LAKE CONCENTRATIONS.

Variable Parameter Value
TP fag/1) 15
2 (m) 1.2
F (yr1) 24.3
S = P out/P in 0.903
qs = Z(F)(m/yr) 29.2
R = (P in - P out)/P in 0.097
Rp« 13.2/13.2+ qs 0.312
RLM= i/U + F05) 0.169

Predicted Load By Each Model (g/m2/yr)
Eirchner and Dillon 0.64
Vollenweider 0.45
cnapra 0.45
Larsen and Mercier 0.53
Jones and Bachmann 0.53

Predicted Load By Each Model Ocg/yr)
Kirchner and Dillon 177
Vollenweider 126
Chapra 135
Larsen and Mercier 146
Jones and Bachmann 149

Vollenweider criteria
Permissible Load

g/m2/yr 0.55
fcg/yr 153

Critical Load
g/m2/yr 1.06
kg/yr 300
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Mass flows were calculated by taking the individual sampling
datum and adjusting for the portion of the year (time-weighting)
and volume (flow-weighting) that each represents. The mass flow
of total phosphorus past monitored stations (Table 12) shows that
71 kg entered Lake Ellis through Mill Brook. The larger pipes
(LE-7 and LE-8) contributed 33 kg, while the minor conduits (LE-5
and LE-6) added just 1.8 kg. At the southern end, 126 kg leave
annually via the surface water outlet.

In addition to the surface water inputs, atmospheric
deposition and wildlife, principally waterfowl, must be
considered (Figure 18). Using a value for phosphorus deposition
(0.22 kg p/ha) representative of the mostly forested watershed
{for range consult Reckhow et al. (1980) , a direct precipitation-
induced load of 6.1 kg/yr is calculated. Wildlife inputs are
harder to quantify but a density of 1 bird equivalent (a bird
equivalent equals a year long residence by a waterfowl) per
hectare of lake area is assured since this lake is not a major
nesting or feeding ground. This input density adds another 3.8
kg phosphorus altogether. For calculations of deposition and
wildlife inputs see Appendix.

The amount of phosphorus entering via ground water was not
directly monitored, but can be estimated from available
information. The likely area for ground water phosphorus
contribution is the eastern shore of Lake Ellis, particularly
that portion of the shoreline which is occupied by residences
with on-site subsurface disposal systems. The amount of
phosphorus generated from this portion of the watershed can be
estimated using residential unit density, average unit
population, average span of residency and per capita phosphorus
loading values. Most of these factors can be fine-tuned to the
Lake Ellis situation by adjusting the factors according to the
survey responses from the lake abutters. The predicted estimate
of phosphorus entering the lakes is 17.3 kg/yr. The assumptions
and calculations are explicitly stated in the Appendix. From
these factors, the range of phosphorus entering Lake Ellis would
be from 5.8 - 46.2 kg P/yr. Depth to the ground water table is a
critical variable for system performance (Brown, 1980) . The
latter figure (i.e., 46.2 kg P) assumes a worst case scenario of
a very inefficient septic leachfield, basically one in contact
with the ground water table. Since most of the houses in
question on Petersham Road are >20 ft. above the lake level, this
is probably not the case. If a figure of 17.3 kg P/yr is used,
this constitutes about 13% of the total P loading to the lake.

The amount of phosphorus entering the water column via
remineralization in the bottom sediments appears to be
negligible. Oxygen levels in the bottom waters were never
sufficiently low enough to produce the reducing conditions
required for phosphorus release to the water column (Nurnberg,
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TABLE 12

NITROGEN AND PHOSPHORUS MASS FLOWS

IN THE LAKE ELLIS SYSTEM.

Mass Flow Past Sampling Station (kg/yr)

Parameter
Total Phosphorus
Orthophosphorus

Ammonia nitrogen
Nitrate nitrogen
Total Kjeldahl nitrogen
Total nitrogen

LE-1•̂̂ ••̂ •̂ ^

70.1
56.0

151.2
396.4

1376.6
1775.0

LE-5
0.7
0.6

1.1
63.0
21.1
64.1

LE-6
1.1
1.0

5.2
7.0

17.4

24.4

LE-7
21.1

15-9

44.0
44.2

149.4
193-6

LE-6
11.6
10.6

40.1
365-9
126.6

492.5

LE-4
125.6
66-5

506-6
761.3

2699.6
3661.1
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Figure 18. Phosphorus and Nitrogen Budgets for Lake Ellis.
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1984). In addition, there was no trend of increasing phosphorus
with depth such as would be expected with phosphorus release from
the sediments.

A summary of the phosphorus inputs is shown in Table 13. The
inputs contributed from the various sources account for a loading
of 132 kg/yr. This value can be compared with phosphorus leaving
the system, measured at 126 kg/yr. Overall, the predictions of
the 5 models tested (Table 11) were in general agreement with the
empirical results (Table 13). The model's appropriateness to
Lake Ellis suggests that flow patterns in the lake mix the lake
to a high degree and that detention time is sufficient for
biological utilization of available nutrients. Overall, the
phosphorus budget appears balanced, with inputs about equal to
outputs. The same trend was followed by orthophosphate. This
balance suggests that much of the phosphorus was efficiently
recycled within the water column, consistent with its status of
limiting nutrient in the system. It also suggests that the
system is in quasi-equilibrium with regard to phosphorus. As it
is likely that development in the watershed has increased in
recent years, this balance may have been maintained by transfer
of phosphorus into aquatic macrophytes. Given the low level of
nutrients in the water column and water clarity, rooted
macrophytes, which can gather nutrients from bottom sediments
(Carrigan and Kalff, 1980), would be favored.

The low levels of phosphorus found in Lake Ellis are
important for the overall trophic level of the lake. Lake Ellis
is generally a clear-water lake with little development of a
sizeable phytoplankton community during the summer. It would be
classified somewhere between a mesotrophic and oligotrcphic lake
based on its nutrient and biological characteristics.

The generally good water quality of its tributaries
exaggerates the effect of pollutants that accompany storm
drainage (e.g. the episodic high nutrient loads connected with
LE-7 over the summertime). This particular input source is
particularly vulnerable to events or accidents in the high usage
street corridor immediately to the north (e.g., small oil spill
at Athol Regional High School). As is seen in other studies
(BEC, 1986; 1987), tributaries which receive storm drainage
contribute a disproportionate percentage of the nutrients
relative to the amount of their flow. Secondly, the temporal
variation shown by these storm drains works to the lake's
disadvantage. High nutrient inputs in the summer have greater
time to affect the biota, due to the increased detention time
exhibited during those months.
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TABLE 13

NUTRIENT LOADS TO LAEE ELLIS BASED

ON EMPIRICAL DATA.

Total Phosphorus

Source

Mill Brook (LE-1)

Athol H.S. field drain (LE-5)

Drain off Rt 32/202 (LE-6)

N. cove input (LE-7)

S. cove input (LE-6)

Groundwater

Atmospheric deposition

Aquatic wildlife

TOTAL

k-g/yr

70.1

0.7

1.1

21.1

11.8

17.3

6.1

1ft

132.0

% of total

53-1

0.5

0.8

16.0

9.0

13-1
4.7

M

100.0

Total

te-ttr.
1,775-0

84.1

24.4

193-6

492.5

123.0
208.0

26.0

2,926.6

Nitrogen

% of total

60.7

2.9

0.8

6.6

16.8

4.2

7.1

0,9.

100.0
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Nitrogen

Derivation of the nitrogen budget was approached in the same
manner as was the phosphorus budget. Lack of analogous equations
for calculating nitrogen loads from in-lake concentrations
precluded the use of that method. Export coefficients and
resulting loads are given in Tables 8 and 9. Mass flow of three
nitrogen forms and total nitrogen past monitored stations are
presented in Table 12, while the loads for itemized sources are
given in Table 13. A breakdown of the total nitrogen loadings by
the source is shown in Figure 18.

From export coefficients it is estimated that 2450 kg of
nitrogen are generated in the Lake Ellis watershed each year.
The fraction of this load reaching the pond is largely dependent
on the form of nitrogen generated; nitrates move rapidly through
sandy soils, while organic nitrogen (TKN - ammonia nitrogen) is
relatively immobile where surface runoff is slight.

With the addition of atmospheric deposition, wildlife inputs
and ground water contribution, the total, nitrogen load to Lake
Ellis was estimated at 2927 kg/yr. This range is appropriate for
the amount of predicted nitrogen generated by the watershed. The
measured output of total nitrogen was slightly higher at 3681
kg/yr. Part of this additional nitrogen may be related to
additional decomposition connected with the wetlands, beaver
activity in the vicinity of LE-4, and unmonitored flow from the
southern end of the lake.

The magnitude of the nitrogen load suggests that phosphorus
will be in relatively shorter supply for plant growth in Lake
Ellis, and that phosphorus would be the logical target of lake
management actions. This does not mean that nitrogen should be
ignored. The tendency of nitrogen sources to be linked to other
pollutants suggest that an overall management program would also
address nitrogen inputs. It is unlikely, however, that control
of nitrogen alone (if possible) would yield any detectable
benefits in Lake Ellis.
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DIAGNOSTIC SUMMARY

Lake Ellis is situated in a moderately sized watershed with
shallow soils, strong topographic differences, and land uses
which reflect the slope and rural nature of the area. The
watershed is still mostly forested with strips of residential
development in the valleys and some isolated agricultural
activity. Hydraulic relations in the watershed are marked by the
presence of several small basins in the Mill Brook system. The
granitic and undeveloped nature of the watershed yields water
which is poor in nutrients and relatively unbuffered.

Mill Brook is the major tributary contributing 58% of the
total input of water. The major pipes at the northern and
southern ends of the lake bring this total up to 77%. Ground
water is measurable (4%), but not a substantial inflow to the
lake. Some amount of water enters the southern wetlands in a
diffuse manner. Flow through the system results in a mean
hydraulic retention time of 15 days, with considerable seasonal
variation. During summer months the period of water residence
increases by up to two months.

Phosphorus is in relatively shorter supply than nitrogen in
Lake Ellis, and is therefore the logical target of water quality
management. Phosphorus enters primarily by Mill Brook {53% of
inputs), followed by the northern cove pipe (16%), ground water
(13%), the southern cove conduit (9%), atmospheric deposition
(6.1%), and wildlife (4%); all other phosphorus inputs are minor.

Visible growths of aquatic macrophytes are found in the
shallower depths with the highest densities occurring in the
northern and southern ends of the lake. While overall plant
cover is not excessive in the middle of the lake, the
distribution of macrophytes interferes with recreational
pursuits, especially swimming in the northern end and fishing in
the southern end. Phytoplankton blooms do not present any
problem in the lake and the water clarity regularly exceeds the
state standard for contact recreation. One indication of the
lake's water quality is its current use as the emergency water
supply for the City of Athol. This specific utilization of the
lake will restrict some of the non-seasonal recreational activity
in the short-term. The fishery at Lake Ellis provides localized
recreational opportunities, but is not very productive due to the
nutrient-poor status of the lake. Other recreational activities
such as boating and waterskiing are hindered by the existence of
submerged obstructions (e.g., stumps) in coves and around
islands.
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Lake Ellis provides an accessible, high quality water
resource for Athol. The pollutant load entering the lake is
still at an acceptable level. This does not, however, obviate
the need for watershed management, as a small increase in
development of the upper watershed could push the nutrient
loading past the permissible load, resulting in a detectable
change in the lake's water quality.
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PART II

FEASIBILITY ASSESSMENT
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EVALUATION OF MANAGEMENT OPTIONS

Available Techniques

The number of techniques available for lake and watershed
manaqement is not limitless (Table 14). However, the potential
combination of these techniques and level of their application do
result in a great number of possible manaqement approaches. Each
lake must be considered a unique system, thus an effective
restoration and management program must be tailored to a specific
waterbody.

The lake and watershed characteristics of Lake Ellis plus the
scope and nature of the lake's problems immediately eliminate
some alternatives from further consideration. Riocidal chemicals
and dyes are inappropriate here. Further, biocides are
considered by EEC to be an ecologically unsound management tool
in most cases. In fact, recent literature on lake management
does not even consider biocides as management tools (e.g., Cooke
et al. , 1986) .

There is no permanent summer thermal stratification in Lake
Ellis and correspondingly little to no oxygen deficit observed in
the bottom waters. In winter, oxygen levels decline below the
ice, but the current levels and volumes affected are insufficient
to merit hypolimnetic aeration or destratification. The same
argument holds true for a hypolimnetic withdrawal scheme.

Nutrient inactivation could be used to help prevent
remobilization of phosphorus from the bottom sediments. However,
this costly treatment (estimate of 522,000 per application for
Lake Ellis) may need repetitive applications and is not
justified, due to a lack of anaerobic bottom conditions and no
indication of significant phosphorus release.

Dilution and flushing are inappropriate, as Lake Ellis'
problems do not result from stagnation of its waters. The
retention times are not especially long and other sources of
water are not easily obtained for such an operation.

Biomanipulation is an attempt to influence lake conditions
through the removal or introduction of more favorable species.
This approach is a new and still largely experimental technique,
and not without risk to the ecosystem (Wagner, 1985). The nature
of conditions at Lake Ellis do not appear likely to respond
favorably to biotic manipulations. The present crop of
phytoplankton is already largely cropped by existing zooplankton
species. Introductions or replacement of fish species might
alter this relationship, with resultant increases in the level of
algal biomass and a decrease in water clarity. The impact of
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Technique

A. In-Lake Level

1. Dredging

2. Macrophyte Harvesting

3. Biocidal Chemical Treatment
And Dyes

4. Water Level Control

5. Hypolimnetic Aeration
Or Destratification

6. Hypolimnetic Withdrawal

7. Bottom Sealing/Sediment
Treatment

8. Nutrient Inactivation

9. Dilution And Flushing

10. Biomanipulation/Habitat
Management

R. Watershed Level

1. Zoning/Land Use Planning

2. Stormwater/Wastewater
Diversion

3. Detention Basin Use
And Maintenance

TABLE 14

LAKE RESTORATION AND MANAGEMENT OPTIONS

Descriptive Notes

Actions performed within a water body.

Removal of sediments under wet or dry
conditions.

Removal of plants by mechanical means.

Addition of inhibitory substances
intended .to eliminate target species.

Flooding or drying of target areas to
aid or eliminate target species.

Mechanical maintenance of oxygen levels
and prevention of stagnation.

Removal of oxygen poor, nutrient rich
bottom waters.

Physical or chemical obstruction of
plant growth, nutrient exchange, and/oi
oxygen uptake at the sediment-water
interface.

Chemical comlexing and precipitation
of undesirable dissolved substances.

Increased flow to minimize retention oJ
undesirable materials.

Facilitation of biological interactions
to alter ecosystem processes.

Approaches applied to the drainage are;
of a water body.

Management of land to minimize
deleterious impacts on water.

Routing of pollutant flows away from a
target water body.

Lengthening of time of travel for
pollutant flows and facilitation of
natural purification processes.
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TABLE 14 (continued)

4. Provision Of Sanitary
Sewers

5. Maintenance And Upgrade
Of On-Site Disposal Systems

6. Agricultural Best
Mananement Practices

7. Bank And Slope Stabilization

8. Increased Street Sweeping

9. Behavioral Modifications
a. Use Of Non-Phosphate

Detergents.

b. Eliminate Garbage Grinders

c . Minimize Lawn Fertilization

d. Restrict Motorboat Activity

e. Eliminate Illegal Dumping

Community level collection and treatment
of wastewater to remove pollutants.

Proper operation of localized systems
and maximal treatment of wastewater to
remove pollutants.

Application of techniques in forestry,
animal, and crop science intended to
minimize impacts.

Erosion control to reduce inputs
of sediment and related substances.

Frequent removal of potential runoff
pollutants from roads.

Actions by individuals.
Elimination of a major wastewater
phosphorus source.

Reduce load to treatment system.

Reduce potential for nutrient loading
to a water body.

Reduce wave action, vertical mixing, ana
sediment resuspension.

Reduce organic pollution, sediment loads
and potentially toxic inputs to a water
body.
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biological replacement of higher trophic levels on macrophytes in
Lake Ellis is unpredictable. Replacement of the nuisance
macrophytes with more desirable types is not certain, and a loss
in species diversity may result.

Often the most effective lake management options are those
which are applied to the lake's watershed and not directly to the
lake. Considering these watershed options (Table 14), it is
apparent that several of these management techniques are
inappropriate or ineffectual for Lake Ellis. For example,
creation of detention basins in the lake's watershed would be of
little use in improving water quality as several waterbodies
perform exactly this function (Figure 5).

Encouragement of agricultural best management practices in
the watershed, while a correct approach for prevention of
eutrophication/sedimentation at a potential source (SCS, 1975),
would have little demonstrable effect on the lake due to the
minor percentage of agricultural activity in the watershed
(Figure 7) . Extensive bank and erosion stabilization, while
normally a consideration for such a steep-sloped watershed, is
not currently a necessity, based on low sediment loads in
tributaries. Increased street sweeping along the peripheral
roads would also seem to provide little real benefit to the lake
for the cost incurred.

Water level control is commonly used as a passive means to
reduce peripheral macrophytes through a winter drawdown. This
would require the re-establishment of a viable outlet control
structure on Lake Ellis. Unfortunately, this action would have a
significant impact on the extensive wetland area to the south.
Given the provisions of the Wetlands Protection Act governing
impact on such a large, good quality wetland, this option is not
viable for Lake Ellis.

Thus, management techniques remaining for consideration
include: dredging, macrophyte harvesting, macrophyte barriers,
land use regulation, storm water diversion, modification/removal
of septic systems, maintenance/upgrade of septic systems and
behavioral modifications of lake abutters (Table 15). It should
be noted that these techniques act on the lake in very different
ways. Selection of the most appropriate methodology is dependent
on the ultimate management goals for the lake. Precise
identification of these goals is essential, as not all lake-
related activities are easily compatible with each other (Wagner
and Oglesby, 1986}.
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Table 15
Potential Management Options for Lake Ellis

Technique Purpose Description

In-lake measures

A. Dredging

B. Harvesting

C. Hydroraking

D. Plant barriers

Watershed measures

E. Rerouting storm
drainage

F. Sanitary
sewers

G. Watershed
protection

H. Abutter use
modification

Deepen lake and remove
aquatic macrophyte beds.

Remove nuisance beds of
aquatic macrophytes.

Remove shoreline beds of
aquatic macrophytes.

Provide a weed-free
swimming environment.

Provide access to lake
in selected areas.

Remove poor storm water
drainage from lake inputs.

Removal of nutrients from
abutting septic systems.

Removal of nutrients from
abutting septic systems.

Protection of water quality
atthesourcefe).

Reduce inputs by adjoining
residences.

Removal of approximately
130,000 CY of sediment

Weed harvester to cut
16 acres (coves).

Hydrorake to rake out
6,000 ft on shoreline.

Place curtain/barrier
around beach.

Place bottom barrier to
control macrophte growth.

Rerouting of present drain
(LE-7) into Mill Bk. channel.

Put lake abutters on
Town sewers.

Put lake abutters on
community leachfield.

Study/develop, zoning
for upper watershed.

Public education and by-laws
on septic maintenance.
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Evaluation of Viable Alternatives

Dredging

Dredging is an effective means to reduce macrophyte
infestation by removal of plant beds and the organic sediment
layers and by increasing depth. The importance of the additional
depth is reduction of light penetrance to the bottom dwelling
plants, thereby limiting or severely reducing their growth. The
amount of surface cover is also reduced, as the plants have to
grow taller to reach the surface. In a lake such as Lake Ellis,
whose waters are highly colored by humic materials (hence the
pale tea color) this light attenuation or reduction of light
would be even more pronounced. Often species replacement occurs
such that successful plants are shorter and of a non-nuisance
type (e.g. Mitella, Elodea ) .

Py fundamentally changing the lake's morphometry, dredging
provides a restoration that is relatively long lasting. The
increased storage capacity affects hydraulic and physical
relationships such as flooding and thermal stratification. This
alters nutrient loading, budgets and recycling within the
waterbody, with accompanying changes in the trophic levels of the
biota. As many of these changes tend to reduce the effects of
eutrophication, an overall improvement in the lake's water
quality is predictable.

Dredging is often the most cost-intensive lake restoration
method, but usually will be less expensive if done under drawdown
conditions with conventional equipment (dry dredging). Dredging
conducted with water present (hydraulic dredging) presents the
additional problem of dewatering as well as temporary storage of
the dredged materials in a containment area adjacent to the lake.
Thus, design and siting of the containment areas should also be
figured in the cost. Treatment of the water removed during the
dredging process is also often required prior to its reentry into
the lake or discharge to downstream watercourse. Such a
discharge will likely require an NPDES permit for operation. The
dredging operation can also disrupt normal recreation on a lake,
through physical displacement of other activities and visual and
noise pollution.

The areas of high macrophyte cover requiring dredging are the
northern and southeastern coves and the eastern embayment (Figure
19). They comprise somewhere between 12 to 18 acres (4.8 to 7.3
ha) and for cost derivation will be taken as 16 acres (6.5 ha).
An average depth of 1.5m (5 ft) of benthic sediments would be
removed from these areas for a total removal of approximately
130,000 CY.
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FIGURE 19. Lake Ellis dredging areas and southeast containment area.
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Because Lake Ellis is an artificial impoundment which could
be drained if the the outlet works were reconstructed, dredging
can be accomplished by either of two methods; conventional earth
moving equipment or a hydraulic dredge. However, as already
indicated, a drawdown would negatively impact the wetlands to the
south, and thus dry dredging is not a viable option for this
lake .

Hydraulic dredges have been used with success in dredging
operations for many years (Walsh and Carranza, 1984). In
hydraulic dredging operations, the withdrawal and pumping
equipment are mounted on a barge. The primary equipment
component is a large centrifugal pump. Bottom materials are
brought up to the pump through a large suction pipe and are
pumped from the dredge to the containment area through a pipe
line. Commonly the discharge slurry is approximately 5% solids
by weight (20% solids by volume, including pore water). The
suction pipe is lowered to the bottom on a large boom that
extends forward from the front of the barge. The dredging depth
is controlled by cables or hydraulic mechanisms that can raise or
lower the cutting boom. The bottom of the suction pipe may be
fitted with a cutterhead which breaks up the bottom materials so
that they can be drawn into the suction pipe. In the containment
area the slurry of bottom sediments and water is temporarily
stored; allowing the solids to settle, allowing the decanting of
the supernatant and possibly treating this liquid prior to
discharge.

Bottom sediment core sampling in Lake Ellis has shown the
benthic materials to consist primarily of organic muck and some
fibrous materials, underlain by sand and gravel with occasional
silt and clay patches. As shown in Figure 15, the depth of soft
sediments in the lake range from approximately 0.5 to 2.5 meters.
The chemical characteristics of the sampled sediments are
presented in Table 4. The sediments would be conservatively
classified as Category 2, Type C materials according to MDWPC
(1979) criteria. These sediments can be dredged and disposed in
upland areas.

Column settling tests were carried out in order to simulate
the containment area operation portion of an hydraulic dredging
program. Samples of the Lake Ellis bottom material were mixed
with lake water to a solid content of approximately 20% by
volume. This is estimated to be in the order of magnitude of the
solids content pumped by a low turbidity auger type hydraulic
dredge. This material was allowed to settle in columns. The
rate of settlement of the solid/liquid interface for these
samples was rapid. Based upon the results of these tests, a
containment area detention time of two hours is considered
sufficient for the design of a bulk solids removal facility.
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Based upon the results of these settlement column tests,
estimates were made of consolidation due to self -weight stresses.
The bulking factor (ratio of a given volume of solids in the
containment area to the volume of that same amount of solids on
the lake bottom) was 1.65. As more solids are deposited in the
containment area, the self weight effective stresses increase.
This btings about a consolidation of the material resulting in a
lower bulking factor.

The turbidity of the dredged material supernatant was
assessed as a function of time in order to evaluate potential
effects on Lake Ellis of the return flow from the containment
areas. in column settling tests the supernatant was withdrawn
periodically and the turbidity was measured. The time course of
these tests is given in the Appendix.

Measured turbidity concentrations for water samples from Lake
Ellis were typically below 2 JTU. Therefore, if hydraulic
dredging is utilized, chemical treatment of the supernatant will
be necessary in order to achieve a return water suspended solids
concentration similar to that of the existing Lake Ellis water.

Suitable areas in proximity to the dredge sites must be
available for dredged material containment. Because of the
additional volumes of water to be handled, containment area size
requirements for hydraulic dredging are typically much greater
than for conventional excavation. The design and construction
aspects of a containment area for hydraulic dredging are also
more complex than for a conventional excavation stockpiling area.

By examining sites in general proximity to the lake (within
one mile of the various areas to be dredged) having suitable
topographic characteristics and considerations of ownership, a
potential containment area location was identified.

The site is approximately 60 m (200 ft) away from the
southeast cove of Lake Ellis; bounded by the Route 32, Route
2/202 and the entrance ramp to Route 2/202 (Figure 19). The site
is a forested depression of approximately 1.6 ha (4 acres), that
is drained to the lake via inlet LE-6. The depth of the
depression would have an ultimate capacity of 52,800 cubic meters
(69,100 CY) . Thus, it could hold the entire amount of material
to be dredged after the consolidation of the sediments (i.e.,
130,000 x 0.40 = 52,000 cy).

Trucks would exit from the lake in the eastern embayment via
a ramp onto Burbee Road, and thus travel distance would be short
at 150 m (500'_+) . Access for this site would have to be built,
but presumably would be from Route 32. Other site preparation
would include some clearing of vegetation to facilitate
unloading, safety fencing, and a temporary dam to block the flow
associated with LE-6 during dewatering operations.
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Other sites considered presented either access problems
(western side of Lake Ellis) were unlikely to be relinquished
(land off Athol High School), or were environmentally unfavorable
(creation of a new island of dredged sediment in the wetland
area). Given these constraints, the ramp site is preferred. It
is forested upland. Further, it has the advantage of being
visually and physically removed from residential areas and the
action impacts land of low potential utility.

Assuming an annual dredge production rate of 60,000 CY
(without a booster pump) of in situ material per year it would
take one dredge approximately two years to remove the projected
130,000 CY of material from Lake Ellis. Interference with stumps
could significantly decrease the productivity and expand the time
frame.

The two to three year hydraulic dredging project could, of
course, be shortened by utilizing more than one dredge along with
multiple containment areas. Construction of a second containment
area (if another one can be located) would increase project costs
by about 15-20%. The use of a single larger capacity dredge'is
not deemed feasible because the size of the potential containment
area site would require some period of dewatering to occur.

There are two principal elements of the cost for hydraulic
dredging. Initial costs are incurred for the construction of the
containment area and possibly for the purchase of a dredge and
booster pump. Throughout the life of the project, operation and
maintenance costs accrue for the labor, fuel, chemicals, and
expenses associated with operation of the dredge and containment
area. The containment area construction is let out to bid prior
to starting the project, thus this portion of the cost is a
"known quantity" before work actually begins.

There are two basic approaches to carrying out the actual
dredging:

1. A contractor can perform the work with their own crew and
equipment,

2 . The Town of Athol can perform the work with their crew
and their own equipment.

Experience has shown that although option 1 may initially
appear to cost 20%-30% higher than option 2, when production
rates, fringe benefits, and major maintenance are taken into
account, the costs are usually comparable. The advantage of
option 1 is that the work can be bid on a lump sum or unit cost
basis so that the actual project costs can be fixed at the start
of the project.



Projected costs can be determined on a unit cost basis using
published construction cost data (Robert S. Means Co., 1986) or
by factoring actual cost figures from previous projects. In any
event, care should be exercised in utilizing "per cubic yard"
dredging costs, as these figures are greatly dependent upon the
volume of material to be dredged.

The cost estimate for the hydraulic dredging of Lake Ellis is
based upon the unit cost method, modified by actual costs for
four recent hydraulic lake dredging projects. A unit cost of
$6.00/cy (1987 dollars) may be used for estimating the hydraulic
dredging costs. About $48,000.00 is needed for construction of
the containment area. The total projected cost of $1,200,000
also includes costs for permits, design work, etc. A breakdown
of the costs is shown in Table 16. The cost estimate also
assumes that the dredged material will be allowed to remain in
the containment area or will be removed at no cost to the
project.

Hydraulic dredging would not alter the nutrient status of
Lake Ellis. It should reduce some unknown amount of phosphorus
by reduction of macrophyte "pumping" of phosphorus from the
sediments. It is estimated that perhaps 5-10% of the phosphorus
budget could be eliminated. This option can be considered to
yield a small improvement in water quality but a large benefit in
recreational use due to removal of nuisance macrophyte beds.

Hydraulic dredging is a complicated process and, as such,
will require several permits. The entire process would require
review and action by the Executive Office of Environmental
Affairs (MEPA) unit, which may require either an Environmental
Impact Report or Environmental Impact Statement. Due to the
actions in water resource areas, a Notice of Intent would be
required to be filed with the Athol Conservation Commission. A
Section 404 permit from the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers may be
required. Discharges from a detention basin for dredged material
is likely to require a National Pollution Discharge Elimination
Systems (NPDES permit) and/or a Water Quality Certificate form
issued by Massachusets Department of Environmental Quality
Engineering.

A monitoring program will be required for the dredging
process. The cost of this five year monitoring program is
estimated at $18,000.00. This program is fully described in a
later section.

Macrophyte Harvesting

Macrophyte harvesting refers to the direct mechanical removal
of nuisance aquatic vegetation to permit the desired use of the
water of littoral areas. Basic types of harvesting include
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TABLE 16

HYDRAULIC DREDGING COST SUMMARY

Task

B

Engineering & Design Expenses
(Consultant Services)

Containment Area Construction

1. Clearing of Brush/Vegetation
2. Outflow Device
3. Underdrains
4. Polymer Pump and Generator
5. Safety Protection

(61 Chain Link Fence)
6. Erosion Control

20% Contingency

Subtotal

C. Dredging Costs

1. Dredging Performed by
Contractor
130 ,000 cy @$6.00/cy
Includes Dredge Operation,
Labor Mobilization

20% Contingency (Including
3 Year Inflation @7%/Year)

Subtotal

D. Restoration of Containment Area
4 ac Grading, Loam and Reseeding
@,24/sq ft

E. Monitoring of Dredging Project
and Construction Oversight

F. Environmental Assessment and
Permits

1. Environmental Impact Report
2. Other Permit Related Tasks

and Fees

Subtotal

Project Total

Cost (S)

S 105,000

7,000
2,000
2,000
2,000

24 ,000
3,000

40,000
8,000

48,000

780,000

156,000

936,000

39 ,000

40,000

25,000

5,000

30,000

$1,200,000

Maximum Percent
Reimbursable
Under Clean
Lakes program

75

75
75
75
75

75
75

75

75

75

75

75

0
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mowing, tillage, hydro-raking, and suction and diver-operated
dredging and hydraulic washing equipment (Cooke et al., 1986).

The conventional and least costly method used is cutting and
harvesting of the summer growth of macrophytes; a method which
has been used in the past in Lake Ellis. Briefly, this method
has the advantages of immediate removal of the nuisance plants
and the nutrients they contain, which are subject to release upon
plant senescence, as well as direct targeting of problem areas
with little hazard to other biota. The harvesting activities do
not preclude concurrent lake use in other areas and are usually
acceptable to local lake ordinances. Further, the operating
costs are less expensive than many other forms of physical
control, and there is the added benefit that the harvested
Vegetation can be used by local farmers and gardeners.

The disadvantages of harvesting need to be considered as
well. These include the labor and energy to remove the cut
vegetation from the lake. Effective harvesting is usually
delayed until the nuisance plant biomass is maximal and
Carbohydrate storage in the,roots has already peaked. The
storage products are used to produce the following year's growth.
A high cost can be associated with mobilization (just getting the
machine to and from the lake), and there are operational costs
and delays connected with machinery breakdown. Obstacles in the
water (e.g., submerged tree stumps) may prevent harvesting in
those areas, and only a relatively small area can be treated by
an individual machine. Harvesting is effective at removing
present vegetation but does little to affect the roots and seed
beds which are the source of future problems. Further,
harvesting may cause vegetative fragmentation, inadvertently
leading to spreading or changes in the plant community by
opportunistic species.

Harvesting in Lake Ellis would provide limited benefits. The
harvesting effort would be constrained by the many stumps in the
cove east of the second and third islands (Figure 1). Harvesting
in the broad southwest bay is hampered by access problems for
off-loading cut vegetation. Disruption of the bottom sediments
by harvesting efforts could lead to turbidity problems.
Harvesting would be most effective in the northern cove, but
there short plant forms predominate and the resulting improvement
would not be great. The major concern with interference with
swimming activities is connected with floating fragments of
bladderwort (Utricularia sp.). It is uncertain whether or not
cutting of this plant would induce greater amounts of fragments
to impinge on the beach. Finally, there is little long-term
benefit to weed harvesting. A good analogy is that of mowing the
lawn; even a superior job does not prevent repetition.
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The cost of such an operation would be dependent on the
number of acres harvested, a cost factor per acre and a
mobilization charge. With the problems connected with the tree
stumps, a reduced area of macrophyte infestation is accessible,
about 12 acres (4.8 ha). Given a price of $600 per acre and a
minimum mobilization fee of $1,000, the total cost becomes
?8,20(H. Considering the physical characteristics of Lake Ellis
and the nature of the macrophyte problem, it seems like a rather
expensive maintenance program to prevent some nuisance aspects of
the selected macrophytes. Money which might be spent to better
effect on other management techniques.

An alternative to conventional harvesting is the use of a
hydro-rake. This is a pontoon mounted crane which combines
features of a dredge and mechnical harvester. It differs from a
conventional harvester by removing aquatic plants (foilage and
roots) along with the sediment in which they are rooted. It is
also more maneuverable and able to operate in areas containing
tree stumps. It typically works from the shoreline out into the
lake, providing removal of macrophytes in areas of highest usage.

As a relatively new lake treatment, the long-term
effectiveness of hydro-raking has yet to be evaluated.
Observations have suggested that its effectiveness is greater
with macrophytes with extensive root stocks (e.g., water lilies).
Turbidity associated with this method could be a problem as
bottom sediments are disturbed and destabilized.

The cost of hydro-raking is figured on a per foot of
shoreline basis. A hydro-rake will reportedly clear a 50 ft
section of shoreline to a distance of 75 ft in one hour of
operation. This means that under ideal conditions a hydro-rake
will clear 400 ft of shoreline per eight hour workday. Factors
that lower this rate include maintenance, shoreline obstructions
(e.g., docks, boats), submerged obstructions (e.g., stumps,
stones), and transportation to an off-loading site. Hydro-raked
material needs to be dried and disposed of so loading and
transportation costs need to be included.

The projected costs of hydro-raking to improve Lake Ellis are
shown in Table 17. The total length of shoreline to be worked is
estimated at 6,000 ft, the position of the areas to be treated
are shown in Figure 20. Due to the presence of numerous stumps
and the transportation distance to potential off-loading points,
the efficienty of productions would be assumed to be less than
ideal and is conservatively estimated at 75%. This suggests that
production rates will be approximately 400 x 0.75 or 300 ft of
shoreline per day. Given the 6,000 ft of shoreline, 20 work days
are estimated. Included in the hydro-raking cost is a
mobilization fee and a disposal fee. To hydro-rake the indicated
area (Figure 20) would cost approximately $18,500.00. The permit
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TABLE 17

COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH MACPOPHYTE CONTROL BY HYDRO-RAKING

Item or Task

Mobilization Fee

Hydro-raking of 6,000 ft
of Shoreline (20 days
@$800/day)

Transportation and Disposal
of Plant/Sediment Material

Total

Estimate Cost

S 500

16,000

2,000

$18,500

Maximum Percent
Reimbursable Under
Clean Lakes Program

75

75

75
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Figure 20. Lake Ellis and areas of proposed hydroraking
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requirement is likely to be a Notice of Intent under the
Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act with an Order of
Conditions.

Macrophyte Barriers

One relatively inexpensive measure to prevent aquatic plant
fragments from annoying bathers would be the deployment of a
curtain around the swimming area. This curtain would consist of
a very fine mesh net that would prevent fragments of the
bladderwort from coming ashore. It should be attached to the
floats of the current swimming buoys and anchored/staked to the
bottom to provide net tautness and prevent entanglements with
swimmers. The fine mesh used (e.g., 1/4 in (5mm) mesh or
smaller) might accidently trap minnow, but would not
significantly impact the lake fishery.

The cost of this netting will be determined by the amount
needed and the unit price. Probably a minimum of 600 ft (180 m),
including 100 ft (30 m) on the sides and 400 ft (120 m) across
the front, would be needed to encapsulate the swimming area, with
a depth of 10 ft (3 m) to guarantee coverage to the bottom. The
price for this length and depth of netting would range between
$2,000 to $3,000. Stakes, weights, floats and installation costs
could add another $1,000 to the project.

It should be noted that it is doubtful that the Chap. 628
(Clean Lakes) program would pay for this option. However, given
the low cost of this option, the Town of Athol should consider
this method as a way to improve swimming quality in Lake Ellis,
An abbreviated or full Notice of Intent will be required for this
option.

For areas other than the beach a different approach is
recommended. For areas in macrophyte-choked coves and on the
islands a bottom weed barrier is proposed,. A bottom barrier
consists of a layer of synthetic material that is laid directly
over the bottom and weeds. It effectively compresses and shades
aquatic macrophytes such as to suppress their growth. In doing
so, it opens up areas of relatively open water for recreational
purposes.

There are several commercial products that form a sheet to
cover the developing macrophytes and stunt or kill them by
shading. These products were recently reviewed (Cooke et al.,
1986) and Aquascreen was found to have the fewest problems and
many positive features. It is produced by Menardi-Southern
Division of U.S. Filter Corporation, Augusta, GA. Aquascreen
consists of a fiberglass screen coated with polyvinyl chloride.
The screen is dense enough to reduce light to low levels, yet
permeable to gases underneath (which prevents gas buildup and
"ballooning" of the cover to the surface).
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Other more recent benthic covers which have potential include
Dartek (Dupont) and Texel benthic barriers. Slightly less
expensive but possibly effective barriers may.also be locally
available.

Usually, the screen is placed over the macrophyte beds in
early spring and taken up again in mid-summer before the major
swimming season. The timing of this application deprives the
macrophytes of light during their most crucial growth period.
The plants may continue to grow after the screen is taken up but
usually they are stunted and fewer in number. In some test
situations this retardation of growth has been effective in
controlling plant levels for a second season after the initial
application.

The screen is positioned in shallow water by hand, but a
diver may be necessary for application to deeper waters. It must
be weighed (e.g., cinder blocks) or staked down (Figure 21). A
major advantage of these screens is that they are reusable. They
can be retrieved from the water, washed, dried and stored for use
in succeeding years. With proper care, five seasons of use can
be expected.

Use of a screening technique is not without its
disadvantages. Decomposition of plant material underneath may
decrease available oxygen and add nutrients to the lake. Habitat
for fish reproduction is reduced. If not properly weighted or
staked, the screen may come loose and shift from the desired
area. For Lake Ellis, the effects of decomposition would be
slight, and sufficient fish nesting areas are found in the
shallow zones not subject to screening.

In considering using this technique for macrophyte control,
there is a tradeoff between labor cost, effectiveness of plant
suppression, and screen longevity. For best conservation of the
material, the screen should be applied in spring, e.g., late
April and taken up in mid-June. A second scheme would be to
place the screen in April and keep it in until fall (Labor Day).
This would subject the screen to damage by swimmers or boats and
is not likely to last as long. The last option is to just place
the barrier in and leave it there permanently. This means the
screen will be exposed to recreational damage, winter conditions,
and eventual sedimentation providing new substrate for
macrophytes. This will likely lessen the effective lifetime of
the screen. For the short term, due to Athol's water supply
need, access to Lake Ellis will be restricted so actions in the
lake will be limited.

Aquascreen costs approximately $10,500 dollars per acre (1987
prices) and the rods to pin barrier to bottom add $2,000 plus
installation costs. The screens come in one hundred foot rolls
of either 7 or 14 foot width (the larger roll is 38% more
expensive). The amount of screening necessary to suppress growth
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Figure 21. Application off a bottom cover.



in areas of high recreational usage would be approximately 1.4 ac
(0.52 ha). Thus to cover this area would cost approximately
$16,500 (Table 18). The area to be treated with a benthic
barrier is shown in Figure 22. If conventional fiberglass
screening, available in local hardware stores, is substituted for
the patented product some savings may be realized. Fiberglass
screening would be closer to $8,500 per ac or $11,900 for the
area indicated. Weights and installations cost would have to be
figured in. Four foot rolls are available instead of the 7 foot
swathes, meaning more underpinning and installation is involved.
It is possible that even cheaper prices could be obtained at a
housing supply wholesaler. Installation costs ($2,000) could be
saved if the Association for the Betterment of Lake Ellis
participated in putting down the screen themselves.

This option will not alter the phosphorus budget or trophic
status of Lake Ellis. Water quality will be largely unaffected.
An abbreviated or full Notice of Intent will be necessary.
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TABLE 18

COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH MACROPHYTE CONTROL EY A BOTTOM BARRIER

Item or Task

85 Rolls of Aquascreen
(3$170/R011

1,020 Stakes or Weights
@S2 each

Installation and Removal
(2 Man Crew @S300/Day
for 6 Days

Additional Support
(Gas, Brushes for Cleaning
Hardware)

Total Capital Outlay

Annual Expense

Estimated Cost ($)

$14,450

S 2,040

$ 1,800/yr

$ 200/yr

$16,500

$ 2,000

Maximum Percent
Reimbursable Under
Clean Lakes Proqram

75

75

0

75

0
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Figure 22. Lake Ellis showing location of proposed benthic barriers

-Sch

Benthic barriers to be installed in areas indicated
PubHcally-owned areas are indicated.
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Watershed Management

Protection of lake water quality through zoning ordinances
involves possible changes of local regulations intended to
provide for more comprehensive protection of the watershed of
Lake Ellis. Recognition and management of the watershed and sub-
drainage areas is necessary. Due to their low flows and nutrient
contents, tributaries to Lake Ellis may be easily degraded by
even modest amounts of nutrients or erosive runoff. For the Town
of Athol, a study should be undertaken to designate sensitive
areas for either re-zoning, protection from development, or
accompanying strict orders of conditions for development.

Currently there are five zoning classifications in the Lake
Ellis watershed, including three zones in the Town of Athol and
two in the Town of Phillipston (Figure 23). With respect to
residential development, the majority of land is zoned for
greater than one acre per house lot (Zones II and IV in Figure
19). Land zoned as "General" (Zone III) includes areas in close
proximity to various sections of Mill Brook or connected to Lake
Ellis via storm drains. The importance of the latter is
discussed in detail below. Another portion of "General" land is
near the western end of the Phillipston Reservoir, but
development in this area is limited. Another area that is
potentially vunerable is a projection of zone I land (Figure 23),
centered on Garfield Street and extending to Route 32. This
projection is bordered on the east by Mill Brook and to the south
by a drainage swale entering the lake via the LE-8 outfall.
Development along Mill Brook will increase the amount of
nutrients entering this major tributary, though mitigated
somewhat by detention time in the Templeton Road pond. On the
other hand, nutrients and eroded material reaching the southern
drainage swale are likely to enter Lake Ellis. Both areas should
be regarded as critical for the well-being of Lake Ellis. This
is not to suggest that activity in other parts of the Lake Ellis
watershed will not have an impact on the lake. Deterioration of
the water quality can be caused by poor environmental planning
and use anywhere in the watershed. However, these two areas are
of greater concern due to their more direct access to the lake.
These areas should be considered for re-zoning into large
residential lots, establishment of larger buffer zones than those
already afforded under the Massachusetts Wetland Protection Act,
or outright acquisition by the Athol Conservation Commission.

The rationale behind these restrictions is that water coming
from the present watershed is currently of good quality. It is
much more cost effective to extend regulatory protection now than
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Figure 23. Zoning classifications in the Lake Ellis watershed.

V

ZONING CLASSIFICATIONS

I. Town of Athol; Residence B.

II. Town of Athol; Residence C.

III. Town of Athol; General.

IV. Town of Phillipston; Recreation.

V. Town of Phillipston; Commercial-Industrial.
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pay for a costly clean-up program later. Unplanned changes in
land use in the watershed are likely to lead to water quality
deterioration in Lake Ellis. The present relative lull in
development in the Lake Ellis watershed does not constitute
protection.

To effect these possible land use controls, a study should be
commissioned to identify critical or sensitive areas of
importance to the Lake. Initially, any area which contributes
water directly to Lake Ellis without passing through an upstream
detention basin should be considered suspect. Prior mapping of
wetlands should aid the Town in this regard. Depending on the
extent to which such information is already available, an amount
of $10,000 should cover delineation of critical areas.

Rerouting of Storm Drainage

The influence of land use on the water quality issuing from a
sub-drainage basin is made more apparent when one considers the
effect of a single input, LE-7, (Figure 1) on the lake. Episodes
of high nutrient inputs were common during the study year. It is
suspected that these periods of poor water quality reflect the
influence of street runoff from drains on Main Street and sump
pump discharges from houses on Starrett Avenue. Due to this
sporadic poor quality water, LE-7 poses a very real threat to
drinking water supplies drawn from the present intake on Lake
Ellis. Water from LE-7 empties into the lake barely 23m (75 ft)
away from the water intakes for the Town's emergency water
source.

The influence of LE-7 on the phosphorus budget of Lake Ellis
is disproportionately large, given its average flow. This source
accounts for 16% of the total phosphorus entering the lake or
21.1 kg/yr; much greater than the relative hydrologic
contribution of 6.2% of total inflow to Lake Ellis. In contrast,
the relative percentage of total nitrogen entering the lake
(6.6%) from LE-7 is appropriate for the amount of flow. Since
phosphorus is the element of first choice to control for lake
water quality, removal of this amount of incoming phosphorus
would constitute the single most effective remedial treatment to
counter eutrophication in the watershed. The relative low costs
and low-impact construction associated with implementing this
option are also points in its favor.

The amount of water that would be lost to the lake due to the
rerouting of this drainage is 1.0 cu m/min on a yearly basis.
Loss of this amount of water to Lake Ellis should not result in
any drop in lake level. During most times of the year, the
actual flow is very much less. The average value incorporates
the high volume but less frequent storm runoff events. Retention
values will increase slightly from the decreased flow-through,
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from 15 to 16 days. The greater improvement in water quality
that will be realized should more than compensate for this
greater lake residence time.

While the use of Lake Ellis as a drinking water supply is
expected to be only temporary, it seems prudent to eliminate this
potential trouble area for protection in the event that Ellis
will again supply water to Athol. These reasons make it highly
desirable to remove this source of pollutants entirely from the
lake's watershed. This could be accomplished without great
difficulty by re-routing this storm drainage under existing
roadways to empty into the former outlet channel of Lake Ellis.

Presently there is a 36" reinforced concrete pipe (RCP) that
originates to the north of Main Street. This existing pipe runs
in a southwest direction paralleling a small residential
development on Starrett Avenue. Continuing in a southwest
direction under Main Street, the existing pipe extends through
the property of the Athol Regional High School. The pipe runs
south under the school access road to empty into Lake Ellis.

The proposed diversion of this existing pipe from Lake Ellis
would be to the old Mill Brook channel at the former site of the
Swift River Box Company (Figure 24). The existing pipe would
remain as is up through the crossing at the high school access
road. At this location, the use of the existing pipe would be
discontinued and a new 36" RCP would be placed along the south
side of the high school access road running west. At the
intersection with Lake Ellis Road, the proposed 36" RCP would
cross under this road. The pipe would then parallel Lake Ellis
Road on its western side proceeding south where the outlet of the
pipe would be at the Mill Brook channel at the site of the former
Swift River Box Co. Excavation of the trench for the proposed
pipe would involve depths to allow gravity flow from the junction
of the proposed pipe and existing pipe. The excavation will most
likely be done in the road, and the roadway shall be returned to
its original condition after installation. The pipe's terminus
in the old Mill Brook channel would be completed with permanent
erosion control measures (e.g., riprap splash pad). The
increased flow into the old stream channel should be easily
accommodated as the channel typically passed greater volumes of
water before the dam spillway was permanently closed. The total
length of the proposed 36" RCP is expected to be approximately
600 linear feet. A cost of $46,000.00 is estimated for the
entire process, including design, construction and permit fee. A
cost breakdown is given in Table 19.

Completion of this storm drain rerouting would eliminate 16%
or 21.1 kg P/yr from entering Lake Ellis. This amount of
phosphorus diverted would reduce the phosphorus budget from 131.9
to 110.8 kg P/yr. This would not alter the nutrient trophic



Figure 24. Lake Ellis and proposed storm drain relocation route.

^

LAKE ELLIS

Dashed lines indicate present discharg

Dots indicate relocated route
of storm drainage (LE-7).
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TABLE 19

COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH DIVERSION OF STORM DRAIN
TO MILL BROOK CHANNEL

Item and Task

Design

Trenching (Backfill and Temper)
600 LF @$6.58/LF

Concrete Reinforced Culvert
600 LF (3S58/LF

Headwall Erosion Control
41 High 10" Thick 10' Length

Permits

TOTAL COSTS

Estimated
Costs ($)

$ 4,000.00

$ 4,000.00

$35,000.00

$ 1,000.00

S 2,000.00

$46,000.00

Maximum Percent
Reimbursable Under
Clean Lakes Program

75

75

75

75

75
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status of the lake; it is below the critical load of 152 kg P/yr
already. What the storm drain rerouting would alter is the
present delivery of nutrients and pollutants to an area of high
recreational use (i.e., the town beach). Elimination of this
discharge can be expected to increase water clarity and lessen
macrophyte growth in the northern end. It would also remove a
major pollutant source from the area where drinking water would
be taken from Lake Ellis under emergency conditions.

Permits required for this rerouting would probably include a
Water Quality Certificate and a Notice of intent under the
Wetlands Protection Act.

Modification/Removal of Septic Systems

Another strategy to remove the chemical inputs to Lake Ellis
is to reduce or completely eliminate the nutrients contributed to
the lake by septic systems on the lakeshore. While the field
conductivity survey discovered no localized problem sources,
measurement of seepage and local topography clearly indicated
that ground water movement would routinely carry these wastes
into the lake. While the quantitative level of nutrient
contribution to the lake is low, the reduction or removal of
these nutrients could only benefit lake water quality.

Currently, the town sewer lines extends to the junction of
Petersham and Templeton Roads, while all units to the south of
this junction are on septic systems (Figure 25). Sanitary septic
systems on the islands include both cesspools and tank and leach
fields. Two possible strategies for amelioration of these inputs
to Lake Ellis are the employment of a common leachfield for
abutting systems or the link-up of abutters with the town
sanitary sewers through use of a pressurized sewer line.

The use of a common leachfield would entail modification of
connections from individual septic tanks and the purchase of the
land necessary for the placement of the shared leachfield. This
leachfield would be placed further from the lake, and higher if
possible. This additional distance would provide a longer
distance for the soil-microbial system to act, with subsequent
reduction in levels of phosphorus reaching the lake.

If the houses linked to such a system number around twenty
five, the cost of connection, at an estimated $4,000 per
household, would be $100,000. Purchase and development of the
leachfield would add $30,000, and design work and permits about
$15,000, for a total cost of $145,000.

The alternative approach is to add the units along Petersham
and Burbee Roads to the town sanitary system. Due to
topographical considerations, gravity feeds cannot be used. A
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Figure 25. Lake vicinity showing areas served by sanitary sewers (shaded areas).



pressurized, pumped sewer line to the town interceptor will be
required. This would require pressure-lines and a pumping
station. This would prevent all but a negligible amount of
return flow from entering Lake Ellis, but would totally remove
the present input of nutrients to the lake from on-site
wastewater disposal systems. The costs of pressure pipe, pumping
station, connectors and design work would approach about
$195,000.

In both cases, connections to private homes are not
recoverable by Chap. 628 (Clean Lakes) funding. Therefore, much
of the costs would be directly assessed to either the Town of
At hoi or the homeowners themselves.

Baystate Environmental Consultants, Inc. (EEC) has considered
the costs and benefits of these approaches in removing phosphorus
derived from septic wastes from entering Lake Ellis. The amount
of phosphorus generated from this portion of the watershed can be
estimated using residential unit density, average unit
population, average span of residency and per capita phosphorus
loading values (see Nutrient Budget Section for details).

If a figure of 17.3 kg P/yr is used, this constitutes about
13.1% of the total phosphorus loading to the lake. Given this
amount of phosphorus to be either treated more thoroughly (common
leachfield) or removed entirely (pressurized sewers), is the
amount of money to be spent (estimated at $145,000 and $195,000
respectively) worth the results in terms of lake quality?

BEC feels that, while these alternatives are well-founded and
logical, the ultimate reduction in phosphorus reaching the lake
is not sufficient to merit the considerable costs that are
associated with these options. Given the present in-lake
concentration of phosphorus, little or no change in water quality
would be discernible. In the case of the common leachfield, the
major result would be to physically disperse the same amount of
septage at a little greater distance from the lake, but not
necessarily remove it from the system. The second approach would
remove the septage entirely but would be extremely costly in
terms of dollars spent per kilogram of phosphorus removed, in the
range of $3,600 - $15,000/kg P. Construction activities
associated with either plan are likely to impact the lake, and
extension of the sewer line may facilitate additional residential
development in an already crowded corner of the lakeshore. It is
also clear that some reduction is achievable simply by insuring
that septic systems are in good operating order (Veneman and
Wright, 1986).
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Lake Abutters Practices

An important option at the watershed level is to facilitate
changes in the abutter's habits with regard to septic tank
maintenance and choice of cleaning materials. The lake abutter's
survey indicated than an appreciable percentage of the households
still use phosphorus-containing soaps (38%) and detergents (18%).
Further, pumping and maintenance of existing septic systems is
very variable. Both factors affect the water quality in Lake
Ellis.

Improving the operation of on-site wastewater disposal
systems has been the subject of considerable recent literature
{e.g., Veneman 1986). The two most critical site variables
related to the performance of in-ground disposal systems are the
depth to ground water and the type of soil below the system
(Veneman 1986)- The greatest possible vertical distance to
ground water and an intermediate percolation rate are desirable.
While dilution by ground water may be substantial, conversion of
pollutants to harmless or immobile forms is often minimal once a
substance enters the saturation zone. Slow movement of effluent
through a large aerated zone of soil with high adsorptive
capacity is the optimal situation, but these conditions are not
often achieved in practice.

One major stumbling block is the need for the disposal system
to handle the volume of waste delivered to it without causing a
back-up of flow. The slower percolation rates associated with
some soils preclude their use for on-site systems, and most
states have laws which set the minimum acceptable percolation
rate. Not many states set standards for the maximum percolation
rate, however, and this causes many systems to be underdesigned.
The actual percolation rate will be determined by the
permeability of the biofilm layer which forms in the aerated soil
below the leaching area (Lavigne 1986), not just the soil
permeability. When sized according to the percolation rate of
highly permeable soils, leaching areas may be insufficient to
pass the design flow. Further, effluent passing into the highly
permeable soil may move into the ground water too quickly for
effective removal of contaminants through soil adsorption
processes.

Other important operational considerations are the detention
time in the settling tank (preferably >1 day) , waste delivery
rate (preferably continuous enough to maintain the microbial
community but with breaks to regenerate soil capacities), and
available leaching area {preferably as great as possible). Both
system design and maintenance affect these parameters. The
movement of liquid through the pipes, chambers, and soils of the
system is critical to operation; clogging or flow restriction
must be avoided. This involves not only proper design and
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maintenance, but control over what is placed in the system as
well. Solids such as disposable diapers and liquids such as
greases should not be routed into on-site wastewater disposal
systems (DiLibero 1986).

The BEC survey of watershed residents (Table 5) indicated
that 5% of the on-site disposal systems were cesspools and that
72% were conventional tank and leachfield units. The mean age of
these systems was 16 years, and 36% of them had not been
inspected or cleaned for over 5 years. DiLibero (1986) has
recommended an inspection interval of six months to 2 years, with
cleaning and maintenance as warranted by inspection.

If ground water quality is to be improved and preserved, it
is imperative that all disposal systems be properly maintained
and upgrades be encouraged. While regulatory procedures are
typically inadequate to deal with enforcing maintenance codes
(Janaros 1986), it is possible to mandate maintenance and enforce
the statute. Mandating system upgrades is usually more difficult
as a consequence of grandfather clauses and a lack of appropriate
data on the impact of inadequate systems. Both maintenance and
upgrading of wastewater disposal systems are advisable in Athol,
however.

One approach to implementing an effective disposal system
maintenance program involves taxing all residences for the cost
of an annual inspection and pumping, and having the Town arrange
for the service (much as with trash collection or sanitary sewer
operation) . Alternatively, the howeowners could be made
responsible for maintaining their systems, with the Town keeping
a record of maintenance checks and fining residents for
violations through the court system. £ computerized log of
maintenance actions could greatly simplify this process.
Approved disposal system maintenance firms would report visits to
the Town, these visits would be logged into the file for the
corresponding property, and the listing of that property as
delinquent would be suppressed for another calendar year.

The cost of an annual inspection and cleaning ranges from S50
to $150 in the northeastern United States (DiLibero 1986),
depending on geographic area and the distance over which septage
must be transported for ultimate disposal. Maintenance visits
might have to be more frequent for intensively used systems, such
as those associated with motels and restaurants. If preceded by
an appropriate educational campaign, an article relating to
wastewater disposal system maintenance should pass at the annual
Town Meeting. It is difficult to be against protecting an
important recreational resource and potential drinking water
supply at a per home cost of $100/year especially since lakeshore
abutters will benefit from Lake Ellis' quality. One useful
booklet describing the design and function of conventional on-
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site wastewater treatment facilities and the importance of
maintaining them has been prepared by the Lake Cochituate
Watershed Association (1984c). Information from this and other
publications is included in the Appendix.

Septic system upgrades should be enforceable when violations
of health standards can be demonstrated. The practical limits of
treatment and legal challenges may hinder progress, but steps
must be taken to eliminate poorly functioning systems, if ground
water quality is to be improved. Upgrading cesspools to properly
designed and sited tank and leachfield systems would probably
reduce most pollutant loads to acceptable levels, but is unlikely
to provide nitrate control. This is not a major issue for Lake
Ellis, which is phosphorus-limited and has a low percentage of
cesspools in the vicinity.

The Massachusetts Coalition of Lake and Pond Associations is
currently promoting legislation at the state level which will ban
the sale of phosphate-laden detergents in Massachusetts. Similar
legislation has failed to pass in the past, however. Even if a
ban on the sale of phosphorus detergents is enacted, further
discouragement of the use of phosphate detergents will be needed
at the local level, as the seasonal population may bring them in
from other states.

Rectification of these practices is a function of public
education (with potential involvement of the lake association)
and the enactment of local legislation for mandatory action. The
tangible costs associated with this option are primarily for
printing and distribution of educational materials, and would run
about 54,000. Costs associated with drafting and passing local
ordinances are not included, and are not readily estimable. The
amount of phosphorus reduction produced by proper maintenance of
existing septic system is roughly 5.8 kg P/yr based on an
improvement in system efficiency from 85% to 90%.

Useful booklets on detergents and fertilizers have been
prepared by the Lake Cochituate Watershed Association
(1984a,b,c). Information from these and other references
pertinent to unnecessary nutrient sources are included in the
Appendix.

Recreational Enhancement

The users'of Lake Ellis enjoy the multifaceted resources that
this lake has to offer. The types of activities associated with
that enjoyment and the numbers that enjoy them were discussed in
the questionnaire survey section of the diagnostic portion of
this report. Some of these users are not always easily
accommodated on a small lake such as Lake Ellis. Passive
contemplation may be the ideal for some lake users, while active
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motorized activities are the key to enjoyment for others. Some
of these uses may either intrude upon or even preclude others,
but to reserve use of the lake for one faction or the other is
counter to full development of the resources of Lake Ellis for
all users.

An existing framework of laws governing use of motorized
boats is already in existence, although largely forgotten and not
enforced. These bylaws, entitled "Rules and regulations
governing the operation of motor boats in the Town of Athol" were
approved by the Athol Board of Selectmen, as authorized by
Massachusetts General Laws, Chap. 102, Sec. 15B, and approved by
the Department of Public Works in August, 1954. A copy of these
rules is shown in Table 20. These rules limit speeds of motor
boats to 3 miles per hour (mph) while within one hundred feet of
a bathing area; to 7 mph while within 200 ft of a developed
shore; and to 10 mph while within 500 ft from a developed shore.
Thus, given a top speed of 10 mph and residences on shore and
islands, some activities, such as water skiing, are unfeasible
under current regulations.

It would be best to insure that all parties are able to
practice their preferred activities, but this means that all
parties would have to recognize some restrictions on their
preferred activities, at least part of the time. Such a
compromise has been affected elsewhere to the satisfaction of the
local lake users. For example, in Great Pond in the Town of
Eastham on Cape Cod, motorized boats are allowed on the lake on
odd-numbered days of the month, while on even-numbered days they
are not. Whether or not such a simple arrangement can be arrived
at for Lake Ellis is a topic for discussion by the Town and Lake
Association. Evidence from this study has indicated that one
major source of conflict between boats and bathers may be
resolved by this odd-even day system. This conflict is the
feeling that motor boats stir up the bottom, leaving the water in
an undesirable condition for bathing due to the smell and
turbidity that this resuspended organic material causes.
Determination of the settling rate of sediments from Lake Ellis
indicates that the material and turbidity' are reduced to an
acceptable level (10 J.T.U.) after 24 hours of settling. This
time frame of settling is thus appropriate for the above system.
Still, it seems appropriate to limit the speed of boats entering
the public boat launch to low speed (3 mph) until they exit the
northern cove that houses the public beach (perhaps marked with a
buoy to denote the limits).

A reassessment of the existing bylaws governing lake usage in
Athol would seem appropriate as part of overall lake management.
Modification of the bylaws would allow regulations to be brought
into line with current practices. It would seem that both
boaters and bathers would benefit from incorporation of realistic
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Table 20. Existing bylaws governing operation of motor boats in Athol.

KtJLrlS AKD REGULATIONS OOVEHHXfll* THE OPERATION
OP MOTOR BOATS III THE TOUN OP ATHOL

Rule 1. No person shall operate a motor-driven boat on any
lake, pond or river In the,Town of Athol at such a speed or in suoh
a manner as to endanger the lives and safety of others or the
nrooerty of others or in such a manner as to cause danger of
cpj.ll*ion with other wateroraft or in such a manner as to create
ejoesi»ve wash or wake so as to interfere with the operation and

other wateroraft, endanger bathers or damage property.

of a motor-driven boat on an/ lake, pond
ol under conditions and/ir in ylaca^ or
ted at speeds ,;reacer than sa au

be considered to be In vi, lation of these rulss an.*

tr.) • When approaching or leaving the shore or t. pier or
when''passing within one hundred feet of t: bather or bathing area
or another boat or.-when passing within one hundred feet '5f the
shore except in a location where th« shore Is entirely u.ideveloped
and unimproved and where no dwellings exist, three mllee per hour.

(b) . When passing within two hundred feet of but over
one hundred feet distant from a bather or bating area or another
boat or when passing within two hundred feet of but over one
hundred feet distrnt from ;he shore except in a location where
the shore is entirely undeveloped and unimproved and where no
dwellings exist, s&ven mil^fl pc-r hour.

- (c) When passing within five hundred feet of but over
two hundred feet distant frim the shore except in a location wher-;
the shore Is entirely undev :loped and unimproved and where no
dwellings exist, ten miles xn* hour.

(d) In any location during the hours frczn one-half hoar
after sunset to one-half hour before sunrise/ seven miles per hour,

(e) When passing through a bridge or culvert or other
similarly constructed waterway, a spee:. no greater than is necessary
for steerageway, and In any event not greater than three miles
per hour,

Rule 3* ^o person shall operate a mother-driven boat oil any
lake, pond or river in the Town of Ath°l within fifty feet of a
father or bathing area at any time exc-pt for live-saving purposes.

Rule 4. Mo person shall operate a notor-drlven boat on any
lake, pond-or river In the Town of At'.iol while under the Influence of
intoxicating liquor.

Rule 5- No person shall operate a ootar-drlven boat on any
lake, pond or river in the IV..TI of A^aol-in any overloaded or unsnfa
condition such that snlc bo,.c shown i.:inger of capsizing.

Rule 6. The above r-ulns and regulations, ar-i to be enforced by
authorized police officials of the Town of Athol, and the violation
of the above rules and regulations shall, for enoh"" of fence be
by a fine, of not more than Twenty (5S20.UO) Lollrrs.

Adopted August ,̂ 195̂ .

Hoy I/. ̂ Sf£pweth
William ra£' Grant, Jr.

... ' ECARD 0* SELECTMEN
Arprnved August 16, 1954 by Department
of Public Works, as authorized by O. L., Chnp. -102, Sea. 153;
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and equitable bylaws. Boaters would trade some recreational days
in exchange for legal enfranchisement; quiet users would gain
predictable recreational days and bathers would benefit from an
improvement in water clarity.

The cost for rewriting the bylaws governing recreational uses
on Lake Ellis is hard to estimate. A committee would need to
research and develop proposed regulations, then hold public
meetings for explanation and discussion of these changes. Once a
consensus has been achieved, the changes should be adopted by the
Board of Selectmen. These costs are not reimbursable under the
Clean Lakes Program, but are not likely to exceed $2,000. The
increased public awareness and involvement, and increased user
satisfaction should merit this expenditure.
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MONITORING PROGRAM

During the implementation phase of this project the Lake
Ellis systems should be monitored for total phosphorus,
turbidity, chlorophyll, Secchi disk transparency, and macrophyte
coverage and density. Monthly readings for most parameters
should be sufficient. A single in-lake station (LE-2 on Figure
1) with two levels (surface and bottom) will suffice for most
parameters, although macrophyte assessments should be lakewide.

Macrophyte coverage can be assessed subjectively from a boat
or by a diver, the later being preferable. Inspection of the
lake bottom by a diver should include an assessment of macrophyte
coverage {% bottom cover), plant biomass density (g/m as an
average of at least 10 samples), completeness of soft sediment
removal, and the general nature of the exposed bottom material
(presumable cobble, gravel, or sand). Assessments made by boat
would require bottom sampling with a ponar or Eckman dredge and a
macrophyte grappling device towed some standard distance. The
entire lake bottom should be assessed each year, preferable
during a set two week period in late summer. Qualitative notes
made during sampling at other times of the year could also be
helpful.

Ideally, a slight decrease in phosphorus, chlorophyll and
increasing transparency values would be observed, as the proposed
management actions take effect. If dredging is involved the
macrophyte coverage and density should decline markedly as the
plants and their substrate are removed, preferably reaching a
coverage level near 20% and a biomass density of less than 100
g/m . Any regrowth should occur at a much reduced density if the
hard bottom is uncovered, hence exposure of a hard bottom is an
easily definable and measurable goal.

The effectiveness of the proposed monitoring program and its
impact on the function of this aquatic system could be assessed
from data for the recommended monitoring parameters. Absence of
rises or slight decreases in phosphorus and chlorophyll and
maintenance of pre-treatment levels of Secchi disk transparency
would be taken as signs of success and minimal unintended
interference with the natural system. Slight changes in these
parameters would be quite tolerable, and should be expected as a
consequence of natural variation. Major fluctuations, relative
to normal seasonal patterns, would be undesirable and indicative
of system instability. Chlorophyll a_ concentrations of less than
5 ug/1, Secchi disk transparencies of at least 2 m (summer
average), and mean total phosphorus levels not in excess of 20
ug/1, and turbidity not in excess of 2 S.T.U. are considered to
be appropriate target values, with deviations by individual
values of +50% considered tolerable.
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Data generated by this study form a reasonable pre-treatment
data base, although initiation of the approved implementation
monitoring program several months to a year prior to treatment is
advisable. Monitoring should continue through the approximately
three years of dredging and for a year thereafter at the monthly
level, followed by sampling at a declining frequency, preferably
seasonally. Frequent sampling is always desirable, but the
associated expense dictates that the minimal frequency necessary
for management be adopted. A new bathymetric map, isopach map of
sediments, and macrophyte map should be constructed at the close
of the dredging operation from data gathered during annual
assessments of benthic conditions, and the Massachusetts Division
of Fisheries and Wildlife should perform a follow-up fish survey.
The elements of an appropriate five year monitoring program and
the associated costs are presented in Table 23. The total cost
of this effort is about 318,000.00.

If dredging is not used, an abbreviated monitoring program
should be employed. This would be restricted to two years of
monitoring. Due to the reduction in sampling effort the cost of
this program is about S8,000.00.
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TABLE 21

MONITORING PROGRAM ELEMENTS AND COSTS

Element

{Non-dredg ing Options)
Total Phosphorus
Chlorophyll £
Secchi Disk

Transparency
Macrophyte Density

Assessment
Frequency

Monthly
Monthly

Monthly
Yearly*

Total
Analysis

24
24

24
2

Cost ($)/
Analysis

15
35

Capital
Expense Only
1,000

Total
Costs

Field Labor, Data Evaluation, Overhead for Contractor

(Dredging Option)

Total Phosphorus
Turbidity
Chlorophyll a_
Secchi Disk

Transparency
Macrophyte Density
Fish Survey

Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly

Yearly*
Pre and Post
Dredging

60
60
60
60

Total

15
15
35

Capital
Expense Only
1,000

$ 360.00
840.00

50.00
2,000.00
4,500.00

S 7,750.00

900.00
900.00

2.100.00

50.00
5,000.00

Field Labor, Data Evaluation, Overhead for Contractor

Assumed to be conducted
by MDFW as part of regul
program

$ 9,000.00

Total $17,950.OC

*Plus qualitative notes on a monthly basis and assessment of sediment
removal.

Note: Additional spot checks on phosphorus and alkalinity could be
made at active inlets and the outlet on a seasonal basis if
desired, and would raise the total cost by $2,500.00. These
tests would be useful in reconstructing the phosphorus budget
but are not essential to evaluating the impact of the proposed
restoration project.
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RECOMMENDED MANAGEMENT APPROACH

After consideration of the lake and watershed characteristics,
the available options for improving or preserving the existing
conditions, and the needs and wishes of the people of Athol, the
following actions are recommended for the management of Lake
Ellis.

1. Reroute the existing drainage going into the northern
cove (LE-7) into the former Mill Brook channel and
effectively remove it from the Lake Ellis watershed.

2, Install a weed barrier consisting of fine-mesh netting
for the Town swimming area to control nuisance floating
macrophytes in that area.

3a. Install bottom cover barrier (e.g., Aquascreen or a
similar product) to mitigate nuisance macrophyte growths
and permit recreational access around the islands and
eastern and southeastern coves.

3b. Hydrorake areas of nuisance macrophyte growths and
associated sediments to facilitate shoreline recreational
access.

4. Identify and protect critical areas or buffer zones in
the Lake Ellis watershed. Encourage the adoption of
either new zoning designations or outright acquisition of
these critical areas by the Town.

5. Conduct an education program to inform watershed
residents of the need to eliminate the use of phosphorus
detergents and maintain or upgrade on-site wastewater
disposal facilities.

6. Revise the current bylaws governing operation of
motorboats in Lake Ellis. Encourage enforcement of a 3
mph limit in the northern cove of the lake to prevent
excessive turbidity. Consider the possibility of day-on,
day-off recreational use for powered and non-powered
boats.

Recommendations #1 through #6 constitute a low impact
management approach concentrating on reduction of watershed
inputs and treatment of specific recreational nuisances (i.e.,
aquatic macrophytes) on a localized basis. The major in-lake
management explored, namely hydraulic dredging, cannot be
included in the list of recommended options. While there is
little doubt that dredging would yield positive results, it would
be very costly, technically difficult, require extensive
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permitting review, and would not result in a proportionate
increase in water quality commensurate with other recommended
options. Given that the user population is small and localized,
it would likely prove difficult to gather sufficient political
and financial support to provide matching funds for a dredging
project in the present fiscal climate. The recommended options
provide more cost effective solutions which can be rapidly
employed.

In terms of expected water quality benefits, the recommended
approaches differ widely. The anticipated impact of the proposed
management actions on the phosphorus budget of Lake Ellis is
shown in Table 22. Some options have no anticipated change in
the phosphorus budget; including the weed treatment programs and
the by-law review of rules governing motorboat activity on the
lake. Rerouting of the storm drainage can be expected to reduce
the phosphorus budget by 16%. Identification of critical areas
and subsequent land use regulation would lead to a reduction in
phosphorus loadings; a figure of 3% is estimated. Education
programs regarding septic system maintenance and subsequent
increases in septic system maintenance schedules would account
for 4%. The total package o£ options can be expected toireduce
the phosphorus budget to Lake Ellis by 23% or to approximately
102 kg P/yr. While reducing the phosphorus budget a considerable
amount, the trophic status of Lake Ellis would remain unchanged
as it is already below the calculated critical and permissible
loads (Table 22). However, this reduction would lessen the
incidence of phytoplankton blooms and could negatively influence
macrophyte growth (although the link between nutrient levels and
submerged macrophytes remain unclear).

Costs for recommendations #1 through #3 are developed in
preceding portions of the text. Macrophyte control can be
achieved in one of two ways (as indicated by inclusion of 3a and
3b); either by benthic barriers or hydroraking. The costs and
areas treated (Tables 17 and 18; Figures 20 and 22) are
comparable. Benthic barriers provide up to five years protection
or compared to perhaps two years by hydroraking. On the other
hand hydrorak ing removes some of the sediment and associated
nutrients. EEC sees hydroraking as slightly favored between
these two techniques due to its long-term effectiveness. The
selection between these two alternatives should take into effect
product cost and availability at the time of implementation.
There is also no reason why a combined approach of hydroraking
and benthic barrier application could not be instituted.

Recommended options #4 through #6 do not have a readily
quantifiable cost associated with them. The cost estimates given
represent potential but uncertain costs associated by management
action. The uncertainty is associated with actions requiring
considerable labor by Town employees or Lake Association which
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may or may not be part of their normal work load or
organizational function. Recommended option #5 consists largely
of the production and distribution of a brochure based on the
information available in the Appendix. Both recommendations #5
and #6 should include a follow-up public meeting for question and
discussion,

A summary of the recommended management actions,
implementation schedules and associated costs are given in Table
23. Note the inclusion of a two year monitoring program to
provide the data for a post implementation evaluation.
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TABLE 22

ANTICIPATED IMPACTS OF RECOMMENDED MANAGEMENT ACTIONS ON THE
PHOSPHORUS BUDGET OF LAKE ELLIS

Total phosphorus load (kg/yr) 132
Calculated permissable load (kg/yr)* 153
Calculated critical load (kg/yr)** 300
Reduction necessary to reach critical load (%) • 0
Reduction necessary to reach permissable load (%) 0

Anticipated reduction (%) resulting from:

Rerouting of northern cove storm drain 16
Installation of a weed barrier for swimming 0
Installation of a bottom cove barrier and/or
hydroraking of nuisance areas 0

Watershed protection/land use regulation/BMP 3
Educational program for better management of

septic systems 4
Revision of bylaws governing speed on lake 0

Total anticipated phosphorus load reduction 22-24

*Load above which excessive productivity is expected on a
frequent basis.
**Load below which execssive productivity is expected only very
rarely.
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TABLE 23

SUMMARY OF MANAGEMENT ACTIONS, IMPLEMENTAION SCHEDULE
AND ASSOCIATED COSTS

O

Task

Storm drain
rerout inq

Swimming beach
protection

Weed control

Watershed
controls

Educational
program

Bylaw review

Moni tor Ing

Coats

Summer
19R9

Final funding
arrangements,
permits obtained:
design phase
($6,000.00)

Installation of
Cine-mesh net
($2,000.00)

Apply benthic
barriers or
hydrorake
($18,500.00)

Determination ot
cri tical areas
($2,000.00)

Brochures aimed
at summert ime
residents
($2,000.00)

Fall
19R9

Construct ion of
new pipe

($40,000.00)

Winter 1989
Spring 1990

Summer
1990

Fall 1990 -
Rummer 1991

Determination oE
cri t ical areas
($2,000 .00)

Proposed changes
put to Zoning Board
($6,000.00)

Program/brochure
at Town Meeting

($2,000.00)

Total
Costs

$46 ,onn.no

$ 2,000.00

S 18 , SOO.00

S10 ,000.00

$ 4,000.00

Committee for Re commend at ions
study presented for vote

at Town Meet inq
($1,000.00) ($1,000.00)

Sampling Sampling Sampling
($1 ,000.00) ($1 ,000.00) ($1 ,000.00)

« 1 1 en n nn c A A nmtn nn « t n ruin nn

Sampling Sampling
($1,000.00) ($4,000.00)

SI .000.00 $4,000.00

$ 1 ,000.00

$ 8,000.00

S'M) . SMI) .0(1
$44 ,0000.00 $10,000.00



CONTACT AGENCIES

Funding by the Massachusetts Clean Lakes program requires the
review and approval of this document by the Massachusetts
Division of Water Pollution Control, Massachusetts Division of
Fisheries and Wildlife, Massachusetts Historical Commission, and
Massachusetts Natural Heritage Program. The petitioning
organization (Town of Athol) must file several forms including:
Certificate of Public Access, Title to Project Site and
Certification to File Application. Review and approval by the
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs is also necessary. A
listing of agencies with necessary permits, reviews or approvals
is given in the next page. Most activities would be coordinated
by the Athol Office of Community Planning and Development and the
Athol Conservation Commission.

An intermunicipal agreement between the Towns of Athol and
Phillipston will probably not be necessary, but should be
encouraged to provide consistency throughout the watershed, and
inform Phillipston as to the concerns over Lake Ellis. The
formation of a watershed management committee under the aegis of
the Athol Conservation Commission is suggested. A representative
from the Association for the Betterment of Lake Ellis and the
Town of Phillipston should serve on this committee.

Permit requirements necessitate review and action by the
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs (MEPA unit) and the
Athol Conservation Commission (regarding actions in water
resource areas). Hydroraking and installation of benthic
barriers would require a Notice of Intent with an accompanying
Order of Conditions. Rerouting of the storm drainage would
require a Notice of Intent and a Water Quality Certificate.



PERMITS AND APPROVALS REQUIRED IN CONNECTION WITH
THE PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS TO LAKE ELLIS

Permit/Review/Approval

Mass. Commission Against
Discrimination
Approval

Executive Order 215
(Fair Housing Order)
Approval

Certification of Title to
Project Site

Division of Fisheries and
Wildlife
Notification

Historical Commission
Approval

Natural Heritage Program
Review

Mass. Environmental
Policy Act
Review

Contact Office/Telephone No,

Commission Against Discrimination
1 Ashburton Place
Boston, MA 02108
(617) 727-7309

Executive Office of Communities & Developmen
100 Cambridge Street, Room 1404
Boston, MA 02202
(617) 727-7130

DEQE, DWPC
Westview Building
Lyman School Grounds
Westborough, MA 01581
(617) 366-9181

Central Wildlife District
Temple Street
West Boylston, MA 01583
(617) 835-3607

Historical Commission
294 Washington Street
Boston, MA 02108
(617) 727-8470

Natural Heritage Program
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, MA 02202
(617) 727-9194

Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
MEPA Unit
100 Cambridge Street, 20th Floor
Boston, MA 02202
(617) 727-5830
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Wetlands Protection Act
Permit

Water Quality Certificate

Athol Conservation
Town Hall
584 Main Street
Athol, MA 01331
(617) 249-4551

Permits Section
DWPC
One Winter Street
Boston, MA 02108
(617) 292-5673
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ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION

Environmental Notification Form

The Appendix contains the Environmental Notification Form
(ENF) which must be filed under the Massachusetts Environmental
Policy Act (MEPA). The MEPA unit will evaluate the proposed
actions and their potential impacts and make a determination
regarding the need for an impact study prior to implementation.
The ENF also serves as a useful summary document for the project.
Preparation of a detailed Notice of Intent, which is filed with
the Conservation Commission under the Wetlands Protection Act,
may satisfy questions likely to be raised by the MEPA unit staff.

Comments by Interested Parties

Copies of this report were sent to the Athol Office of
Community Planning and Development, the Athol Conservation
Commission, the Athol Department of Public Works, the Division of
Water Pollution Control, the Division of Fisheries and Wildlife,
the Massachusetts Historical Commission, and the Natural Heritage
Program for review. Comments by these parties have been
addressed in this report or appended to it (Appendix), as
warranted. Written and verbal comments received by citizens and
agencies during the course of the project have also been
addressed and/or summarized.

To date, two public meetings and numerous informal
discussions have been conducted by EEC in the Town of Athol.
Participants were encouraged to express their views and make
recommendations. Local support for the project is strong,
although the competing recreational and water supply uses of the
lake complicate the management of the watershed.

Relation to Existing Plans .and Projects

The proposed management plan is entirely consistent with all
stated objectives and community-sponsored activities in the
watershed. The proposed in-lake actions are intended to improve
in-lake conditions without significantly impairing downstream
flows or water quality. Storm water diversion will be confined
to a channel that previously held much greater flows. Upgrading
of existing septic system maintenance and protection of critical
areas in the watershed not only improve conditions in Lake Ellis
but represent responsible environmental management.
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FUNDING ALTERNATIVES

Several sources of funding may be available for management
activities in the Lake Ellis watershed (Table 24), but the Clean
Lakes Program represents the single most versatile source of
support. Depending on the eventual fate of the public water
supply problem in Athol, funds for the acquisition of lands may
be applicable. However, the initial funding needs of the
proposed project could best be met through the Massachusetts
Clean Lakes Program.

Up to 75% of the costs associated with capital investments in
the management of the lake are reimbursable under the Clean Lakes
Program. Of the recommended options, a weed barrier for the
swimming area (#2), identification of critical area (#4), and
motorboat bylaw review are not currently fundable. The
anticipated costs of recommended lake management options are
given in Table 25. Maintenance and operation expenses are not
reimbursable, a real consideration in the choice of management
alternatives. Expenses associated with actions covered by other
programs are not reimbursable unless it can be demonstrated that
funds could not be obtained from the appropriate programs.

There is no program specifically to provide aid to towns
wishing to develop ordinances or bylaws for pollution abatement,
but the necessary information is often already available to
develop a plan without considerable cost. Considerable effort
from town officials will still be required, however. The
proposed education program is eligible for Clean Lakes funding,
and should aid the formulation and passage of appropriate
legislation.



TABLE 24
POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES FOR THE PROPOSED

MANAGEMENT OF LAKE ELLIS.

Source

Massachusetts dean Lakes
Program (Ch. 626 of the Acts
of f§61,DEQE).

Federal Clean Lakes Program
(Sec. 314 of PL 92-500, USEPA).

Small Watershed Protections
Program (PL 53-56, SCS).

Federal Land and Water Conservation
Fund; Division of Conservation Services,
EOEA (Federal Pass Through).

Mass. Self Help Program M.G.L.
Chap. 132A,Sec. 1 f(DCS/EOEA).

Aquifer Lands Acquisition Program,
Ch. 266, Sees. 5 and 20, Acts of 1962.

Funding
Level

75*

Notes

Sound Program; July 1 application
deadline; likely source.

Financially restricted; few new
projects accepted.

Requires high cost-benefit ratio:

Acquisition of lands for outdoor
could be useful for land use
problems in Lake Ellis watershed.

Grants to Conservation Commissions
for land acquisition; needs an
approved open space plan. Funds
available.

100% for Monies available only if public
studies water supply wells are to be
under developeo.
150,000;
Total grants
to $250,000.

50%

(up to)
100*

50*

(u to)
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TABLE 25

LOCAL COSTS OF RECOMMENDED MANAGEMENT OPTIONS FOR LAKE ELLIS

Management Options

Rerouting Drainage

Swim Beach Barrier i
Plant Treatment
(hydrorake or benthic barriers)

Watershed Protection

User Education

Recreational
Enhancement

Monitoring

Chap. 626. (MA dean Lakes)

Town financed

Chap. 626.

Town financed

Chap. 626.

Town financed

Chap. 626.

TOTAL

Cost

$46,000.00

$2,000.00

$16,500.00

$10,000.00

$4,000.00

$2,000.00

$6,000.00

Athoi's Share

$11,500.00

$2,000.00

$4,625.00

$10,000.00

$1,000.00

$2,000.00

$2,000.00

$90,500.00 $31125-00
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FEASIBILITY SUMMARY

An evaluation of possible management options was conducted
and those alternatives which were not appropriate or feasible
were eliminated from further consideration. Remaining options
included: hydraulic dredging, plant harvesting, hydroraking,
plant barriers, storm drainage rerouting, sanitary sewer
modification/replacement, watershed protection and abutter use
modification. Further consideration of cost effectiveness
eliminated sanitary sewer replacement and hydraulic dredging as
options for lake management.

The remaining options constitute a complete lake management
program that attacks both watershed nutrient source and in-lake
recreational impairments. Watershed measures to improve water
quality include rerouting of the storm drainages in the northern
cove, land use controls for critical areas of the watershed, and
improvement of present septic system performance through an
educational program. Recreational needs.are met by a weed
barrier for the Town swimming beach and the selective use of
other hydroraking in benthic barriers to control macrophyte
populations locally. A revision of Town bylaws to accommodate
potentially conflicting recreational uses is also recommended.

Implementation of these lake management options would reduce
the phosphorus budget of Lake Ellis by 23%. This improvement in
water quality provides additional protection against
phytoplankton blooms but does not alter the basic trophic state
of the lake, which remains below the calculated permissible
loading.

Costs of the management options total to $90,500.00 with the
Town of Athol providing $33,125.00. The remaining monies
($57,375.00) would be provided by the Clean Lakes Program.
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APPENDIX A

EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT LAND AND WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT
FOR MINIMIZATION OF GROUND WATER POLLUTION
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AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF USEFUL PUBLICATIONS

Bolger, R.C. 1965. Ground Water. Educational Series #3. Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, Dept. of Internal Affairs, Harrisburg, PA.

Although slightly outdated, this primer clearly explains processes and
phenomena associated with ground water. A discussion of well development
is included.

Brown, K.W. 1980. An Assessment of the Impact of Septic Leach Fields,
Home Lawn Fertilization and Agricultural Activities on Ground Water
Quality. K.W. Brown and Associates, College Station, TX.

This technical document discusses the results of ground water
investigations in sandy soils. The impacts of wastewater disposal, lawn
fertilization, and agricultural activities on ground water resources are
described in conceptual and experimental terms. A model for determining
the land area necessary to support a given activity without excessive
ground water pollution is presented and applied.

Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection. 1984. A Watershed
Management Guide for Connecticut Lakes. CTDEP, Water Compliance Unit,
Hartford, CT.

The process of eutrophication is described and the importance of
controling phosphorus is emphasized. Sources of information for evaluating
lake condition are presented. Sources of pollution are discussed and
recommendations for controling inputs are given, including tips on
minimizing residential contributions.

Klessig, L.L., N.W. Bouwes, and D.A. Yanggen. 1983. The Lake in Your
Community. Univ. of Wisconsin Extension Service, Madison, WI.

This booklet describes lakes and lake processes, including natural
aging and accelerated eutrophication. Management techniques, limitations,
and costs are given. The formation of lake management districts is
discussed, and additional sources of information are listed.

Lake Cochituate Watershed Association. 1984a. Detergents and
Your Lake. MDWPC Publ. # 13,810-21-200-10-84-0.R.

The role and behavior of phosphates in the environment are discussed
in layman's terms. The composition of detergents and the use of phosphate
as a builder are described. Alternatives to phosphate detergents and
associated limits are discussed, and possible approaches to reducing
detergent phosphorus inputs to the environment are described. Attempts at
legislating detergent phosphorus reductions are reviewed. The publication
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concludes with a long (although incomplete) list of cleaning products and
their phosphorus content.

Lake Cochituate Watershed Association. 1984b. Fertilizers and
Your Lake. MDWPC Publ. # 13,808-ll-200-10-84-C.R.

The use of fertilizers, their composition, and natural processes
affecting them are described in layman's terms. Interactions with the
hydrologic cycle and the role of fertilizer in the eutrophication of
surface waters are explained. Fertilizer requirements for typical lawns
are given, and the hazards of overfertilization are described. The
substitution of natural landscaping for maintenance-intensive lawns is
recommended wherever possible, and tips are given for achieving an
attractive residential setting through appropriate plantings and selective
controls.

Lake Cochituate Watershed Association. 1984c. Septic Systems
and Your Lake. MDWPC Publ. # 13,807-14-200-10-84-C.R.

The proper management of septic systems and problems resulting from
improper design or lack of maintenance are described in layman's terms.
Alternatives to conventional wastewater disposal systems are discussed and
techniques are suggested for repairing poorly functioning systems which
represent a health hazard or threat to environmental quality. The relation
of system design and maintenance to ground water quality is emphasized.

North American Lake Management Society. 1985. Starting and Building and
Effective Lake Association. NALMS, Washington, D.C.

This booklet describes types of organizational arrangements for
managing a lake. Discussions include the formulation of objectives, fund
raising, and organizational by-laws.

North American Lake Management Society. 1985. A Layman's Bibliography of
Lake Management. NALMS, Washington, D.C.

A lengthy list of popular articles and technical papers relevant to
the management of lakes is presented. A breakdown by key words is
provided.

Pastor, D., and C. Alleva (editors). 1986. Water: Life Depends On It.
Reprints from the Citizens' Bulletin. CTDEP, Hartford, CT.

This collection of articles deals with water and man's influence on
it. One very informative article lists facts and fiction regarding water
supplies and notes conservation/pollution prevention methods. Other



articles introduce components of aquatic systems and describe their role in
system ecology.

Strahler, A.N. 1972. The Environmental Impact of Ground Water Use on
Cape Cod. Assoc. for the Preservation of Cape Cod, Orleans, MA.

This detailed treatise on the geology and hydrology of Cape Cod is
written largely in layman's terms or with explanation of terms. Many
useful diagrams aid understanding of the processes that determine the
quantity and quality of ground water on Cape Cod. Detailed appendices
describe phenomena and models of interest to laymen and professional alike.

Veneman, P.L.M., and W.R. Wright (Editors). 1986. On-Site Sewage Disposal.
The Society of Soil Scientists of Southern New England, Storrs, CT.

This collection of papers from a recent symposium covers the range of
technical, economic, social, and regulatory issues associated with on-site
wastewater disposal. Conventional and advanced on-site treatment systems
are described, maintenance recommedations are made, and the legal and
regulatory options for dealing with ground water pollution are discussed.
While technical in nature, most presentations are clear and comprehensible.
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SUMMARY OF KEY POINTS RELATING TO MAN'S INFLUENCE ON GROUND WATER

Detergents and Other Cleaning Agents

1. Except where water contains excessive quantities of dissolved
substances ("hard" water) , phosphorus is an unnecessary
component of cleaning agents; clothes and dishes are unlikely
to be detectably cleaner, and no health hazard is created by
the elimination of phosphorus from cleaning agents.

2. Cleaning agents can contribute up to 75% of the phosphorus
entering disposal systems, and usually provide at least 30% of
the phosphorus input from households where phosphate
detergents are used.

3. If a detergent does not contain phosphorus, it usually will
state this on the container. Most phosphate detergents list
the weight fraction comprised by phosphorus. Liquid cleaners
tend to contain less phosphorus than powdered forms.

4. Legislation calling for a ban on phosphate detergents or a
restriction of the allowable phosphorus content is currently
being considered by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Support is needed.

Garbage Grinders

1. Garbage grinders cause unnecessary loading of solids and
nutrients to wastewater disposal systems, resulting in a need
for more frequent maintenance and a higher potential for
system failure and ground water pollution.

2. Composting of garbage is a much more environmentally sound
method of disposal, if done properly.

Lawn Fertilizers

1. If properly applied at an appropriate dosage, fertilizer can
enhance a lawn without gross ground water pollution, but some
addition of contaminants to the ground water must be expected.

2. Overfertilization or improper application of fertilizer can be
a major source of ground water contamination by phosphorus,
nitrogen, and biocidal compounds, resulting in a health hazard
in many instances.

3. Maintenance of a lush green lawn of one or a few species
represents an unnecessary expenditure of time and resources to
satisfy a questionable perception of beauty or order.
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4. The use of many species of natural vegetation maintains
potentially valuable diversity and requires less money and
effort to maintain. To the discerning eye, a natural
landscape is far more attractive than a close-cropped grass
lawn. Recycling of nutrients in a natural landscape results
in less ground water contamination.

On-Site Wastewater Disposal

1. Improper placement of systems (choice of sites) is a major
cause of system inefficiency and resultant ground water
contamination.

2. Improper installation or settling/upheaval can negate proper
design and siting of a system; care and forethought are
critical elements of installation.

3. A vertical distance of at least 6 ft between the point of
discharge to the soil and the ground water table is necessary
to minimize environmentally tolerable performance of a system.

4. Cesspools provide considerably less treatment of wastes than
conventional systems, require more maintenance to operate
properly, are more prone to failure, and can no longer be
legally installed.

5. For cesspools and conventional tank and leachfield systems,
treatment will be insufficient to control nitrogen release
into the ground water. More than 90% of the nitrogen put into
the system will enter the ground water as potentially
hazardous nitrate. Dilution of effluent by percolating rain
water or the ground water supply itself is necessary to avoid
a health hazard.

6. Alternative treatment methods include systems which separate
blackwater (toilet wastes and garbage) and greywater (shower,
sink, and washing machine water) and treat each appropriately,
systems that recirculate effluent for further treatment, and
systems which have no effluent (holding tanks). While more
expensive to install or maintain, these systems have less
environmental impact than conventional systems. Their use
should be encouraged in environmentally sensitive or densely
populated areas not served by a community sewerage system.

7. An on-site wastewater treatment system functions in the same
capacity as a municipal wastewater treatment plant, only at an
individual site level. As with large treatment plants,
maintenance of an on-site system is essential to its proper
operation. Failure to spend a little time and money on system
inspection and maintenance can result in the need to repair or
replace the system at a much larger cost to the owner and
environment.
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8. On-site systems should be inspected every 6 months to 2 years,
depending on the intensity of use. If the lower limit of the
floating scum layer or upper limit of the settled sludge layer
exceed design specifications (too close to outlet port),
removal of accumulated solids is needed. If the available
volume in the settling tank provides less than a one-day
detention time, solids removal is needed,

9. To avoid clogging of pipes, large solids and solidifying
substances should not be put into the system. Problem
materials include diapers, sanitary napkins, cigarette butts,
garbage, and greases. Clogging of leaching areas by such
materials is a major cause of system failure »

10. To avoid upsetting the biological balance of the system (an
active microbial community is essential to proper function),
caustic solutions, cleaning agents, and other potentially
biocidal compounds should not be put into the system.

11. Water conservation results in longer detention times in the
settling tank, greater breakdown of inputs, less build-up of
sludge, and lower maintenance costs.

12. There are many alledged remedies and products available for
the restoration of failed systems and for improving system
treatment efficiency. Despite some potentially valid claims,
there is no hard evidence that any of these actually works.
The best solution to septic system problems is to prevent
their occurrence.

Ground Water in General

1. There is no magic underground river or lake that supplies
ground water. Percolation and infiltration of rain water is
the only substantial source of replenishment. Contaminants on
the surface of the land or in the soil may be carried with
percolating water into the ground water supply.

2. Ground water moves and is replaced much more slowly than most
surface waters. Creation of a ground water problem will
therefore have a longer-term impact than pollution of surface
waters.

3. Where wells and septic systems are employed, some portion of
the water consumed in each household is certainly derived from
the wastewater of other households in the same subsurface
drainage basin. Renovation of wastewater prior to its entry
into the ground water is therefore critical to the prevention
of health hazards.
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Placement and depth of a well and the water demand placed on
it will determine the corresponding zone of contribution. A
shallow well with a relatively great demand may have a zone of
contribution that extends into the wastewater discharge area
of the same or neighboring properties. Even proper treatment
of wastes prior to discharge into the soil may be insufficient
to maintain appropriate ground water quality in such wells.

Major sources of contamination (e.g., large motels, housing
complexes, and landfills) may create an expanding, attenuating
plume of polluted ground water which moves vertically and
horizontally away from the source in the down-gradient
direction. The surface location and intake depth of wells in
the area will determine which ones become contaminated.
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ENVIRONMENTAL NOTIFICATION FORM

I. SUMMARY

A. Project Identification
1. Project Name Lake Ellis Management Project

Address/Location Town of Athol

City/Town Athol, MA 01331
2. Project Proponent O f f . Coinm. Planning & Development

Address 584 Main Street, Athol, MA 01331
3. Est. Commencement

Approx. Cost $
Fall, 1989 . Est. Completion *al1'

. Status of Project Design Complete.
4. Amount (if any) of bordering vegetated wetlands, salt marsh, or tidelands to be dredged,

filled, removed, or altered (other than by receipt of runoff) as a result of the project.
Q acres Q square feet.

5. This project is categorically included and therefore requires preparation of an EIR.
Yes No _X ?

B. Narrative Project Description
Describe project and site.

The project is a Phase II Implementation Project for the rehabilitation
of Lake Ellis, Athol, Mass. The plan includes re-routing of one storm
drain pipe to discharge just downstream of the lake; periodic placement
of a fine-mesh net around a swimming area to prohibit floating roacrophyte
intrusion; placement of;benthic bottom barriers over approximately 1.4 ac
of lake bottom or removal of nuisance macrophytes along 6,000' of
shoreline; educational programs to protect critical areas of potential
nutrient loading to the lake and to encourage greater septic system
maintenance by lake abutters.

Copies of the complete ENF may be obtained from (proponent or agent):
Name: Mr, William Wriglev Firm/Agency: Off. Comm. Planning & Development
Address: -Town Hall. Arhnl . MA Q1331 Phone No. (617) 249-2369 .

1986 THIS IS AN IMPORTANT NOTICE. COMMENT PERIOD IS LIMITED
For Information, call (617) 727-5830
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C. List the State or Federal agencies from which permits or other actions have been/will be sought:
Agency Name Permit Date filed; file no.

Mass, Division of Water Pollution Control Water Quality Certificate

D. List any government agencies or programs from which the proponent will seek financial assistance
for this project:

Agency Name Funding Amount

Mass. Division of Water Pollution Control $90,500.00 Total 75% funding by MDWPC
is expected on many items
up to $57,375.00

E. Areas of potential impact (complete Sections II and III first, before completing this section),.
1. Check all areas in which, in the proponent's judgment, an impact of this project may occur. Positive

impacts, as well as adverse impacts, may be indicated.

Construction Long Term
Impacts Impacts

Inland Wetlands * £
Coastal Wetlands/Beaches
Tidelands
Traffic
Open Space/Recreation ^ £
Historical/Archaeological
Fisheries/Wildlife X 1
Vegetation/Trees
Agricultural Lands
Water Pollution X X
Water Supply/Use
Solid Waste — .
Hazardous Materials
Air Pollution . £ ^
Noise. : . J£ £
Wind/Shadow
Aesthetics : —
Growth Impacts
Community/Housing and the

Buiit Environment
Other (Specify)

2. List the alternatives which have been considered..

Plant harvesting, water level control, hypolimnetic aeration or discharge,
nutrient inactivation, biological control, hydraulic dredging.

The major alternative is an extensive dredging program which is currently
impractical and.may be inappropriate.
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F. Has this project been filed with EOEA before? No X: Yes EOEA No.

G. WETLANDS AND WATERWAYS

1,

2.

3.

Will an Order of Conditions under the Wetlands Protection Act (c.l31s.40) or a License under
the Waterways Act (c.9l) be required?
Yes X No
Has a local Order of Conditions been:
a. issued? Date of issuance ; DEQE File No.
b. appealed? Yes ; No
Will a variance from the Wetlands or Waterways Regulations be required? Yes
No

II. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

A. Map; site plan. Include an original Bl/2 x 11 inch or larger section of the most recent U.S.G.S.
7.5 minute series scale topographic map with the project area location and boundaries clearly
shown. If available, attach a site plan of the proposed project.

See Figures 1, 2, 20, 22, 24 in EEC report.

B. State total area of project: acres.
Estimate the number of acres (to the nearest 1/10 acre) directly affected that are currently:

Developed
2. Open Space/

Woodlands/Recreation
3. Wetlands
4. Floodplain
5. Coastal Area

acres 6. Tidelands ;.
7. Productive Resources

Agriculture
Forestry

8. Other <

acres

acres
acres
acres

C, Provide the following dimensions, if applicable:

Length in miles
Number of Housing Units !
Number of Stories
Gross Floor Area in square feet
Number of parking spaces
Total of Daily vehicle trips to and from site
(Total Trip Ends)
Estimated Average Daily Traffic on road(s)
serving site

1
2
3

Existing Increase Total

D. TRAFFIC PLAN. If the proposed project will require any permit for access to local roads or
stale highways, attach a sketch showing the location and layout of the proposed driveway(s).
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III. ASSESSMENT OF POTENTIAL ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

Instructions: Explain direct and indirect adverse impacts, including those arising from general
construction and operations. For every answer explain why significant adverse impact is
considered likely or unlikely to result. Positive impact may also be listed and explained.

Also, state the source of information or other basis for the answers supplied. Such
environmental information should be acquired at least in part by field inspection.

Source of all information unless otherwise noted: BEG, Inc. 1987 Diagnostic/
Feasibility Study for the Management of Lake Ellis.

A. Open Space and Recreation
1. Might the project affect the condition, use, or access to any open space and. or recreation

area? Lake Ellis is a public recreation area. Placement of bottom weed
Explanation and Source- Darri£rs or removal of weed beds and associated sediment

by hydroraking will temporarily disrupt normal
recreational activity. Improved recreational conditions
are expected as a result of the project.

2. Is the project site within 500 feet of any public open space, recreation, or conservation land?

Explanation and Source:

Yes, the area of activity is within Lake Ellis.

B. Historic and Archaeological Resources
1. Might any site or structure :of historic significance be affected by the project? (Prior

consultation with Massachusetts Historical Commission is advised.)

Explanation and Source:

None known (see letter from M.H.C . )

2. Might any archaeological site be affected by the project? (Prior consultation w-ith
Massachusetts Historical Commission is advised.)

Explanation ana* Source:

None known (see letter from M . H . C . )

C. Ecological Effects
1. Might the project significantly affect fisheries or wildlife, especially any rare or endangered

species? (Prior consultation with the Massachusetts Natural Heritage Program is advised).

Explanation and* Source:
No rare or endangered species are reported for Lake Ellis (see letter from
Mass. Natural Heritage Program). Placement of benthic weed barriers or
hydroraking will not significantly adversely impact present fish populations.
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2. Might the project significantly affect vegetation, especially any rare or endangered species
of plant? (Prior consultation with the Massachusetts Natural Heritage Program is advised.)

(Estimate approximate number of mature trees to be removed: )
Explanation and Source:

No, the project will result in reduced aquatic macrophyte abundance. No
rare or endangered species are reported for Lake Ellis.

3. Agricultural Land. Has any portion of the site been in agricultural use within the last 15 years?
If yes, specify use and acreage.

Explanation and Source.

No, only lake bottom is involved.

D. Water Quality and Quantity
1. Might the project result in significant changes in drainage patterns?

Explanation and Source:

Re-routing of the storm drainage of the northern end of the lake into the
historic Mill Brook channel will represent the diversion of approximately
1 cfs flow away from the lake.

2. Might the project result in the introduction of any pollutants, including sediments, into marine
waters, surface fresh waters or ground water?

Explanation and Source:

No new pollutants will be introduced. Septic system maintenance education
program and land use regulation should lead to a reduction of loadings to
Lake Ellis..

3. Does the project involve any dredging? No X Yes —Volume If 10,000
cy or more, attach completed Standard Application Form for Water Quality Certification,
Part I (314 CMR 9.02{3), 9.90, DEQE Division of Water Pollution Control).
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4. Will any part of the project be located in flowed or filled tidclands, Great Ponds, or other
waterways? (Prior consultation with the DEQE and CZM is advised.)

Explanation and Source:

Yes, project will be conducted in Lake Ellis, a Great Pond.

5. Will the project generate or convey sanitary sewage? No % - Yes
If Yes, Quantity: gallons per day
Disposal by: (a) Onsite septic systems Yes No .

(b) Public sewerage systems (location; average and peak daily flows to
treatment works) Yes No __

Exp/anation and" Source:

Some reduction of current load from on-site septic systems is anticipated,

6. Might the project result in an increase in paved or impervious surface over a sole source
aquifer or an aquifer recognized as an important present or future source of water supply?

£xp/anofion and Source;

7. Is the project in the watershed of any surface water body used as a drinking water supply?

Explanation and Source:

Lake Ellis is an emergency drinking water supply, to be used as an
interim primary drinking water source until rehabilitation of the
contaminated Town well is achieved.

8. Are there any public or private drinking water wells within a 1/2-mile radius of the proposed
project?

Explanation and Source:

Yes, a number of lake abutters receive their drinking water f rom private
water wells. The project should not lead to a disruption in service or
adverse water quality in these wells.
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9. Does the operation of the project result in any increased consumption of water?
Approximate consumption gallons per day. Likely water source(s) _
Explanation and Source:

No

E. Solid Waste and Hazardous Materials
1. Estimate types and approximate amounts of waste materials generated, e.g., industrial,

domestic, hospital, sewage sludge, construction debris from demolished structures. How/
where will such waste be disposed of?
Explanation and Source;

If hydroraking is used, disposal of accumulated plant remains and
associated sediment will be necessary. Temporary storage at Town beach
property with removal and disposal by Town DPW in landfill is possible.

2. Might the project involve the generation, use, transportation, storage, release, or disposal
of potentially hazardous materials?

Explanation and Source:

NO ;

3. Has the site previously been used for the use, generation, transportation, storage, release,
or disposal of potentially hazardous materials?

£xp/anarion and Source:

No

F. Energy Use and Air Quality
I. Will space heating be provided for the project? If so, describe the type, energy source, and

approximate energy consumption.
Explanation and Source:
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2. Will the project require process heat or steam? If so, describe the proposed system, the fuel
type, and approximate fuel usage.

Explanation and Source:

No

3. Does the project include industrial processes that will release air contaminants to the
atmosphere? If so, describe the process (type, material released, and quantity released).

Explanation and Source;

No

4. Are there any other sources of air contamination associated with the project (e.g. automobile
traffic, aircraft traffic, volatile organic compound storage, construction dust)?

Explanation and Source:

Yes, some dust from construction of new pipeline for northern storm
drain is anticipated but only a few days duration.

5. Are there any sensitive receptors (e.g. hospitals, schools, residential areas) which would be
affected by air contamination caused by the project?

Exp/anation and Source:

Yes, some dust generation near Athol Regional High School for a brief period

G. Noise
1. Might the project result in the generation of noise?

(Include any source of noise during construction or operation, e.g., engine exhaust, pile
driving, traffic.)

Exp/anation and Source;

Yes, construction noise associated with placing of new pipeline; for a
duration of less than a week.
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2. Arc there any sensitive receptors (e.g., hospitals, schools, residential areas) which would be
affected by any noise caused by the project?

Explanation and Source:

Yes, nearby high school but level of noise not high nor sustained for
greater than a week.

3, Is the project a sensitive receptor, sited in an area of significant ambient noise?

Explanation and Source:

No

H. Wind and Shadow
1. Might the project cause wind and shadow impacts on adjacent properties?

Explanation and Source:

No

I. Aestheticsi l^a L I I ^ L I I ^ ^

1. Are there any proposed structures which might be considered incompatible with existing
adjacent structures in the vicinity in terms of size, physical proportion and scale, or
significant differences in Jand use?

Explanation and Source:

No, project will result in improved aesthetic appearance in the pond.

2. Might the project impair visual access to waterfront or other scenic areas?

Exp/anafion and Source:

Temporary and negligible visual impairment caused by hydroraking operations
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IV. CONSISTENCY WITH PRESENT PLANNING

Discuss consistency with current federal, state and local land use, transportation, open space,
recreation and environmental plans and policies. Consult with local or regional planning
authorities where appropriate.

None known. Project is consistent with water quality and recreation goals.

V. FINDINGS AND CERTIFICATION

A. The public notice of environmental review has been/will be published in the following
newspaper(s):

-(NAME) (Date)

B. This form has been circulated to all agencies and persons as required by 301 CMR 11.24.

Date Signature of Responsible Officer
or Project Proponent

Date Signature of person preparing
ENF (if different from above)

Name (print or type)

Address

Telephone Number

Name (print or type)

Address

Telephone Number
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APPENDIX C

COMMENTS BY INTERESTED PARTIES AND SAMPLE SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
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BAYSTATE
ENVIRONMENTAL

CONSULTANTS
NC.

Scientists
Engineers

Planners

296 North Main Street
East Longmeodow. MA 0102S

(413) 525-3822

May 1, 1987

Mr. William Wriqley, Director
Office of Community Planning and Development
Town Hall
584 Main Street
Athol, MA 01331

Dear Bill:

Enclosed you will find three copies-of the Draft Report
on the Lake Ellis Diagnostic/Feasibility Study by
Baystate Environmental Consultants, Inc. In it you
will find a summary of the year-long study and our
recommendations for future lake management
review them carefully and make comments or
as you see fit. It is easier just to mark
have and return it to us. I would like to
returned by June 30, 1987 to facilitate timely
completion of the Final Draft. I have sent three
copies and would suggest that J. R. Green and Noel Ryan
also review the work. In addition, Sylvia Bukowski of
the Board of Health requested a chance to inspect one
for some information she needs regarding a potential
inspection of septic systems on the islands.

At that time, I will need some positive indication of
which options or recommendations the Town wants to
pursue for the Phase II application. I have purposely
left some portions uncompleted (i.e., the Environmental
Notification section) until those choices are made.
BEC has tried to present each recommended option in its
best light, but which are to be selected are,
obviously, your domain. fiiven the Town's choices, BF,C
will fill in the necessary details required to meet the
specifications of the contract*

Please
corrections
the copy you
have them
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Page 2
Mr. William Wrigley
May 1, 1987

I will call shortly to see if you have immediate
questions, otherwise good reading and decision making

Very truly yours,

BEC, INC.

David F. Mitchell, Ph.D.
Senior Environmental Scientist

DFM/ble
Enclosures
D.54

cc: Ms. Elaine Hartmann
DEQE-DWPC
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Community Development Office
584 MAIN STREET

ROOM 29
ATHOL, MASSACHUSETTS 01331

TEL (617)249-2369

July 2, 1987

Dave Mitchell
Baystate Environmental Consultants
39 Maple Street
East Longmeadow, MA 01028

Dear Dave:

I am writing to report the Town of Athol's comments and suggestions relative to
EEC's findings and recommendations stated in its draft diagnostic/feasibility study
of Lake Ellis.

First, I want to convey to you the praise for the quality of your report expressed
by all of those who reveiwed it. The report was coherent, concise and properly detailed,
The amount of information contained in the report was more than sufficient to support
the recommendations made by BEG.

The report has been reviewed by the Conservation Commission, the Superintendant of
DPW and the Director of the Office of Planning and Development. Collectively, we are
in agreement that all of the Low Impact Management Strategies ought to be implemented
at Lake Ellis. In addition, we feel that the Water Level Control High Impact Manage-
ment Strategy option should be considered. Unfortunately, I have learned from Elaine
Hartman of DEQE that this option may not be a viable alternative because of certain
state and federal restrictions. Despite this fact, the Town felt it should nonetheless
express its desire to implement such a change.

The Town has submitted to DEQE its preapplication for funding under the maintenance/
restoration phase of the Clean Lakes Program. If it becomes certain that the Water
Level Control option is not eligible for funding from DEQE than the Town's final appli-
cation to DEQE in October is expected to request funding for all of the Low Impact
options outlined in your report. As the Town prepares its final application* it assumes
that some detail refinement will have to be made relative to costs etc.

Finally, the Town would like to continue to examine the draft report submitted for
our review unless BEG has a specific need for them. In the meantime, we will wait to
receive your final report.

Respectfully,

U/JQ
William Wrigley, Director
Office of Community Planning
and Development

WW/dg

cc: Elaine Hartman, DEQE
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COMMENTS RECEIVED FROM ATHOL CONSERVATION COMMISSION

A presentation of the findings and recommendations of the
BEC, Inc. Diagnostic/Feasibility study of Lake Ellis was made to
the Athol Conservation Commission on February 24, 1987. A copy
of the draft report was sent to the Chairman, Mr. J. R. Greene,
for comments. The following message was received from the Athol
Conservation Commission:

On May 26, 198?, at its regular meeting, the Athol Conservation
Conrafeslon roted to encourage the town to adopt the following of
the above recomnended measures in regard to Lake Ellis: All of
the 'low Inpacfapproaches, and the"Watcr Level Control" method
of the "high impact" approaches. .. .

)//
sfj *-• -— ».*• t-* ->

J. R. Greene
Chair nan
Athol Conservation Conn.

The low impact approaches referred to above include:
rerouting drainage; plant barriers; watershed protection;
educational program; bylaw revision. Furthermore, they expressed
an interest in hydroraking as a possible option. Note that water
level control is not considered viable and has since been deleted
from the list of recommended management options.
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December 3l, 1987

Mr. David F. Mitchell, Ph. D.
Senior Environmental Scientist
Baystate Environmental Consultants, Inc.
296 North Main Street
East Longmeadow, MA O102S

RE: Diagnostic/Feasibility Study for
Lake Ellis, Athol, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Mitchell:

Thank you for sending the Division a copy of the
"Diagnostic/Feasibi1ity Study for Ellis Lake, Athol,
Massachusetts" for our review and comments. As mentioned in the
report, this agency has not evaluated the fish population nor is
there any active management of the fishery. Presently, the only
form of fisheries management is by the existing statewide fishing
regulations which prescribe creel limits and minimum length
requirements for selected species.

With respect to the recommended plan of action the Division
of Fisheries and Wildlife offers the foil owing comments:

o storm drain rerouting - this action will effect some
reduction in nutrient inputs to the lake while not
negatively impacting fish and wildlife rasources. We have
no objections if the rerouting is initiated.

o installation of a barrier in the swimming beach area -
from a fisheries standpoint, this action will prevent the
free movement of fishes into and out of this area.
However, when swimming activity is high, it is unlikely
that fish utilize this area to any great extent. Also,
sand bottom swimming areas do not constitute especially
valuable or favorable fish habitat, although they are
frequently used by sunfish species such as bluegilIs and
pumpkinseeds during spawning. Since such species are
commonly among the most numerous members of the fish
population, loss of a smal1 area of potential spawning
area is not deemed serious. During installation of the
barrier care should be taken to minimize trapping of
fishes, especially gamefish, in the swimming area.

o instal1 benthic barriers or hydrorake - the literature on
the use of Aquascreen in particular indicates that it can
be very effective in preventing the growth of aquatic
p1 ants. It does however, require maintenance to remain
effective. Also, areas subjected to barriers become
virtually devoid of macroinvertebrates, hence their
usefulness as viable habitat for fish (feeding areas) is
destroyed. We recommend that such devices be installed in

159A designated areas, such as where public swimming occurs
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or along heavily developed shoreline. Shoreline
areas which are undeveloped or where presently
there is natural, diverse or unique features (such as
large rocks, submerged stumps or trees) should remain in
their wild condition as they provide valuable habitat for
fishes and aquatic macroinvertebrates. The value of
bottom area as fish and wildlife habitat should be an
important consideration during the process of delineating
sites for both the installation of benthic barriers and
hydroraking.

o watershed controls - the Division of Fisheries and
Wildlife supports the development of a watershed
management plan to control nutrient inputs to Lake Ellis.

o educational program for better management of_. septic
systems - such a program, if successful, could further
reduce the nutrient input to Lake Ellis. Nutrient
reduction would ultimately be of benefit to fish and
wildlife resources.

o bvlaw review - more of a social issue, not within the
scope of fish and wildlife issues.

o monitor in_g_ - MDFW supports the inclusion of a well
designed monitoring plan to assess the impacts and degree
of success of the various recommendations. Unfortunately,
while follow-up assessment of the status of the fish
population might be possible by this agency, we cannot
make a commitment at this time. Changes in areal aquatic
plant cover and nutrient levels can and should be
documented.

Again, thank you for consulting with the Division of
Fisheries and Wildlife on this project. Should you require
additional input or have any questions concerning these comments
you may reach me at (617) 366-4479.

Sincerely,

Robert P. Mac-ore
Aquatic Biologist II

cc. Lee McLaughl in , MDFW
EOEA, Mepa Unit
MDWPC, Clean Lakes Section
Conservation Commission , Athol
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Massachusetts
Natural Heritage

Program

December 22, 1987

David F. Mitchell
Baystate Environmental Consultants
296 North Main Street
East Longmeadow, MA 01028

Re; Lake ElJis Study
At hoi, MA

Dear Dr. Mitchell,

Thank you for contacting the Massachusetts Natural Heritage Program regarding
rare species and ecologically significant natural communities in the vicinity
of Lake Ellis in Athol, MA.

At this time, we are not aware of any rare plants or animals or noteworthy
natural communities in the area of the proposed project. However, as our
inventory expands with ongoing fieldwork and research, more data on this area
may become available in the future.

Sincerely,

Julie Richburg
Environmental Review Assistant

JR/jr
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The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Office of the Secretary of State

Michael Joseph Connolly, Secretary

Massachusetts Historical Commission
Valerie A. TaImage
Executive Director
Slate Historic Preservation Officer

December 21, 1987

iVir. David F. M i t c h e l l
BEG
205 North Main Street
East Longineadow, MA, 01028

RE: Diagnostic/Feasibility Study, Lake Ellis, Athol

Dear Mr. Mitchell:

Thank you for supplying the Massachusetts Historical Comnission with
information concerning the proposed project referenced above.

After review; of IvlJC files and the ;naterials you suanitteU, it nas been
determined tnat this project is unlikely to affect significant historic or
archaeological resources. I'io further review is required in compliance with
^Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 9, Sections 26C and 27C, as amended by
Chapter 152 of trie Acts of 1982 (950CMI 71).

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

Sincerely,

Jordan £. Kerber
Preservation Planner
Massachusetts Historical Coinriission

JEK/rnr
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BAYSTATE
ENVIRONMENTAL

CONSULTANTS
INC.

Scientists
Engineers
Planners

296 North Main Street
East Longmeadow, MA 01028

(413) 525-3822

February 24, 1987

Dear Lake Ellis User:

We at Baystate Environmental Consultants, Inc. (BEC)
are just completing a Diagnostic/Feasibility study of
Lake Ellis for the City of Athol. As part of this
study we are conducting a survey of households that are
near the lake We know that many of you are concerned
with the statr and future of Lake Ellis, particularly
in light of ti current water supply problem in Athol.
Here is a way t,o let your opinions and wishes be known.

With this questionnaire we hope to establish the
current and potential usage of Lake Ellis. Please note
that this survey is entirely voluntary and
confidential. What we will generate from this data is
simply the percentages of a particular response to each
question of the survey. You will find that the
"Comments" space at the end of the form also allows you
to address other matters not specifically contained in
the questionnaire.

Some of you may have already been contacted by the Lake
Ellis Association, so if you have already answered the
first round of mailings, you need not send another.
However, if you did not respond to the first mailing or
were not covered by it, I hope that you will take the
opportunity to fill out this form and return it to:

Baystate Environmental Consultants, Inc.
296 North Main Street
East Longmeadow, MA 01028

Alternatively, and perhaps more importantly, bring the
completed survey to the Public Meeting on Lake Ellis
which has been scheduled for:

7:00 p.m. on Thursday, March 12, 1987
at Room 21, City Hall, Athol, Mass.

This meeting will be to report the findings of the year
long study and to discuss the various alternative ways
that can be used to improve the lake. It will also be
an opportunity to comment on what you think is
important to you as a lake user. The current status of
the drinking water problem and its implications for the
upcoming summer recreation season will also be
reviewed .

I hope that you will be in attendance, but if you
cannot make this meeting then forward your opinion in
the survey form.

Very truly yours,

BEC, INC.

David F. Mitchell, Ph.D.
D.54

An Equal Opportunity Emoloyvf



QUESTIONNAIRE FOR WATERSHED RESIDENTS
LAKE ELLIS

Name Phone_

Street Address (Not Mailing)

Nearest Lake or Waterway

1. Number of people in household?

2. Number of months in full time residency?

3. Distance of property from lake?

4. Do you make use of Lake Ellis?

At Least Daily? At Least Weekly? Monthly or Less?

5. Preferred activities on Lake Ellis?

1.
2.'
3."

6. Where do you get your drinking water?

7. Where do you get your washing water?

8. Do you have an in-ground waste disposal system?
(If not, where are wastes disposed?)

9. If you have a well and/or in-ground waste disposal system:

a. What kind of disposal system do you have (i.e. cesspool, tank
and leachfield, pipe to lake, etc. )?

b. Approximate age of disposal system?

c. Distance of disposal system from lake?

d. What kind of well do you have?

e. Approximate depth of well?

f. Distance of well from lake?
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g. Distance between well and disposal system? ^ '

h. Is well upslope," downslope, or alongside of
disposal system?

i. When was well water last tested?

j. When was disposal system last inspected/maintained?

k. Any known problems (quantity or quality) with
well or disposal system?

10. Do you use a washing machine on the premises?

11. Do you use a garbage disposal on the premises?

12. What kind of detergent do you use?
a. For clothes?

b. For dishes?

13. Do you fertilize your lawn?
a. What brand of fertilizer do you use?

b. How often do you fertilize?

14. Do you have any questions or comments? Please feel free to use
space on this page or an additional sheet to respond.
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COMMENTS OF SECOND PUBLIC MEETING (3/12/87)

The second public meeting connected with the Lake Ellis
Diagnostic/Feasibility Study was held from 7:00 to 10:00 p.m. on
March 12, 1987 at Athol Town Hall. In attendance were
representatives from EEC, Inc., Drs. Mitchell and Wagner; from
Massachusetts DWPC, Ms. Elaine Hartman; from the Town of Athol,
Mr. Wrigley; as well as 22 local residents. At this meeting the
major findings and recommendations of the EEC, Inc. study were
presented. The following is a listing of the comments and
questions raised at this meeting.

- Dissatisfaction with previous plant harvesting efforts was
registered by one lake abutter. He felt too much plant
material had been left on the shoreline.

- A representative from the local lake association remarked
that she didn't want the lake restoration to be separated
into public (swimming beach) and private (shoreline)
factions that might compete for the same funds.

- The Town's ownership of the dam was discussed, as was the
possibility of repairing the outlet function.

- The influence of the major bog to the south of the lake was
discussed. One lake abutter claimed that some of the lake
plant problem was due to material floating (bladderwort?)
from the bog.

- The hazards posed by the submerged stumps were discussed.

- The influence of boats for cutting up plants and stirring
the sediment was mentioned. One long time resident noted
that there was an existing, unenforced 7 m.p.h. limit on
all Athol lakes (see Table 20, this report). Other
residents claimed to have seen 80-100 hp engines on the
lake.

- The influence of fishing pressure on the fishing community
was discussed.

- The encroachment of lily pads and sediment on the coves
over the last decade was noted by one resident.

- A question arose over the change in lake level over the
years. The historic sequence of water level change due to
damming was explained as was the recent effect of the
beaver dam at the southern end of the lake.
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The use of a benthic barrier to prevent littoral aquatic
weed growth was explained by Dr. Kenneth Wagner.

The possibility of using the present wetland extension near
LE-7 as a detention basin was discussed.

Several residents had questions concerning recreational
usage of the lake while it was being used as an emergency
water supply by the Town of Athol. The reasons for the
restriction on snowmobiling as well as skating and canoeing
were discussed.

The addition of sand to the Town Beach were mentioned by
one resident as a process that had filled in some of the
deeper portions of the northern end.

Several residents of the west shore were concerned that too
much of the restoration effort was being concentrated on
the eastern half of the lake.

Several residents indicated that they were for selective
dredging of coves; others were interested in dredging only
the northern half.

The possibility that the southern end of the lake could be
cordoned off with a net curtain was discussed.
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COMMENTS BY LAKE ASSOCIATION MEMBERS

The Association for the Betterment of Lake Ellis (ABLE) sent
representatives to the Athol Conservation Commission meeting
(2/24/86) and the second Baystate Environmental Consultants, Inc.
Public Meeting (3/12/87) at which the findings and
recommendations of the Lake Ellis project were presented. ABLE
responded to the request for local input into the final report by
mailing the following handout (see following five pages) to its
members and forwarding the responses to BEC, Inc. The handout
presented the various options discussed at the meeting and asked
its members to endorse or reject them. A total of 10 responses
were received by EEC, Inc.

BEC, Inc. has tallied the responses and comments to the
various alternatives. They are given below in the order in which
the handout lists them. Note that not all respondees rated all
the options. Therefore, BEC, Inc. has paraphrased some more
lengthy responses as simply a positive (+} or negative (-)
opinion.

1. a.} Rerouting storm drainage: ( + ) ; (+): (+)' ( + ) •

b.) Barrier curtain: doubtful if it would work; ( + ); ( + );
( + ).

c.) Zoning regulations: perhaps; ( + ) ; (+); (+).

d.) Educational program: yes? ( + ); ( + ); (+); education on
this subject is needed; why needed - already know what
we have to do.

e.) Benthic barriers: (+); ( + ) .

2. a.) Construction of a new outlet: too expensive; water drop
would kill fish.

b.) Common leachfield: not needed; (-); not willing to pay
for someone else's septic system.

3. a.) Removal of stumps: (+); (-); (+); (+); selected stump
removal would be nice.

b.) Dredging of sediment: ( + ); (-); (+); (+); don't believe
it's necessary; could cause more ecological damage vs.
benefits.
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Tlarch 19,

Dear Association members:

Pay State Environmental Group, hired by the town to study the lake,

presented their findings at a special meeting held March 12, 19̂ 7.

They reported on the present -ualit;* of the lake and offered suggestions

on how to preserve and/or improve it. They are in the process of

creating a final draft, to he presented to the town on April 30, 198?',

however* they are willin^ to add our tnT3ut into their report, if we

act "uickly.

So let's review the information and respond within a week.to influence

the town's choice of direction for Lake Ellis' future. V.'e can't stress

enough the importance of your response; this ni^ht he our last opportunity

to have a say before the beauracrn,tio wheels begin to roll!

Why aren't some of you responding? Are you afraid that the association

will demand excessive nonies from you? Don't worry, we will ask only

for the money it cost to mail information to everyone- if you divide

the cost by the number of abbutterg. we assure you it will be minimal.

Are you afraid that we will ask. you to volunteer your time? There are

enough of us so strongly concerned that you need not fear; but, yea,

we do ask you to participate on any level you feel comfortable with.

Send us a simple one liner-yes T do support ,or,no, I an against---.

It cap. be as simple as you want it to oe. Or, perhaps you don't

care.. You haven't used the lake in years, but what about your

descendants? Don & I searched for affordable waterfront property

for over one year, we found it to be a limited commodity, there

isn't that much of it. You know we are just like the Kennedy's'

they aren't letting Hyannis(compound) run down, they know they have

something unique, something valuable,

(1)
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This letter ia not intended to be a lecture, instead it is a plea to

all of you- remember the old sayingj united ve stand, divided we fall.

The power is there only if we reach for it. The only, people that

attended the meeting were Lake Ellis abuttersjno one else from the
,»

town attended (that we are aware of). Doesn't that tell you something?

Ve are not fighting a powerful group, ther is only our desires versus/

or, in co-operation with the town officials desires. How do you you

think the officials will act if they hear a powerful united force

with great numbers( which we can be) shouting in their ears? They

will have to listen; and remember, all grass root movements take time

to be effective..

NOW SOME ENCOURAGING NEWS

The town has given us tentative permission to use the lake this

summer, from Memorial Day to Labor Day. This isn't in writing ;

however, both Bay State Environmental and Noel Ryan ( director

of the DPff) assure us that this will take place. Picture

yourself lounging on your canoe or dock »5aSfSp the sunshine I

Fe«ls Good!

Let's get to the meeting. The final report will be included in a

library that we are compiling for the association. This July *tth

week-end:when we have our pot-luck dinner, it will be avilable for

your study. Bay State Env. Group fe*0s that the quality of the lake

is very good. . On a range from 1 to 100 ?£, they were quoting 90 %.

They sited a few items that could be detrimental to the present

quality over the long-run:

1. The drainage conduit' near the High School has too many

potential hazards that could affect it; Underground storage

of gas tanks behind the police barracks, pesticides stored

by the forestry company on Main street, filling of the oil

tank at the R-igh School and more,

(2)
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; 2. The septic systems surrounding the lake are. for th«
: .**
j - mat part a mystery. Host of*do not know where the

sewage is going or hov it is being processed. In

; addition^ many ̂ people are using harmful phosphate

1 detergents.

1 3- Th« weed growTh , not detimental per say, but an annoyance

' to the recreational user.

I "And here is a prime example of how we can influence

matters,. Bay State suggested" a localized eolation

that would control the weeds in the specific area

around the town beach. Naturally we were oytr*£*d.

All they care about is the people using the beach.

were they at the meeting? Ho. What about the rest

of us, we have to deal with the weeds all the ti«e.

By the end of the meeting th'ey were incorporating

suggestions in their report that would include our

properties too-

Bay.' State Env. Group introduced the following routes that the town

could take. (The state would pick-up approximately 75 ̂  °f the coet,

and the remaining 25 % would be Athol-J responsibility.) They felt

that we ( our lake) could be a strong candidate for state aid.

As you read^keep this ^uestion in mind: What route would yield the

highest degree of return in water quality, improvement. and usage

for the monies put into it? (Remember, that is how the town will see it.)

Secondly, forget about the cost for the moment and think about the long

terra overall benefits that you desire for the lake.

; Level 1: Simplest and most economical.

a) re-routing the storm drain(located near the High
; School

b) errecting a barrier curtain that would contain

the movement and spread of certain weeds,(to

be placed at the town'beach «nd the southern

side of the 3 rd Island.

c) zoning regulations
... d). abutter education in regards to septic use,

choice of detergents etc.
„ e^ fiberglass screens which lie on the bottom

of the lake that retard the growth of the
•».

16g f lily-j>ads. These would be placed in selective



Coat of the above route: Total 150,000-560,0001Athol's share S20fOOO-|25,000

Level 2; Intense engineering approach;

a) construction of a new outlet

b) de-activating all septic systems on the Petersham

Rd. side, and constructing a common septic on land

" " (purchased located an effective distance away from

the lakeJL ' "

Cost of the above route: Total ̂ 00,000-5500,000,Athol'a share 3100tOOO-125,000

Level 3: Dredging;

a) Removal of stumps

b) Removal of sediment in selected sites,

Cost of the above route: Total *950,000, Athol's share $237,000

-All these costs were approximate'-figures. In addition two'..6.ther items were

mentioned how they dô or do not fit into the aformentioned packages is

unclear to (me) at the moment4 Item 1; manual harvesting of the lake, to

keep the weeds down-,- 2) Reguiaiing the water levels at different tines

of the year could control weed growtĥ however, there is a danger that the

fisheries could be adversl^ affected. I think that is tied into the •>•

control device mentioned in Level 2; however I do not wish to raisinfora you

1 will clarify these two items with Bay State Env. to be sure.

these packages can be mixed* one item can be taken from one level and

mixed with another group etc. You think it over* Jot down vhat_ttskes sense

to you, what doesn't, and what other suggestions not mentioned you f««l

*r« worth considering.
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You have a lot to digest. Unfortunately we can't give you every

little detail; however we hope that we have at least given you the

heart of the material presented to us. Remember we expect to hear

from you within a week.

Cordially,

Your fellow Association members
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APPENDIX D

DATA AND CALCULATIONS

1. SOILS INFORMATION
2. WATER QUALITY DATA
3. BIOLOGICAL DATA
4. CALCULATION SHEETS AND USEFUL CONVERSIONS
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1. SOILS INFORMATION
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United States
Department of
Agriculture

Soil
Conservation
Service

Buck Hill Soil Survey Office
RR 1 Box 265 McCormick Road
Spencer, Massachusetts 01562

May 20, 1987

Mr. David F. Mitchell, Ph.D.
Baystate Environmental Consultants
296 North Main Street
East Longineadow, MA 01028

Dear Mr. Mitchell:

The soils maps for the Lake Ellis watershed in the Town of
Athol have been completed. Copies of these maps are
enclosed for your use. Also enclosed is a brief explanation
of the soil map units.

Let me know if i can be of further assistance.

Sincerely,

Eric I. Swenson
Soil Scientist

The Soil Conservation Service
is an agency ot the
United States Department of Agriculture

V
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Soil Associations in the Lake Ellis Watershed (SCS, 1987).
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SOIL MAP USERS GUIDE

Soils mapped in Northwest Worcester County are classified as
either glacial till or glacial outwash. The majority of
soils mapped in Northwest Worcester County are glacial
till. Glacial till and glacial outwash are defined as
follows:

Glacial till - dominantly unsorted and unstratified drift,,
deposited by and underneath a glacier, and
consisting of a heterogeneous mixture of clay,
silt, sand, gravel, stones, and boulders (Bates
and Jackson, 1980) .

Glacial outwash - stratified sand and gravel produced by
glaciers and carried, sorted, and deposited by
water that originated mainly from the melting of
glacial ice, (Hawley and Parsons, 1980).

Soils mapped in Northwest Worcester County were further
classified according to land use. In order to make general
soil information available as soon as possible, it was
decided that only glacial outwash areas and open fields in
glacial till areas, that have been cleared of stones, would
be mapped in greater detail (Order 2), and that forested
glacial till and bedrock areas would be mapped in less
detail (Order 3), thus shortening the time normally required
for the soil survey. Ideally, this would provide more
quickly general soils information for areas overall, and
concentrate on those areas that are in greatest land use
demand. I

Soil Map Units

Consociations

The more detailed soil map units (Order 2) are
"consociations" in which only one kind of soil dominates
each delineation to the extent that 50% or more of the soils
within the map unit are characterized by the soil type for
which the .map unit is named. Additional soil types may be
included in .the soil: map unit consociation, however, they do
not generally exceed 25% of the map unit consociation.
Examples of additional soil types or "inclusions" in the
soil map unit consociation may involve a difference in
drainage (ie. pockets of wet soils within a more well
drained map unit or vice versa), or morphology (ie. soils
without a hardpan within a soil map unit characterized by a
hardpan or vice versa), or possibly parent material (ie.
glacial outwash within a glacial till soil map unit or vice
versa), or bedrock within deep soil map units. Each soil
map unit consociation .is given a symbol and delineated on
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SOIL MAP USERS GUIDE

the soil map. The following provide the symbols for and
brief descriptions of some of th'e Order 2 soil map units
found in Worcester Northwest, which include glacial till and
glacial outwash. The "A, B, C, D or E" following the
numerical symbols indicate the slope for the soil map unit.
A=0-3%, B=3-8%, C=8-15%, 0=15-25%, E=25-35% slope.

Glacial Till

20 B,C,D Berkshire loam. A well drained soil that is
fine-textured throughout the soil profile and does
not have a hardpan.

21 B,C Monadnock fine sandy loam. A well drained soil
that has a fine-textured solum and sandy
substratum that does not have a hardpan.

29 A Pillsbury fine sandy loam. A poorly drained
soil that is fine textured throughout the soil
profile and has a dense substratum (hardpan).

30 A Lyme fine sandy loam. A poorly drained soil
that has a fine textured solum and a sandy, firm
substratum (hardpan).

32 A Peacham mucky fine sandy loam. A very poorly
drained soil that is fine textured throughout the
soil profile and has a dense substratum (hardpan).

81 A,B,C Woodbridge fine sandy loam. A moderately well
drained soil that is fine textured throughout the
soil profile and has a dense substratum (hardpan).

82 A,B,C Peru loam. A moderately well drained soil
that is fine textured throughout the soil profile
and has a dense substratum (hardpan) .

83 B,C Skerry fine sandy loam. A moderately well
drained soil that has a fine textured solum and a
sandy, firm substratum (hardpan).

84 B,C ' Sunapee fine sandy loam. A moderately well
drained soil that is fine-textured throughout the
rsoil profile or possibly sandy in the substratum
and does not have a hardpan.

123 B,C,D Marlow loam. A well drained soil that is fine
textured throughout the soil profile and has a
.dense substratum (hardpan) .

124 B,C,D Paxton fine sandy loam. A well drained soil
that is fine textured throughout the soil profile
and has a dense substratum (hardpan).
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SOIL MAP USERS GUIDE

125 B,C,D Becket fine sandy loam. A well drained soil
that has a fine textured solum and a sandy, firm
substratum (hardpan).

Glacial Outwash

35 A,B,C,D,E-Hinckley loamy sand. An excessively drained
soil that is coarse-textured, loamy sand and sand,
and gravelly throughout the soil profile.

36 A,B,C,D-Merrimac fine sandy loam. A somewhat
excessively drained soil that has a fine-textured
solum underlain by stratified sand and gravel.

52 A,B,C,D,E-Adams loamy sand. An excessively drained soil
that is coarse-textured, loamy sand or sand,
throughout the soil profile with little gravel.

54 A,B -Croghan fine loamy sand. A moderately well
drained soil that is coarse-textured, loamy sand
or sand, throughout the soil profile with little
gravel,

56 A,B r Naumberg fine sandy loam. A poorly drained
soil that is coarse-textured, loamy sand or sand,
throughout the soil profile with little gravel.

58 A Searsport mucky fine sandy loam. A very poorly
drained soil that is coarse-textured, loamy sand
or sand, throughout the soil profile with- little
gravel.

60 A,B,C,D,E-Colton loamy sand. An excessively drained soil
that is coarse-textured, loamy sand and sane, and
gravelly throughout the soil profile.

62 A,B,C,D,E-Allagash fine sandy loam. A somewhat
excessively drained soil that has a fine-textured
solum underlain by stratified- sand and gravel.

Organic Soils

10 Greenwood Muck. A deep muck soil having at
least 51" of semi-decomposed organics over rr.ineral
soil.

12 Chocorua Muck. A shallow muck soil having
between 16" and 51" of semi-decomposed organics
over mineral soil.

45 • Swansea Muck . A shallow muck soil having
between 16" and 51" of well decomposed organics
over mineral soil.
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SOIL MAP USERS GUIDE

46 Freetown Muck. A deep muck soil having
atleast 51" of well decomposed organics over
mineral soil.

Associations

Less detailed soil map units (Order 3) are "associations" in
which the major components occur together in some regularity
of pattern geographically and are individually large enough
to be delineated separately at the scale of mapping. The
first soil type named in the association is typically more
prominent within the delineated map unit. An example would
be the Becket-Skerry map unit association in which Becket
soils are typically more prominent than Skerry soils, and
the area of each soil type is large enough to map out,
however, to save time delineating each unit separately, the
two soils are grouped to indicate that they are both
prominent over the landscape. Additional soil types niay be
included in the soil map unit association as with the
consociation, however, these included soil types may not
exceed approximately 25% of the .soil map unit. Ideally,
soil map unit associations are used where delineating groups
of associated soils increases the readability of the map
without losing significant information, thereby speeding up
the mapping process without detracting from the utility of
the user. The following provide symbols for the sjail map
unit associations found in the northern part of the survey
area. Please refer to the brief descriptions previously
provided for the individual soil types.

BLC Tunbridge-Lyman , rolling (3-15% slope).
This map unit association consists of moderately
deep (Timb ridge) and shallow (Lyman) to bedrock
soils.

CHC Chatfield-Hollis, rolling (3-15% slope).
This map unit association consists of moderately
deep (Chatfield) and shallow (Hollis) to bedrock
soils.

BME Berk shire-Mar low, steep (15-45% slope) .

LBE Lyman^Tunbridge , steep (15-45% slope) .

LY Lyme, nearly level to gently sloping (0-8%
slope) .

This map unit association consists of poorly
drained Lyme soils and very poorly drained (mucky
surface) soils.
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SOIL MAP USERS GUIDE

PMBC ---------- Peru-Marlow, rolling (3-15% slope).

RWB ----------- Pillsbury, nearly level to gently sloping (0-
8% slope) .

This map unit association consists of poorly
drained Pillsbury soils and very poorly drained
Peacham soils.

MBE ----------- Becket-Monadnock , steep (15-45% slope).

SBC ----------- Becket-Skerry, rolling (3-15% slope).

WPC ----------- Woodbridge-Paxton, rolling (3-15% slope).

Miscellaneous Symbols

w ------------- water

v/ --------- . spot

*/ ------ — ---- rock outcrop, shallow to bedrock areas

t ___ f s^ ' — perennial stream

— intermittent stream

Bates, R.L. and J.A. Jackson (eds.). 1980. Glossary of
Geology. American

Geological Institute. 749 p.

Hawley, J.W. and R.B. Parsons. 1980. Glossary of Selected
Geomorphic and

Geologic Terms. USDA Soil Conservation Service. West
Technical Center.

30 p.
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HISTORICAL LAND USE IN THE LAKE ELLIS WATERSHED.

Land Use by Category (Estimates) 1973 (taken from Athol Conservation Commission, 1973)
% of Total Land

Category Net Acres %of Total Land Area Developed Acres per thousand residents
Residential 900 4.2 17.9 73
Commercial 100 .5 2.0 7
Industrial 87 .42 1.7 7.5
Institutional 200 .95 4.0 15
Utilities 80 .38 1.6 6.9
Open Public 2,979 11.9 59.3 220
Streets and Roads 680 3.26 13.5 58.4
TOTAL DEVELOPED 5,026 24.10 100.0 314.2
Vacant Land 15,772 75.90
TOTAL LAND 20,798 100.00
Water Area 467
TOTAL TOWN AREA 21,265 acres (EDA Estimate)

Occupied, Vacant, Unsuitable, and Developable Land (1963) in acres: Unserviceable
Total Sewef * Water Above by sewer or

Neighborhood Occu. Vacant Unsuit* Develop'Me & Water Onl^* 950***Water TOTA:
NorthAthol 200 4,040 1,100 2 ,940 - - 625 2,940 4,240
Lake 390 650 60 590 55 25 - 510 1 ,040
West Athol '145 1.365 360 1,005 20 25 905 960 1, 510
Central 130 40 20 20 20 170
Sanders 170 - 310 110 200 60 140 480
Upper Main 225 75 40 35 35 300
South Athol 300 5,190 1,000 4,190 60 40 - 4,090 5,490
Pleasant 260 1,820 150 1,670 80 155 - 1, 435 2,080
EastAthol 315 5,635 1,830 3,805 50 80 1,820 3 , 6 7 5 5,950
TOTAL 2,135 19,125 4,670 14,455 380 325 3,350 13,750 21,260

* Unsuitable: slope in excess of 20% or undrained and permanently wet.
** Servio«ble by existing sewer or water systems.
*** Elevation 950 feet above sea level is the limit of the existing water system.

The Ecojiomic Development Associates predicted that the amount of developed land
relative to the amount of vacant land will not change materially, and that the land use pat-
tern will remain very similar to what it is now, except for public lands, which they felt
would increase, and have by the Conservation Commission's aquisition of a thousand
acres.

The principal economic issues in regard to land use'are the density at which develop-
ment should take place (residential), and where should industrial and commercial develop-
ment be guided?
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2. WATER QUALITY DATA
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FLOW <CU.M/MIN> IN THE LAKE ELLIS SYSTEM

STATION
DATE

] -36-86
2-11-86
3-12-86
4-1-86
4-15-86
4-29-86
5-13-86
5-27-86
6-17-86
7-01-86
7-15-86
7-29-86
8-13-86
8-26-86
9-9-86
9-30-86
10-22-86
11-19-86
12-3-86

MEAN
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

LE-1

6.80
5.44

10.20
10.20
12.41
10.62
14.62
10.88
9.69
6.63

10.71
5.27
6.46
3.52
4.76
5.44
4.42
4.59

25.50

8.85
25.50

3.52

LE-4

15.30
15.30
16.83
23.97
20.40

9.69
12.92
13.09
14.76
11.97
21.25

8.67
16.29
4.08
7.00
5.61
5.10
5.10

45.90

14.38
45.90

4.08

LE-5

.17

.17

.17

.17

.17

.17

.17

.17

.17

.22

.18

.22

.17

LE-6

.07

.10

.17

.14

.17

.20

.17

.17

.17

.17

.17

.17

.09

.17

.42

.17

.42

.07

LE-7

1.36
.85
.17
.42
.31

1.67
.17

1.05
.34
.15
.14
.17

5.61

.95
5.61

.14

LE-8

.12

.34

.34
1 .02
5.95

1 .55
5.95

.12
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/
A

TOTAL PHOSPHORUS

1 b"
0-
V

<UG/L) IN THE LAKE ELLIS SYSTEM
m* - ^v-

STATION LE-1 LE-2S
DATE

1-16-86 30 30
2-11-86 38 35
3-12-86 30 30

0

LE-2B

30
30
20

\>
LE-3S

30
30
30

4-01-86 10 47
4-15-86 31 25
4-29-86 10 10
5-13-86 10 10
5-27-86 20 10
6-17-86 30 30
7-01-86
7-15-86

11 10
10 10

7-29-86 10 10
8-13-86 10 10
8-27-86
9-9-86

10 10
10 10

9-30-86 20 3D
JD-22-B6 20 33
11-20-86 10 10
12-3-86 10 10

MEAN 14 16
MAXIMUM 30 47
MINIMUM 10 10

19
20
30
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
24
10
10

16
30
10

15
10
10
10
12
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
13

10

14
30
ID

LE-4

20
25
20
43
10
10
10
10
30
10
10
n
10
17
10
10
10
20
10

15
43
10

LE-5

16
30
10
20
10
30
30
30
10

10

12
20
10

LE-6

10
18
10
10
10
10
10
20
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

10

11
20
10

LE-7

20
10
30
20
20
35
30
30
820
10
740
510

20

170
820
10

LE-8

10
30
10
20
30

32
20
10
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ORTHOPHOSPHORUS (UG/L) IN THE LAKE ELLIS SYSTEM

STATION
DATE

1-16-86
2-11-86
3-12-86
4-01-86
4-15-86
4-29-86
5-13-86
5-27-86
6-17-86
7-01-86
7-15-86
7-29-86
8-13-86
8-27-86
9-9-86
9-30-86
10-22-86
11-20-86
12-3-86

MEAN
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

LE-1

10
10
27
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
10
17
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

11
27
10

LE-2S

10
18
17
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

11
18
10

LE-2B

10
13
15

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

10
15
10

LE-3S

10
18
15

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

10

11
18
10

LE-4

10
10
15
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
28
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

M
28
10

LE-5

JO
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

10

10
10
10

LE-6

10
18
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

JO

11
20
10

LE-7

20
10
10
10
10
15
10
10
490
10
460
230

20

100
490
10

LE-8

10
10
10
10
10

10
10
10
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AMMONIA NITROGEN (MG/L AS N) IN THE LAKE ELLIS SYSTEM

STATION
DATE

1-16-86
2-11-86
3-12-86
4-1-86
4-15-86
4-29-86
5-13-86
5-27-86
6-17-86
7-01-86
7-15-86
7-29-86
8-13-86
8-27-86
9-9-86
9-30-86
10-22-86
11-20-86
12-3-86

MEAN
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

LE-1

.13

.08

.07

.01

.01

.01

.01

.03

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.03

.03

.13

.01

LE-2S

.18

.05

.06

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.02

.01

.04

.07

.17

.04

.18

.01

LE-2B

.22

.31

.20

.01

.01

.02

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.02

.01

.06

.08

.08

.06

.31

.01

LE-3S

.16

.08

.08

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.05

.08

.03

.16

.01

LE-4

.36

.10

.14

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.02

.04

.04

.36

.01

LE-5

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.01

.04

.01

.04

.01

LE-6

.18

.10

.06

.02

.03

.03

.03

.04

.04

.06

.03

.06

.06

.16

.18

.09

.07

.18

.02

LE-7

.02

.03

.03

.05

.05

.05

.10

.03

.86

.03
1 .20
2.40

.04

.38
2.40
.02

LE-8

.07

.01

.02

.02

.04

.03

.07

.01
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NITRATE NITROGEN (MG/L AS N> IN THE LAKE ELLIS SYSTEM

STATION
DATE

1-1 6-86
2-11-86
3-12-86
4-01-86
4-15-86
4-29-86
5-13-86
5-27-86
6-17-86
7-01-86
7-15-86
7-29-86
8-13-86
8-27-86
9-9-86
9-30-86
10-22-86
11 -20-86
12-3-86

MEAN
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

LE-1

.16

.03

.05

.05

.05

.02

.02

.02

.08

.05

.08

.21

.11

.13

.12

.05

.04

.10

.12

.08

.21

.02

LE-2S

.12

.04

.06

.09

.07

.02

.02

.02

.04

.02

.04

.05

.06

.01

.04

.05

.08

.10

.12

.06

.12

.01

LE-2B

.07

.06

.03

.03

.02

.02

.02

.03

.01

.02

.06

.06

.02

.04

.04

.05

.09

.13

.04

.13

.01

LE-3S

.07

.03

.01

.01

.02

.56

.02

.03

.02

.02

.03

.03

.03

.08

.04

.06

.11

.07
,56
.01

LE-4

.06

.04

.08

.05

.02

.03

.02

.02

.01

.04

.08

.05

.03

.01

.13

.04

.01

.05

.22

.05

.22

.01

LE-5

1.46
.45
.48

1.40
.40

1.10
.57

1.20
1 .40

1.11

.96
1.46
.40

LE-6

.09

.03

.13

.05

.07

.02

.02

.02

.04

.02
,04
.09
.02
.03
.05

.13

.05

.13

.02

LE-?

.16

.06

.03

.10

.06

.10

.34

.11

.44

.39

.54

.48

.12

.22

.54

.03

LE-8

.06

.03

.05

.07

.39

.12

.39

.03
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TOTAL KJELDAHL NITROGEN (MG/L AS N> IN THE LAKE ELLIS SYSTEM

STATION
DATE

1-16-86
2-11-86
3-12-86
4-01-86
4-15-86
4-29-86
5-13-86
5-27-86
6-17-86
7-01-86
7-15-86
7-29-86
8-13-86
8-27-86
9-9-86
9-30-86
10-22-86
11-20-86
12-3-86

MEAN
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

IE- 1

.33

.68

.20

.16

.20

.20

.26

.27

.21

.12

.37

.31

.23

.29

.32

.20

.15

.12

.34

.26

.68

.12

LE-2S

.52

.49

.22

.19

.47

.21

.23

.29

.16

.23

.37

.30

.32
,38
.36
.21
.56
.20
.36

.32

.56

.16

LE-2B

.30

.85

.28

.28

.21

.30

.28

.20

.19

.65

.27

.26

.37

.42

.25

.25

.08

.38

.32

.85

.08

LE-3S

.34

.50

.22

.38

.23

.22

.27

.25

.16

.80

.40

.26

.27

.37

.29

.25

.31

.32

.80

.16

LE-4

.52

.47

.35

.29

.32

.34

.28

.37

.24

.36

.44

.55

.33

.27

.53

.73

.23

.34

.26

.38

.73

.23

LE-5

.24

.35

.26

.23

.23

.19

.15

.23

.43

.55

.29

.55

.15

LE-6

.39

.27

.21

.13

.26

.16

.21

.08

.13

.14

.21

.23

.20

.21

.35

.15

.21

.39

.08

LE-7

.14

.20

.16

.23

.19

.17

.15

.21
4.00
.18

2.86
3.60

.17

.94
4.00
.14

LE-8

.21

.07

.12

.09

.12

.12

.21

.07
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TEMPERATURE (C) IN THE LAKE ELLIS SYSTEM

STATION
DATE

1-16-86
2-11-86
3-12-86
4-1-86
4-15-86
4-29-86
5-13-86
5-27-86
6-17-86
7-01-86
7-15-86
7-29-86
8-13-86
8-26-86
9-9-86
9-30-86
10-22-86
11-19-86
12-3-86

MEAN
MAXIMUM
M I N I M U M

LE-1

-1.0
-1.1
-1.0

6.0
7.0

12,5
10.2
14.4
15.4
15.4
16.0
21.0
17.5
14.5
10.5
14.9
7.0

-2.0
.5

9.4
21.0
-2.0

LE-2S

.8
-1.0

.1
6.4
8.2

15.0
12.8
18.3
19.6
20.8
20.0
24.7
23.8
19.1
17.9
15.4
8.6
0.0
0.0

12.1
24.7
-1.0

LE-2B

5.0
5.0
5.1

7.8
12.5
12.5
17.5
19.4
18.0
17.0
20.5
20.8
17.8
15.5
14,7
8.4
1.0
1.0

12.2
20.8

1 .0

LE-3S

2.8
1.2
2.0

8.8
15.0
12.7
18.5
19.6
20.8
20.0
24.2
23.8
18.3
15.9
15.1
8.3

-1.0

13.3
24.2
-1.0

LE-4

-1.0
-1.0

.8
11.0
12.8
8.0

11.8
18.3
19.7
16.8
18.0
23.0
20.2
14.0
11.2
15.2
7.6

-1 .0
.5

10.8
23.0
-1.0

LE-5

4.0
5.1
8.0
8.2

11.5
12.5
13.5
15.2
16.5

3.0

9.6
16.5
3.0

LE-6

0.0
0.0

.8
6.0
5.5

16.7
7.2
9.6

11.5
11.0
13.5
17.0
14.0
11.8

2.0

- 8.4
17.0

0.0

LE-7

4.1
5.0
8.0
7.8

10.4
12.1
13.7
13.5
16.5
15.5
14.5
12.9

1.5

10.4
16.5
1.5

LE-8

10.8
13.3
7.2
1.0
1.5

6.8
13.3

1.0
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DISSOLVED OXYGEN <MG/L> IN THE LAKE ELLIS SYSTEM

STATION
DATE

1-16-86
2-11-86
3-12-86
4-1-86
4-15-86
4-29-86
3-13-86
5-27-86
6-17-86
7-01-86
7-15-86
7-29-86
8-13-86
8-26-86
9-9-86
9-30-86
10-22-86
H-19-86
12-3-86

MEAN
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

LE-1

13.8
14.4
13.7
11.8
12.1
10.7
10.6
9.8
9.4
9.4
9.4
7.9
8.5
10.0
10.2
8.5
12.4
14.6
13.9

11.1
14.6
7.9

LE-2S

13.0
11.8
13.0
10.4
11.4
10.2
10.0
9.0
8.5
8.4
7.8
7.2
6.7
8.4
8.4
8.4
9.8
12.0
12.6

9.8
13.0
6.7

LE-2B

3.3
4.8
5.2

11.4
10.2
9.4
8.1
8.5
9.0
7.9
7.1
6.9
7.8
8.3
8,0
9.2
11.2
12.6

8.3
12.6

3.3

LE-3S

6.9
9.8

11.3

11.1
9.9
9.8
8.7
8.4
e.i
7.5
7.3
7.1
8.1
8.4
8.5
9.4

12.2

9.0
12.2
6.9

LE-4

4.2
9.2
9.7
9.0
7.8
11.0
6.6
6.8
5.9
2.1
4.1
.8

1.7
1.4
3.4
1.7
5.4
6.4
9.4

5.6
11 .0

.8

LE-5

12.8
12.8
11.7
12.2
11.1
10.0
9.6
9.0
8.2

11.9

10.9
12.8
8.2

LE-6

12.0
11.4
11.9
11.8
11.8
4.2

11.0
10.1
8.9
9.3
9.4
7.2
8.0
9.3

11.7

9.9
12.0
4.2

LE-7

12.8
12.6
11.0
10.8
9.9
9.9
8.1
9.4
7.3
8.7
7.6
7.2

13.1

9.9
13.1
7.2

LE-8

-

10.1
9.8
11.4
13.4
13.2

11.6
13.4
9.8
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PERCENT OXYGEN SATURATION IN THE LAKE E.-LIS SYSTEM

STATION
DATE

1-16-86
2-11-86
3-12-86
4-01-86
4-15-86
4-29-86
5-13-86
5-27-86
6-17-86
7-01-86
7-15-86
7-29-86
8-13-86
S-26-S6
9-09-86
9-30-36
10-22-86
1 1-19-36
12-03-86

MEAN
MAXIMUM 1
MINIMUM

PERCENT OXYGEN

STA'T i ON
DATE

1-16-86
2-1 1-86
3-12-86
4-01-86
4-15-S6
4-29-86
5-13-36
5-27-86
J. — 1 "7 — D ̂u I / Oi_i

7-01-36
7-15-86
7-29-86
8-13-86
8-26-86
9-09-86
9-30-86
10-22-86
1 1-19-86
12-03-86

MEAN
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

LE-1 I

92
95
91
95

100
100
94
96
94
94
95
89
89
98
?1
84

102
94
96

94.3
02.2 1
84.2

SAT LI RAT I

LE-4

2S
61
68
82
74
93
61
72
65
22
43
9
19
14
31
17
45
43
65

47.9
92.9 1
9.3

.E-2S

91
78
89
84
97

101
95
96
93
94
86
87
79
91
S9
84
84,
82
86

88.7
01 .2
7S.5

ON IN

LE-5

i

93
101
99

104
102
94
92
90
84

88

95. 1
03.6
84.0

LE-2B

26
38
41

96
96
8S
85
92
95
82
79
77
82
33
79
78
79
89

7o.9
95. S
25 . 9

THE LAKE

LE-6

82
78
p^i

95
94
43
91
39
82
84
90
75
78
86

85

82.3
94. S
43.2

LE-3S

51
69
82

96
98
92
93
92
91
83
87
84
86
85
85
SO

81

S4.3
91-1 '-i. 0 . i

51 .0

ELLIS SY

LE-7

98
99
93
91
89
92
78
90
75
87
75
68

93

86.8
98.7
68.2

STEM

LE-S

91
94
94
94
94

94
94
91
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TOTAL SUSPENDED SOLIDS (MO/L) IN THE LAKE ELLIS SYSTEM

STATION
DATE

1-16-86
2-11-86
3-12-86
4-01-86
4-15-86
4-29-86
5-13-86
5-27-86
6-17-86
7-01-86
7-15-86
7-29-86
8-13-86
8-27-86
9-9-86
9-30-86
10-22-86
11-20-86
12-3-86

MEAN
MAXIMUM
M I N I M U M

LE-1

2.4
.4
.8
.8

2.8
3.2
4.4
1.2
6.8
2.4
4.8

.8

.4
5.6
3.6
2.0
2.8
1.6

22.0

3.6
22.0

.4

LE-2S

1.2
2.0

.8

.8
3.2
2.8
2.4
1.2
1.6
1.6
2.4

.4

.1
3.6
3.6
1.2
.4
.8

6.8

1.9
6.8

.1

LE-2B

4.0
.4
.8

2.0
5.6
7.2

.4

.4
1.2

.4

.4

.4
1.2

.4

.4
3.6
2.4
1.2

1.8
7.2

.4

LE-3S

1.6
.8

1.2

2.8
3.2
2.4

.8

.4
1.6
1.2

.4

.4
3.6

.8
2.0
2.4
4.0
3.2

1.8
4.0

.4

LE-4

6.0
.8

1.2
1.2
1.2
5.2
2.8
4.0

.4
4.8
5.2
5.7
1.2

14.0
3.9
3.1
2.0

.8

3.5
14.0

.4

LE-5

.8
2.4
2.4
2.4

.4

.4

.8
1.4

.4

6.8

1.8
6.8

.4

LE-6

7.6
.4

2.4
1.6
3.6
2.4
2.4
1.6

.4
3.2
1.2
1.0

.8
14.0
7.2

5.2

3.4
14.0

.4

LE-7

.8
3.2
1.6
2.0
3.6

.4

.8

.4
3.6
2.4
7.6

28.0

27.0

6.3
28.0

,4

LE-8

.8
1.6
6.4

12.4
5.6

5.4
12.4

.8
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TOTAL DISSOLVED SOLIDS <MG/L) IN THE LAKE ELLIS SYSTEH

STATION
DATE

1-16-86
2-11-86
3-12-86
4-01-86
4-15-86
4-29-86
5-13-86
5-27-86
6-17-86
7-01-86
7-15-86
7-29-86
8-13-86
8-27-86
9-9-86
9-30-86
10-22-86
11-20-86
12-03-86

MEfW
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

LE-1

116
40
89 ,
80
80
83
73
69
107
81
81
85
141
129
123
112
153
71
136

97
153
40

LE-2S

117
11
73
104
105
101
95
72
105
60
88
64
79
103
108
80
95
73
128

67
128
11

LE-2B

156
167
71

toe
92
95
72

101
60
85
60
77
93
113
96
108
69
11

91
167
11

LE-3S

119
7
77

108
88
89
62
99
83
73
65
76
77
124
88
109

107

85
124
7

LE-4

128
48
89
83
93
88
89
49
89
80
77
81
73
100
108
88
120
63
89

86
128
48

LE-5

309
697
799
779
743
783
768
104
832

646
832
104

LE-6

540
327
84
336
317
289
277
303
265
340
204
276
277
371
359

304
540
84

LE-7

96
123
112
124
151
73
221
76
148
95
257
191

139
257
73

LE-8

211
157
153
101

156
211
101
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CONDUCTIVITY <UMHOS/CM) IN THE LAKE ELLIS SYSTEM

STATION
DATE

1-16-86
2-11-86
3-12-86
4-1-86
4-15-86
4-29-86
5-13-86
5-27-86
6-17-86
7-01-86
7-15-86
7-29-86
8-13-86
8-26-86
9-9-86
9-30-86
10-22-86
11-19-86
12-3-86

MEAN
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

LE-1

169
123
260
150
129
180
145
165
152
145
84
105
116
127
142
138
160

84

143
260
84

LE-2S

240
69
200
200
179
170
192
199
179
178
106
115
111
121
129
119
141

113

153
240
69

LE-2B

270
360
500

180
170
193
201
179
178
102
115
111
118
126
119
140

119

187
500
102

LE-3S

215
117
200

180
170
188
201
182
177
102
116
112
122
127
122
139

11

146
215
11

LE-4

235
153
225
160
169
160
191
176
170
183
93
102
92
116
390
121
136

74

164
390
74

LE-5

1450
1420
1370
1540
1510
1425
1398
725
945

600

1238
1540
600

LE-6

925
725
1290
770
650
580
650
650
550
710
330
400
375
425

640

645
1290
330

LE-7

195
210
175
255
250
115
470
83
215
137
210
300

37

204
470
37

LE-8

280
230
198

65

193
280
65



PH CS.U. ) IN THE LAKE ELLIS SYSTEM

STATION
DATE

1-16-86
2-11-86
3-12-86
4-1-86
4-15-86
4-29-86
5-13-86
5-27-86
6-17-86
7-01-86
7-15-86
7-29-86
8-13-86
8-26-86
9-9-86
9-30-86
10-22-86
11-19-86
12-3-86

MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

LE-1

5.5
5.4
5.5
5.4
5.5
5.6
5,7
5.8
5.8
5.6
5.8
5.9
5.8
5.9
5.8
5.7
5.7
5.6
5.5

5.9
5.4

LE-2S

5.4
5.0
5.4
5.2
5.7
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.9
5.8
5.8
6.0
5.9
5.8
5.6
5.5
5.4

6.0
5.0

LE-2B

5.3
5.3
5.3

5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.9
5.8
5.7
5.6
5.5
5.4

5.9
5.3

LE-3S

5.4
5.3
5.2

5.5
5.5
5.7
5.8
5.7
5.9
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.9
5.7
5.7
5.6

5.4

5.9
5.2

LE-4

5.3
5.1
5.2
5.4
5.6
5.4
5.4
5.6
5.4
5.5
5.7
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.3
5.0
5.3
5.4

5.7
5.0

LE-5

6.0
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.9
6.8
6.9
6.8
6.9

5.8

6.9
5.8

LE-6

5.9
5.7
5.7
5.7
5.8
5.8
5.8
5.9
5.8
5.9
5.7
6.5
6.5
6.9

5.5

6.9
5.5

LE-7

5.5
5.7
5.7
5.9
5.9
5.4
5.8
5.7
7.0
6.0
6.3
6.8

5.2

7.0
5.2

LE-8

6.2
6.9
6.2
5.5
5.3

6.9
5.3
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TOTAL ALKALINITY <MG/L AS CAC03) IN THE LAKE ELLIS SYSTEM

STATION
DATE

i -16-86
2-11-86
3-12-86
4-01-86
4-15-86
4-29-86
3-13-86
5-27-86
6-17-86
7-01-86
7-15-86
7-29-86
8-13-86
8-27-86
9-9-86
9-30-86
10-22-86
n-20-86
12-03-86

MEAN
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

LE-1

7.2
6.2
3.6
1.1
4.5
2.3
2.1
2.1
4.3
4.0
3.3
3.1
4.8
3.5
6.0
3.8
4.0
4.4
8.0

4.1
8.0
1.1

LE-2S

6.4
5.2
4.1
2.3
1.8
1.8
2.1
2.3
3.2
4.3
4.4
3.9
4.8
3.3
5.0
4.2
3.2
4.0
6.9

3.8
6.9
1.8

LE-2B

6.0
6.6
5.9

2.7
1.8
1.9
2.3
3.4
4.5
4.4
4.2
5.0
4.4
5.0
3.8
3.2
4.2
7.4

4.3
7.4
3.8

LE-3S

6.6
4.8
5.0

2.0
2.3
2.8
2.1
3.2
3.8
4.8
3.7
5.0
3.7
4.0
3.6
3.2

5.9

3.9
6.6
2.0

LE-4

6.8
6.2
3.6
4.3
4.5
5.6
2.3
6.4
5.3
9.4
5.9
11.1
9.4
9.6
8.0
8.4
4.2
8.2
11.0

6.9
11.1
2,3

LE-5

21.0
24.0
25.0
25.0
28.0
24.0
25.0
24.0
25.0

25.0

24.6
28.0
23.0

LE-6

13.0
7.2
7.2
4.7
7.9
6.8
7.0
7.2
6.6
11.0
9.2
9.0
11.0
12.9
14.0

8.9

9.0
14.0
4.7

LE-7

2.3
4.1
4.1
4.3
4.9
2.3
12.0
5.5
19.0
8.3
24.3
30.0

4.2

9.6
30.0
2.3

LE-8

10.0
9.5
5.5
5.9
4.6

7.1
10.0
4.6



CHLORIDE (M6/L) IN THE LAKE ELLIS SYSTEM

STATION
DATE

i -16-86
2-11-86
3-12-86
4-1-86
4-15-86
4-29-86
5-13-86
5-27-86
6-17-86
7-01-86
7-15-86
7-29-86
8-13-86
8-27-86
9-9-86
9-30-86
10-22-86
11-20-86
12-3-86

MEAN
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

LE-1

47
25
57
30
25
27
30
34
29
30
28
36
36
43
47
51
53
40
26

37
57
25

LE-2S

56
12
40
48
40
39
42
42
36
36
32
37
34
38
38
39
47
44
37

39
56
12

LE-2B

73
83
117

41
38
41
43
36
36
33
36
34
40
38
4J
46
43
39

48
117
33

LE-3S

51
22
41

39
38
42
42
37
36
36
37
34
40
40
41
45

37

39
51
22

LE-4

60
32
50
35
37
34
41
35
33
36
32
29
25
35
36
38
46
32
19

36
60
19

LE-5

375
387
378
378
390
425
420
359
434

223

377
434
223

LE-6

326
210
330
196
166
142
152
148
128
186
130
155
148
96
184

257

185
330
96

LE-7

41
45
42
54
50
21

110
23
64
44
64
84

6

50
no
6

LE-8

99
84
45
48
17

59
99
17
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TJGHE
CONSUL T/NG
£A'lf/#O#ME<VTAl SPEC/AL/STS

TIGHE & BOND LABORATORY
Mass. Certificate C 8212/Conn. Certificate No. PK-0494

Bacteriology Laboratory Report on Water

Jonn W Powers
Oavtd G Hea*ey
Ronaic A Micnatsfci
Micnae' R Parsons
Philip W

William B Atien
Dennis M Bianchi
Tnomas C Couture

S O'Reilly

George M McDonnell

Athol DFVT Date:
Job No.:
Assoc. No.:
Report No.:

November 10, 1986
40087-4-50
A-369
10753

Date Collected:
Date Received:
Date Reported:

10-29-86
10-29-86
10-30-86

Collected By: Client
Address: Above

Sample Source

Location *1
Lake Ellis

Location #2
Lake Ellis

Location #3
Lake Ellis

Location #4
Lake Ellis

Location #5
Lake Ellis

Sample No,

B47847

B47848

B47849

B47850

B47R51

Time of Membrane Filter Count
Collection Total Coiiform/iOG mL

420

210

190

250

Carol L. Sacco
Laboratory Director

Seventy-five Years of
Engineering Excellence

1911-1986

50 Payson Avenue
Eastnamoton. Mass. 01027

TEL. 413-527-5500
413-533-3991



TIGHE
SPEC/AL/STS

TIGHE & BOND, INC. LABORATORY
Mass. Certificate C 8212/Conn. Certificate No. PH-0494

John W. Powers
David G. Mealey
Ronald A. Micfiatski
Michael R Parsons
Philip W,

Wiltiam B. Allen
Dennis H. Biancni
Thomas C. Couture
James S. O'ReiUy

Emeriti
Edward J. Bayoo
George H. McDonnell

Athol DPW Job No.:
Assoc. No.:
Report No.:
Date:

40087-4-50
A-369
10753
November 10, 1985

Sample Description
C58872 - Location #1, Lake Ellis

Lab Number
Collector
Date Received
Date Completed

Parameter

Arsenic
Barium
Cadmium
Chromium
Lead
Mercury
Selenium
Silver

Units

mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L

C58872
Client
10-29-86
11-7-86

<0.010
<0.3
<0.005
<0.05
<0.02
<0.0002
<0.005
<0.01

Seventy-five Years of
Engineering Excellence

1911-1986 199

50 Payson Avenue
Easthampton. Mass. 01027

TEL. 413-527-5600
413-533-3991



TIGHE
CONSf/LT/JVG
EAfV/#ONM£<VTAL SPEC/AL/STS

TIGHE & BOND LABORATORY
Mass. Certificate No. C 8212/Conn. Certificate No. PH-0494

John W. Powers
David G. Hester
Ronald A. Michalski
Michael R. Parsons
Philip W. Sheridan

William B. Allen
Dennis H. Bianchi
Thomas C. Couture
James S. O'Reilly

Emeriti
Edward J. Bay on
George H. McDonnell

Athol DPW

Sample Description
C58872 - Location fil, Lake Ellis

Job No.:
Assoc. No,
Report No.
Date:

40087-4-50
A-369
10753
November 10, 1986

Lab Number
Collector
Date Collected
Date Received
Date Completed

Parameter

Turbidity
pH
Alkalinity
Ammonia
Chlorides
Iron
Manganese
Sodium
Hardness
Nitrate-Nitrogen
Color
Odor

mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
Units

C58B72
Client
1C-29-86
10-29-86
11-7-86

1.6
5.4
10-
0.11
43.C
0.47
0.04
23.7
14.0
0.07
30
1

Seventy-five Years of
Engineering Excellence

1911-1986

50 Payson Avenue

Easthampion, Mass. 01027
TEL. 413-527-5600

413-533-3991



TIGHE
G /?/7yV/7 CO

T
NSi/LrfJVG ENG/JVEZKS

TIGHE & BOND LABORATORY
Mass. Certificate No. C8212/Conn. Certificate No. Ph-049<

Herbicide Analysis

Athol DPW Job No.:
Assoc. No,
Report No,
Date:

Sample Description
C58873 - Location #1, Lake Ellis

40087-4-50
A-369
10753
November 10, 1986

John W. Powers
Dav«c G neaiey
Ronald A MIC rials* i
Michael R Pa'&ons
Ptiihp W Snendan

William B Aiie'-
Denn.s H Bta-^cii
Tnomas C Couiu'e
Jarrves S O Re*ii>

Eawarrj J.
Geotfie H

Lab Number:
Collector:
Date Received:
Date Extracted:
Date Completed:

C58873
Client
10-29-86
10-31-86
li-7-86

Parameter

2,4 Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D)
2,4,5-TrichIorophenoxypropionic acid (2,4,5-TP)

ND'
MD

ND = Parameter not detected at sensitivity level of instrument which is 1C.
microgram per liter (ug/L) or parts per billion (ppb).

Seventy-five Years of
Engineering Excellence

7977-7956 201

50 Payson Avenue
Easthampton. Mass. 0102^

TEL. 413-527-5600

413-533-399^



TIGHE & BOND LABORATORY
Easthampton, Massachusetts 01027

Mass. Certificate,No. C 8212/Conn. Certificate No. PH-0494

Athol DFVJ

Sample Description
C58874 - Location ftl, Lake Ellis
C58875 - Location $2, Lake Ellis

Job No.:
Assoc. No.
Report No.:
Date:

40087-4-50
A-369
10753
November 10, 1986

Concentrations reported as micrograms per Liter (ug/L) which is equivalent to
parts per billion.

Lab Number C58874
Collector . Client
Date Received 10-29-86
Date Analyzed 11-3-86

GC FRACTION-VOLATILE COMPOUNDS
IV. Acroiein ND*
2V. Acrylonitrile ND*
3V. Benzene ND
4V. Eis(Chloromethyl) Ether ND
5V. Bromoform ND
6V. Carbon Tetrachloride ND
TV. Chlorobenzene ND
8V. Chlorodibromomethane ND
9V. Chloroethane ND
10V. 2-ChloroethyivinyI Ether ND
11V. Chloroform ND
12V. Dichiorobromomethane ND
13V. Dichiorodifiuoromethane ND
14V. 1,1-Dichloroethane ND
15V. 1,2-Dichioroethane ND
16V. 1,1-Dichioroethyiene ND
17V. 1,2-Dichloropropane ND
18V. 1,2-Dichloropropyiene ND
19V. Ethylbenzene ND
20V. Methyl Bromide ND
21V. Methyl Chloride ND
22V. Methylene Chloride ND
23V. 1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane ND
24V. Tetrachloroethylene ND
25V. Toluene ND
25V. 1,2-Trans-Dichloroethyiene ND
27V. 1,1,1-Trichloroethane ND
2SV. 1,1,2-Trichloroethane ND
29V. Trichioroethyiene ND
30V. Trichlorofiuoromethane ND
31V. Vinyl Chloride ND

C58875
Client
10-29-86
11-3-86

ND*
ND*
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND'
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

ND = Parameter not detected at sensitivity level of instrument which
is less than 0.2 ug/L (ppb)

ND*= Parameter not detected at sensitivity level of instrument which
is less than 100 ug/L (ppb)



TIGHE ft BOND

CONSULTING ENGINEERS

Tighe & Bond
Environmental Laboratory

Easthampton, Massachusetts 01027
Mass. Certificate No. C 8212/Conn. Certificate No. PH-0494

Athol Department of Public Works

Sample Description
C58873 - Location #1 Lake Ellis

Assoc. No.:
Job No.:
Report No.:
Date:

A-369
40087-4-50
10753
November 10, 1986

Lab Number
Collector
Date Received
Date Analyzed (Completed)

GC FRACTION - PESTICIDES
IP. Aldrin
2P. —BHC
3P. B-BHC
4P. Y-BHC (Lindane)
5P. 6-BHC
6P. Chlordane
7P. 4,4'-DDT
BP. 4,4*-DDE
9P. 4,4'-ODD
10P. Dieldrin
IIP. «-Endosulfan
12P. B-Endosulfan
13P. 6-Endosulfan
14P. Endrin
15P. Endrin Aldehyde
16P. Heptachlor
17P. Heptachlor Epoxide
25P. Toxaphene
26P- Methoxychlor

C58873
Client
10-29-86
11-6-86

ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

ND = Parameter not detected at sensitivity level of instrument which is
1 Vg/L (ppb)
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WATER QUALITY DATA FROM 12/3/86 STORM SAMPLING.

Fecal Colifori Bacteria Fecal Streptococcus Bacteria
(colonies/lOOil) (Colonies/lOOil)

LE-5

LE-fc

LE-7

LE-3

Total H l ra i in i ty (ag/li

T o t a l Suspends;* S o l i d s do/1)

To ta l Dissolved Solids (ao/l l

Aitio.'Ua (ig/I) as N

fiitraie fug/l) as N

Chlorite (*g/I)

Qrthc-Phosahdte (sg/1)

Phosphate , To ta l ( rg /1) as F

T o t a l K je ldah l -N i t rogen dg/1) as I

Oil 1 Srease fig/H

TOTAL (»g/lh

Arsenic

Chroiiut

Cadtiut

Copper

Lead

Zinc

Vanadiui

Mercury

1(J

31

104

51

LE-5

25

6.3

453

0.044

. i.n

223

<0,0i

<0.01

^ 0.55

2.2

(0.005

<0.02

(0.02

0.02

<0.1

0.18

0.02

<O.OOI

LE-6

S.P

5.2

456

0.088

0.130

257

CO. 01

<0,OI

0.15

5.4

<0.005

«.«

0.03

<0.02

(0.1

0.04

0.02

<0.001

no

zifd

1200

83

LE-7

4.2

v

63

0.045

0.12

6.2

0.02

0.02

0.17

4 .4

(0.005

(0.02

<0.02

<0.02

<0.1

0.02

O.Ql

<0.001

LE-6

4.*

5.6

81

0.039

0.39

17

0.01

(0.01

0.12

4.0

<0.005

•«.M

(0.02

<0.02

<0.1

0.03

o.o;

<0.001
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Table Flow measurements from storm drain survey at Lake Ellis;
survey conducted on December 3, 1966

FLOWS AT STATIONS (in cfs)

Time

11:00

11:15

11:30

11:45

12:00

12:15

1:00

1:15

1:30

1:45

AVG.FLOV

LE-5

0.20

-

0.15
-

0.10

-

o.oa
-
0.10

-

0.13

LE-6

-

0.25

-

0.25

-

0.23

-

0.23

-

0.30

0.25

LE-7

3-3
-

3-3
-

3-3
-

3-1
-

3-3
-

3-3

LE-S

-

3-4
-

3-3
-

3-4

3-6
-

4.0

3-5

Rain conditions: off 11:50 am., on 1:10pm., off 1:35 pm., on 1:45 pm
Soil conditions : probably near saturation as > 1.25" ia preceding 24 Hours.
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Lake Ellis Sediments Settling Rate

102

Turbidity (J.T.U.) I
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0 12 24 36 48 60 72
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3. BIOLOGICAL DATA
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FECAL COLIFORM <N/300 ML) IN THE LAKE ELLIS SYSTEM

STATION
DATE

1-16-86
2-31-86
3-12-86
4-01-86
4-15-86
4-29-86
5-13-86
5-27-86
6-17-86
7-01-86
7-15-86
7-29-86
8-13-86
8-27-86
9-9-86
9-30-86
10-22-86
11-20-86
12-3-86

MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

LE-1

2
7
1
0
0
10
0
3
4
0
2

0
0
10
2
0
9

103

103
0

LE-2S

2
0
0
0
0
3
0
5
0
0
0

0
0
7
1
0
4
42

42
0

LE-3S

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
1

0
0
3
19
2

3

1?
0

LE-4

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
3
4
8
32

0
0
40
11
3
2

41

41
0

LE-5

0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0

10

10
0

LE-6

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

35
100

1

31

100
0

LE-7

0
0
0
0
0
0

885
0

400
0
0

104

885
0

LE-8

0
2
1
2

51

51
0



FECAL STREPTOCOCCI (N/100ML) IN THE LAKE ELLIS SYSTEM

STATION
DATE

1-16-86
2-11-86
3-12-86
4-01-86
4-15-86
4-29-86
5-13-86
5-27-86
6-17-86
7-01-86
7-15-86
7-29-86
8-13-86
8-27-86
9-9-86
9-30-86
10-22-86
11-20-86
12-3-86

MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

LE-1

5
0
10
3
3
7
7

21
1200
1400
50000
1900
600
300
50

1500
0
4

900

50000
0

LE-2S

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
43
26
7
70
31
6

700
2

2000
0
0

150

2000
0

LE-3S

0
0
0

0
0
5
5
63
2
4
18
6
4
3

900
0

0

900
0

LE-4

0
0
0
0
1
5
1

26
151
125
300
76
240
200
101
205
0
39
91

300
0

LE-5

0
1
1
0
5
55
10

100
4

110

110
0

LE-6

0
12
3
1
2
0
6
26
54

11800
200
115
300
14

210

11800
0

LE-7

42
67
0

103
20
800
300
1000
109
52

110
100

1200

1200
0

LE-8

16
3
0
1

83

83
0
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Fecal Conform : Streptococci Relationship (from Tchobanoglous and Schroeder, 1985)

Th* Ratio of Focal Coltformi to Fecal Streptococci

It has been observed that the quantities of fecal coliforms and fecal
streptococci that are discharged by humans are significantly different
from the quantities discharged by animals. Therefore, it has been sug-
gested that the ratio of the fecal coliform (FC) count to the fecal
streptococci (FS) count in a sample can be used to show whether the
suspected contamination derives from human or from animal wastes
[3.14). Typical data on the ratio of FC to FS counts for humans and
various animals are reported in Table 3.8. The FC/FS ratio for humans
is more than '4.0, whereas the ratio for domestic animals is less than 1.0.
If ratios are obtained in the range of 1 to 2, interpretation is uncertain.

The foregoing interpretations are subject to the following con-
straints:

1. The sample pH should be between 4 and 9 to exclude any adverse
effects of pH on either group of microorganisms.

2. At least two counts should be made on each sample.
3. To minimize errors due to differential death rates, samples should

not be taken farther downstream than 24 hr of flow time from the
suspected source of pollution.

4. Only the fecal coh'form count obtained at an incubation temperature
of 44°C is to be used to compute the ratio [3.14].

TABLE 3.8

Estimated Per Capita Contribution of Indicator Mkrowganiftnt from Human
Beings and Some Animals

AVERAGE INDICATOR AVERAGE
ORGANISM DENSITY PER g CONTRIBUTION PER

OF FECES CAPITA/24 hr

Fecal Fecal Fecal Fecal
coliform, streptococci, coliform, streptococci. RATIO

ANIMAL 10* ' 106 10* 10* FC/FS

Human 13.0 3.0 2,000 450 4.4
Chicken 1.3 3.4 240 620 0.4
Cow 0.23 1.3 5,400 31,000 0.2
Duck 33.0 54.0 11,000 18,000 0.6
Pig 3.3 84.0 8,900 230,000 0.04
Sheep 16.0 38.0 18,000 43,000 04
Turkey 0.29 2.8 130 1,300 0.1

Source: From Ref. (3.14J.

3.14. Mara. D. D.. (1976). Sewage Treatment in Hot Climates* John Wiley
and Sons. Chichester, England.
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CHLOROPHYLL A CU6/L> IN THE LAKE ELLIS SYSTEM

STAT I ON
DATE

1-16-86
2-1 1-86
3-12-86
4-1-86
4-15-86
4-29-86
5-13-86
5-27-86
6-17-86
7-15-86
7-29-86
8-13-86
8-26-86
9-9-86
9-30-86
10-22-86
11-19-86
12-03-87

MEAN
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM

LE-2S

8,0
5,3
10.7

7.1
2.8
3.2
2.5
3.4
9.5
5.1
4.S
9.1
8.0
7.5
3.7
2.1
1 .8

5.6
10.7
1 .8

LE-3S

16.0
5.3
2.7

2.9
2.7

5.9
16.0
2.7
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LAKE ELLIS PHYTOPLANKTON

011686

TAXON CELLS/ML

CRYPTOPHYTA

Cryptononas 83

PYRRKOPHYTfl

Perfdfnfun 2

TOTAL 85

CRYPTOPHYTA 83

PYRRHOPHYTA 2

UG/L

CRYPTOPHYTA

Cryptononai 83

PYRRHOPHYTA

P*ridJniwi 90

TOTAL 1 73

CRYPTOPHYTA 63

PYRRHOPHYTA 90

02118)1 031286

TAXON CELLS/ML TAXON CELLS/ML

CHLORQPHYTA CRYPTOPHYTA

CManydon,™.. IB Crypt own., " 76.9

CHRYSOPHYTA

n. ^ r,, TOTAL 76.6v ) nobryon 34

CRYPTOPKYTA CRYPTOPHYTA 76.8

U8/L
Cryptononas 46.5

CRYPTOPHYTA
PYRRHOPHYTA

Cryptoraona* 74,8
P*r!dinium 1.5

TOTAL 74.8
TOTAL 102

CRYPTOPHYTA 74.8
CHLOROPHYTA 1 8

CHRYSOPKYTA 36

CRYPTOPHYTA 46.3

PYRRHOPHYTA 1.5
"S

UG/L

CHLOROPHTTA

Chlunydononas 1 .9

. CHRYSOPHYTA

Di nobryon 108

CRYPTOPHYTA

Cr-yptononas 18.?

PYRRHOPHYTA

Ptrldlnlun 67.5

TOTAL 1?4.2

CHLOROPHYTA 1.8

CHRYSOPHYTA 108

CRYPTOPHYTA 18.9

010184

TAXON CCLLS/ML

BflCILLARIOPHYTA

Synrdr* t ( |
Tabtl1»ri« j'j

CHRYSOPHYTA

Oinobryon 7^.2

CRYPTOPHYTA

Cryptoraonas 13.1

PYRRHOPHYTA

P»ridiniu» 3.}

TOTAL 107.8

BACILLARIOPHYTA 2.2

CHRYSOPHYTA 77-?.

CRYPTOPHYTA i?.j

PYRRHOPHYTA 3.3

Ub/L

BAClLLARIOPHnA

Syn»dra W.S
Tabellaria 3.3

CKRYSOPHYTA

Of nobryon 237.A

CRYPTOPHYTA

Cryptcraona* H-66

PYRRHOPHYTA

Peridinlun 9,9

TOTAL 311-96

BACJLLARIOPHTTA SI,?-

CHRYSOPHYTA 3.37-6

CRYPTOPHYTA \\.&

PYRRHOITftTfl ?.y



041584

TAXCN

BAC1LLARIOPHYTA

Eunotia

CKRYSOPHYTA

Dlnobryon

CRYPTOPHYTA

CryptonoflM

PYRRHOPHYTA

Pcridlnlun

TOTAL

BACILLARIDPHYTA

CHRYSOPHYTA

CRYPTOPHYTA

PYRRHDPHYTA

i.. J.

BACILLARIOPHYTA

Euhotia

CHRYSOPHYTA

Dlnobryon

CRYPTOPHYTA

Cryptenants

PYRRHOPHYTA

Ptrldlnlum

TOTAL

BACILLARIOPHYTA

CHRYSOPHYTA

CRYPTOPHYTA

PYRRHOPHYTA

CEUS/HL

I.?

53.2

62.7

3.8

121. &

1.9

53.2

42.7

3.8

7.*

139.4

27.74

171

345.94

7.6

159.6

27.74

17)

042984

TAXON CELLS/ML

CHRYSOPHYTA

Dinobryon 90

CKYPJOPHTTA

Cryptoraon** 66.6

PYRRHOPHnA

-Ptridlnlum 1*B

TOTAL 158.4

CHRYSOPHYTA 90

CRYPTOPHYTA 66.6

PYRRHOPHYTA 1.8

UO/L

CHRYSOPHYTA

Dlnobryon 270

CRYPTOPHYTA

Cryptomonas 13.32

PYRRHOPHYTA

P«rldlnfum 8]

TOTAL 364.32

CHRYSOPHHA 270

CRYPTOPHYTA 13.32

PYRRHOPHYTA 61

D31386

TftXCN CELLS/ML

BACILLARIOPHYTA

1 4 *
Eunotla *'*
TabtlUrla •'

CHRYSOPHYTA
If Q

Dinobryon >*'B

CRYPTOPHYTA

Cryptomonas I2<A

TOTAL 31 <5

BACILLARIOPHYTA 2.1

CHRYSOPHYTA li>8

, CRYPTOPHYTA 12-6

UG/L

BACILLARIOPHYTA

Eunoti* 5.4
Tabellarla 2 '*

CHRYSOPHYTA

Dinobryon 50'4

CRYPTOPHYTA

Cryptomonas 2<52

TOTAL *°'62

SACILLARIOPHYTA 7'7

CHRYSOPHYTA 3°-4

CRYPTOPHYTA 2-52

052784

TAXON

BACILLARIOPHYTA

T«b« 1 1 «c 1 «

CHRYSOPHYTA

Dinobryon

CRYPTQPHYTA

Cryptonona*

TOTAL

BACILLARIOPHYTA

CHRYSOPHYTA

CRYPTOPHYTA

BACILLARIOPHYTA

Tabellarta

CHRYSOPHYTA

Dinobryon

CRYPTOPHYTA

Cryptomonii

TOTAL

BACILLARIOPHYTA

CHRYSOPHYTA

CRYPTOPHYTA

CELLS ÎL

5.2

15.4

35,1

55.9

S.2

IS. 4

35.1

UB/L

J5.4

44.8

7.02

69.42

15. 4

46.9

7.02



NJ

061786

TAXON CELLS/ML

BACILLARIOPHYTA

Eunqtit 1 .5

CHLOROPKYTA

Sphaerocystis 12?

CHRYSOPHYTA

Dinobryon 6

CRYPTOPHYTA

Cryptcnonas 42

*
PYRRHOPHYTA

Ptridiniun 1 .5

TOTAL 1 80

BACILLARIOPHYTA 1.5

CHLQROPHYTA 129

CHRYSOPHYTA 6

CRYPTOPHYTA 42

PYRRHOPHYTA 1.5

UG/L

BACILLARIOPHYTA

Eunoti a 6

CHLOROPHYTA

Sphaerocystis 12.?

CHRYSOPHYTA

Dinobryon 18

CRYPTOPHYTA

Cryptonanas 6.4

PYRRHOPHYTA

PtrrdiniuiB 4.5

BACILLARIOPHYTA 6

CHLOROPHYTA 12.9

CHRYSOPHYTA 1 8

CRYPTOPHYTA 8.4

PYRRHDPHYTA 4 , 5

0?t586
-

TAXON CELLS/ML

BACILLARIOPHYTA

Synedra 3

CRYPTOPHYTA

Cryptomonas 25.5

PYRRHOPHYTA

Peridiniutn 3

TOTAL 31.5

BACILLARIOPHYTA 3

CRYPTOPHYTA 25.5

PYRRHOPHYTA 3

UG/L

SACJLWRIOPHYTA

Synjdra 135

CRYPTOPHYTA

Cryptcmonas 5. 1

PYRRHOPHYTA

PeMdinium '35

TOTAL 275. 1

BACILLARIOPHYTA 135

CRYPTOPHYTA 5.1

U/U1U6

TAXOM CELLS/ML

BACILLARIOPHYTA

Eunoti a . \ .5

CHLOROPHYTA

Sphaerocystis ei

CRYPTOPHYTA

Cryptwucmas. . 1^.3

CYANOPHYTA

Chroococcus 36

TOTAL 1 38

BACILLARIOPHYTA 1.5

CHLOROPHYTA 81

CRYPTOPHYTA 19.5

CYANOPHYTA 36

BACILLARIOPHYTA

Eunoti a £

CHLOROPHYTA

Sphaerocyst is 8.1

CRYPTOPHYTA

Cryptomonas 3.9

CYANOPHYTA

Chroococcus .34

TOTAL 18.36

BACILLARIOPHYTA &

CHLOROPHYTA 8,1

CRYPTOPHYTA 3.9

CYANOPHYTA .34

072986

TAXCN

CHLOROPHYTA

SphaerotysVts

CRYPTOPHYTA

Cryptoroonas

PYRRHOPHYTA

Perldinium

TOTAL

CHLOROPHYTA

CRYPTOPHYTA

PYRRHOPHYTA

CHLOROPHYTA

Sphaerocyst is

CRYPTOPHYTA

Cryptononis

PYRRHOPHYTA

Ptri din turn

TOTAL

CHLOROPHYTA

CRYPTOPHYTA

PYRRHOPHYTA

CELLS/ML

25.6

22.4

1.6

49.6

25.6

22.4

1 .6

UG/L

2.56

4 .48

4,8

11.84

2.56

4 .48

4.8



OB13B6

TAXON CELLS/ML

CRYPTOPHYTA

Cryptomonat 3B.4

EUGLENOPHY7A

Euglena 1.6

PYRRHOPHYTA

Ptridinium 3.2

TOTAL 43.2

CRYPTOPHYTA 38.4

EUGLENOPHYTA 1.6

PYRRHOPHYTA 3 . 2

UG/L

CRYPTOPHYTA

Cryptcnonas 7.68

EUGLENOPHYTA

Euglen* .8

PYRRHOPHYTA

Peridiniun 9.6

TOTAL 18.08

CRYPTOPHYTA 7 . 68

EUGLENOPHYTA . 8

PYRRHOPHYTA 9.6

082686

TAXON CELLS/ML

BACILLAR10PHYTA

Eunotii 1.7
Nitzschia 1.7

rui nnnouvTA

Dinobryon

CRYPTOPHYTA

Cryptomonas

PYRRHOPHYTA

P*ridlnlum

TOTAL

BAC1LLAR10PHYTA

CHLOROPHYTA

CHRYSOPHYTA

CRYPTOPHYTA

PYRRHOPHYTA

BAC1LLARIOPHYTA

Eunot ia

Ni tzschi a

CHLOROPHYTA

Sphaerocyst is

CHRYSOPHYTA

Dinobryon

CRYPTOPHYTA

Crxptomonas

PYRRHOPHYTA

Peridinium

TOTAL

BAC1LLAR10PHYTA

CHLOROPHYTA

CHRYSOPHYTA

CRYPTOPHYTA

PYRRHOPHYTA

0?0986
180.2

TAXCN CELLS/ML

CRYPTOPHYTA
34.4

Cryptoraonas 41 .6

PYRRHOPHYTA
1.7

Per idlnium 3-2

280.5

TOTAL 'I4-8

3.4
CRYPTOPHYTA 41.6

40.8
PYRRHOPHYTA 3.2

180.2
UG/L

34.4
CRYPTOPHYTA

1.7
Cryptomonas 8-32

UG/L
PYRRHOPHYTA

Peridinium 9,6

1.7
1.36

TOTAL 17-92 .

CRYPTOPHYTA 8.32
4.08

PYRRHOPHYTA 9.6

540. 6 093086

TAXCN CELLS/ML

10.88 CHRYSOPHYTA

Dinobryon 36.4

5.1 CRYPTOPHYTA

Cryptomonas 79.3

343.72 CYANOPHYTA

3.06 Coelotphaerlun 31-2

4.08 PYRRHOPHYTA

340.6 P«ridtnlum 3.9

10.88
TOTAL 150.8

5.1

CHRYSOPHYTA 34 •*

CRYPTOPHYTA 79.3

CYANOPHYTA 31.2

PYRRHOPHYTA 3 • 9

UG/L

CHRYSOPHYTA

Dinobryon 109.2

CRYPTOPHYTA

Cryptomona* 15.86

CYANOPHYTA

Coelosphatrium 6 -24

PYRRHOPHYTA

Peridlnium 66.3

TOTAL !"•<*

CHRYSOPHYTA 109.2

CRYPTOPHYTA 15-86

CYAHOPHYTA 4 - 2 4

PYRRHOPHYTA 66.3

CHLOROPKYTA

40.8

CHRYSOPKlfTA



102284

TAXCH

BACILLARtOPHYTA

Syn,dr*

CHRYSOPHnA

Dinobryon

CRYPTOPHYTA

Cryptononas

PYRRHOPKYTA

Peridinlun

TOTAL

BACILLARIOPHYTA

CHRYSOPHYTA

CRYPTOPHYTA

PYRRHOPHYTA

BACILLARIOPHYTA

Syn*dra

CHRYSOPHYTA

Dinobryon

CRVPrOPHYTA

Cryptomoms

PYHRHOPHYTA

Pfrldlniun

TOTAL

BAC1LLARIOPHYTA

CHRYSOPHYTA

CRYPTOPHYTA

PYRRHOPHYTA

CELLS/HL

1.8

25.2

30.6

1.8

5?. 4

1.8

25.2

30.6

l.B

UG/L

14.4

75.*

6.12

5.4

101.52

14.4

75.6

£-.12

5.4

111984

TAXON CELLS/ML

BACJLLARJCKWTA

Asttr ionel l* 2
Synedra *

CRYPTOPHYTA

Cryptomona* 10

TOTAL 13

BACILLARIOPHYTA 3

CRYPTOPHYTA 10

UG/L

BACILLARIOPHYTA

AsterlonelU -4

Synedra f l

CRYPT OPKTTA

Cryplomonss 2

TOTAL 10'4

BACILLARIOPHYTA 8.4

CRYPTOPHYTA 2

120386

TAXON

BACILLARIOPHYTA

Mtlotlra
Tabellirfa

CHRYSOPHYTA

Dinobryon

CRYPTOPHYTA

Cryptoraonas

TOTAL

BACILLARIOPHYTA

CHRYSOPHYTA

CRYPTOPHYTA

BACILLARIOPHYTA

Melosir*
label I aria

CHRYSOPHYTA

Dinobryon

CRYPTOPHYTA

Cryptocnonas

TOTAL

BACILLARIOPHYTA

CHRYSOPHYTA

CRYPTOPHYTA
1

CELLS/ML

2
1

A

23

32

3

6

23

UC/L

3

18

4.

26.

3.

IB

4.

«

6

2

6

6
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011686

TAX ON

COPEPODA

Cyclops
Diaptomus

CLADOCERA

Bosmina
Chydorus
Daphnia ambigua

TOTAL

COPEPODA

CLADOCERA

MEAN LENGTH <MM)

H/L

0.2
0.3

0.2
0,1
0.2

1 .0

0.5

0.5

0.7

UG/L

.83
1.03

.59

.17
1 .15

3.80

1.87

1.93

052786

TAX ON

COPEPODA

Cyclops
Diaptomus
Naupl i i

CLADOCERA

Bosmina
Daphnia ambigua
Hoi opedium
Si da

TOTAL

COPEPODA

CLADOCERA

MEAN LENGTH (MM)

tt/L

0,1
0.9
0.1

0.1
1.1
0.1
0 1\J • A

2.5

1.1

1.4

0.9

UG/L

.37
3.28
.35

.10
6.32
.36
*i9• -1C

11.33

4.01

7.31

093086

TAX ON

COPEPODA

Cyclops
Diaptomus
Naupl i i

CLADOCERA

Bosmina
Cer iodaphn i a
Daphnia ambigua
Diaphanosoma
Polyphemus
Si da

TOTAL

COPEPODA

CLADOCERA

tf/L

0.1
1 .2
0.1

0.6
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

2.5

1.4

).]

UG/L

.31
4.44
.31

1.66
.27
.74
.79
.32
.26

9.12

5.06

4.06

Ln

MEAN LENGTH (MM) 0.7



SECCHI TRANSPARENCY CM) IN THE LAKE ELLIS SYSTEM

STATION LE-2S
DATE

1-14-86 2.8
2-11-86 2.1
3-12-86 2.8
4-1-86
4-15-86 2.1
4-29-86 2.8
5-13-86 2.4
5-27-86 2.8
6-17-86 2.3
7-01-86 3.1
7-15-86 2.7
7-29-86 3.0
8-13-86 3.0
8-26-86 2.8
9-9-86 2.9
9-30-86 3.0
10-22-86 3.0
11-19-86 2.9
12-3-86 3.0

MEAN 2.8
MAXIMUM 3.1
MINIMUM 2.1



4. CALCULATION SHEETS AND USEFUL CONVERSIONS
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Lake Ellis Detention Time

Assume that outflow equals flow through the system =15.7 cu.m/min (Table 7)

Assume lake volume equals 3.32 10 cu.m (Table 1)

1.) mean annual output = 8,251,920 cu.m/yr

332,000 cu.m = 0.040 yr x 365 day/yr = 15 days
8,251,920 cu.m/yr

2.) low flow, 1987 (8-26-86) = 4.08 cu.m/min = 2,144,448 cu.m/yr

332,000 = 0.15 yr = 57 days
2,144,448

30 high flow 1987 (12-3-86) = 45.9 cu.m/min = 24,125,040 cu.m/yr

332,000 = 0.014 yr = _5 days '
24,125,040

Response Time
In 2

Half Life Response Time = t - /0 = 1 + 10
~

Where: t 1/2 = half life concentration time (yr) for Lake Ellis
T = lake residence time (yr) 0 . 6931
Z = average lake depth (m) t 1/2 = !_ 10 = 0.021 yr

.040 + 1.2

The lake' s response time is estimated at 3x-5x the concentration half life of
Lake Ellis or (0.021 x 3 = 0.063) 23 days to 38 days (0.021 x 5 = 0.105} .
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Lake Ellis Ground Water Measurements and Estimates

(1) Seepage meter measurements
Seepage meters were placed offshore in the areas considered to yield

the greatest quantities of inflow based on consideration of local
topography, distance from shoreline, depth and nature of bottom sediments
(Lee, 1977; Brock et al., 1982).

Calculations for inflow need a) average inflow seepage, b} shoreline
length of area actively contributing inflow and c) an estimate of the
distance out into the lake where groundflow will come in.

a) Average inflow seepage (from 5 sites on Figure 16) - 0.013
cu.m/sq.m/day with a range of 0.005 to 0.024 cu.m/sq.m/day.

b) Topography and watershed location indicate major inflow along
eastern shore. Distance of the eastern shoreline was measured from USGS
topographic map as 1,840 m

c) Distance from shoreline to which active ground water enters lake;
assumes greatest flow near shoreline due to hydraulic gradient and low
accumulation of organic sediment. Organic sediments reduce the
permeability of flow drastically (Lee, 1977; Frape and Patterson, 1981).
We estimate this distance to be 10 m on average.
thus, estimated ground water influx =

0.013 cu.m/sq.m/day x 1840 m x 10m = 239.2 cu.m/day

239.2 cu.m/day divided by 24 hr/day divided by
60 min/day = 0.166 or 0.2 cu.m/min

(2) Ground water estimates based on Darcy's Law
Consider ground water flow into lake as amount passing through a

cross-sectional area (A) of system. Hydraulic conductivity (K) is
estimated by types of soils (Merrimac silty sand) and hydraulic gradient
(Ah/Al) estimated from elevation of water table deduced from lake
elevations.

Q = KA (Ah/Al) Q = flow (cu. m/min)
K = hydraulic (m/min)
A = cross sectional area (sq. m)

A h/Al = hydraulic gradient based on suggested
ranges of soil properties

a) Assume that K = 0.0008-0.0025 m/min
(SCS 1985, Brownlee 1984)

b) Area of cross-section = 1840 m x 10m = 18,400 sq.m
(See part 1 of above for rationale)

c) Hydraulic gradient from several adjacent water bodies estimated to
be change in elevation/horizontal distance for

Paige Pond to Lake Ellis 132 ft/4000 ft = 0.03
Reservoir #1 to Lake Ellis 177 ft/3500 ft = 0.05
Secret Lake to Lake Ellis 343/4620 ft =0.07

resulting in an average hydraulic gradient of 0.05 ft/ft.

Estimated GW Flow = Q (0.0008-0.0025 m/min) (18,400 sq.m) (0.05)
Q = 0.736 - 2.21 cu.m/min.

or 0.8 - 2.2 cu.m/min
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Calculation of Phosphorus Loading by Atmospheric Deposition and Wildlife

Atmospheric Deposition

An atmospheric deposition factor of 0.22 kg P/ha/yr was used, due to
the prevailing land use (80% forested) in the watershed. This value is
the median value of those presented for forested watersheds in Reckhow
et. al. 1980. The area of the lake is equal to 27.6 hectares. Thus,
direct atmospheric deposition = 0.22 kg P/ha/yr x 27.6 ha = 6.07 kg P
or 6.1 kg P/yr.

Wildlife Deposition

The prevailing wildlife in the lake is likely to be waterfowl.
Observations during the study year noted few resident duck flocks, but
may have missed periods when ducks were more actively feeding (dawn,
dusk). We assume a density of one duck per hectare over the year, or
28 ducks. Using a mean value of 0.135 kg P/duck/yr (mean of range from
Brezonik, 1973), the wildlife input = 28 ducks x 0.135 kg P/duck/yr =
3.78 kg P/yr or 3.8 kg P/yr.

Calculations of Phosphorus Loading by Septic Systems in Lake Ellis

a) Assumptions

1) 23 residences involved (1985 aerial photograph)

2) average unit residency = 3.1 persons/unit (based on average abutter
residency, Table 5 this report)

3) residency span factor = 0.9 yr (abutter survey suggest 0.70 yr, but
many non-responding year round residences, increase to 0.90)

4) average phosphorus loading coefficient = 1.8 kg P/resident/yr
Selection of coefficient from range of 0.75 to 8.4 kg P/resident/yr
(Brown and Associates, 1980) with "typical" value of 2.2 kg P/yr.
Lake Ellis residents lower than typical value because of low1

percentage of phosphate-containing detergents (38%), dish cleaners
(13%); many residents wash clothes outside of the home

5) septic system efficiency of phosphorus retention = 85%
Range of phosphorus retention = 60-95% (Brown and Associates,
1980). Considerations include: distance to ground water-most
residences greater than 20' above lake surface; soils are mostly
Msrrimac (fine sandy loam); avg. distance to lake greater than 50',
substantially number greater that 100'; septic systems of moderate
age and not particularly well maintained,

b) Calculation

23 units x 3.1 persons/unit x 0.90 yr x 1.8 kg P/person/yr x (0.15)
- 17.3 kg P/yr
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Lake Ellis Determination of Permissible and Critical Loading

Phosphorus Vollenweider Loading Analysis

Z/ = 1.2 = 30 where: Z = mean depth (m)
td 0.04 = detention time (yr)

Area of Lake Ellis = 27.8 ha = 278,000 sq.m

for permissible (oligotrophic) loading:

0.552 g.P/sq.m/yr x 278,000 sq.m = 153 kg P/yr
i

for critical (eutrophic) loading:

1.08 g P/sq.m/yr x 278,000 sq.m = 300 kg P/yr

Lake Ellis Phosphorus/Chlorophyll/Secchi disk transparency

Prediction of chlorophyll from average in-lake total phosphorus
concentration (Vollenweider, 1982)

- 0.96

[chl] = .28 [P] in-lake at LE-2 TP = 16 ug/1 (range = 10-47)

for IP = 16; chl a = 4.0 ug/1
TP = 10; chl a = 2.6 ug/1
TP = 47 chl; a. = 11.3 ug/1

Corrpare with actual Lake Ellis mean chlorophyll value of 6 ug/1'and a
range of 2.4-16 ug/1

Prediction of Secchi disk transparency from chlorophyll _a values
[from Vollenweider (1982) page 58].

-0.51
[Secchi] = 9.33 [chl] in-lake [chl a.] = 6.0 (2.4-16.0)

with chl a. = 6.0; SDT = 3.7M
Chl _a = 2.4; SDT = 6.0M
chl a. = 16.0; SDT = 2.3M

Compare with actual Lake Ellis mean Secchi disk transparency of 2.8 m
and a range of 271-3.1 m.
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USEFUL CONVERSIONS

Multiply...

Acre
Acre
Acre
Acre
Acre

(ac)
(ac)
(ac)
(ac)
Feet (af)

Centimeters (cm)
Cubic Feet (cu.ft)
Cubic Feet (cu.ft)
Cubic Feet (cu.ft)
Cubic Feet (sq.ft)
Cubic Feet/Second (cfs)
Cubic Feet/Second (cfs)
Feet (ft)
Feet (ft)
Kilograms (kg)
Kilometers (km)
Liters (1)
Liters (1).
Meters (m)
Milligrams/Liter (mg/1)
Micrograms/Liter (ug/1)
Square Kilometers (sq.km)
Square Meters (sq.m)

by..

0.4047
43,560
4,047
0.00156
1613.3
0.3937
0.0283
0.0370
7.4805
28.32
1.7

6463
3048
0001894
205
6214
2642
057
094
0
0
3861

0.0001

to obtain...

Hectare (ha)
Square Feet (sq.ft)
Square Meters (sq.m)
Square Miles (sq.mi)
Cubic Yards (cy)
Inches (in)
Cubic Meters (cu.m)
Cubic Vards (cy)
Gallons (gal)
Liters (1)
Cubic Meters/Minute (cu.m/min
Million Gallons/Day (mgd)
Meters (m)
Mile (mi)
Pounds (Ib)
Miles (mi)
Gallons (gal)
Quarts (qt)
Yards (yd)
Parts Per Million (ppm)
Parts Per Billion (ppb)
Square Miles (sq.mi)
Hectares (ha)
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GENERAL AQUATIC GLOSSARY

Abiotic - Pertaining to any non-biological factor or influence,
such as geological or meteorological characteristics.

Acid precipitation - Atmospheric deposition (rain, snow, dryfall)
of free or combined acidic ions, especially the nitrates,
sulfates and oxides of nitrogen and sulfur fumes from industrial
smoke stacks.

Adsorption - External attachment to particles, the process by
which a molecule becomes attached to the surface of a particle.

Algae - Aquatic single-celled, colonial, or multi-celled plants,
containing chlorophyll and lacking roots, stems, and leaves.

Alkalinity - A reference to the carbonate and bicarbonate
concentration in water. Its relative concentration is indicative
of the nature of the rocks within a drainage basin. Lakes in
sedimentary carbonate rocks are high in dissolved carbonates
(hard-water lakes) whereas lakes in granite or igneous rocks are
low in dissolved carbonate (soft-water lakes).

Ammonia Nitrogen - A form of nitrogen present in sewage and is
also generated from the decomposition of organic nitrogen. It
can also be formed when nitrites and nitrates are reduced.
Ammonia is particularly important since it has high oxygen and
chemical demands, is toxic to fish in un-ionized form and is an
important aquatic plant nutrient because it is readily available.

Anadromous - An adjective used to describe types of fish which
spawn in freshwater rivers but spend most of their adult lives in
the ocean. Before spawning, anadromous adult fish ascend the
rivers from the sea.

Anoxic - Without oxygen.

Aphotic Zone - Dark zone, below the depth to which light
penetrates. Generally equated with the zone in which most
photosynthetic algae cannot survive, due to light deficiency.

Aquifer - Any geological formation that contains water,
especially one that supplies wells and springs; can be a sand and
gravel aquifer or a bedrock aquifer.

Artesian - The occurrence of groundwater under sufficient
pressure to rise above the upper surface of the aquifer.

Assimilative Capacity - Ability to incorporate inputs into the
system. With lakes, the ability to absorb nutrients or other
potential pollutants without showing extremely adverse effects.



Attenuation - The process whereby the magnitude of an event is
reduced, as the reduction and spreading out of the impact of
storm effects or the removal of certain contaminants as water
moves through soil.

Background Value - Value for a parameter that represents the
conditions in a system prior to a given influence in space or
time.

Bathymetry - The measurement of depths of water in oceans, seas,
or lakes or the information derived from such measurements.

Benthic Deposits - Bottom accumulations which may contain bottom-
dwelling organisms and/or contaminants in a lake, harbor, or
stream bed.

Benthos - Bottom-dwelling organisms living on, within or attached
to the sediment. The phytobenthos includes the aquatic
macrophytes and bottom-dwelling algae. The zoobenthos (benthic
fauna) includes a variety of invertebrate animals, particularly
larval forms and molluscs.

Benthic - Living or occupying space at the bottom of a water
body, on or in the sediment.

Best Management Practices - (BMP's) State-of-the-art techniques
and procedures used in an operation such as farming or waste
disposal in order to minimize pollution or waste.

Bio-available - Able to be taken up by living organisms, usually
refers to plant uptake of nutrients.

Biocide - Any agent, usually a chemical, which kills living
organisms,

Biological Oxygen Demand - The BOD is an indirect measure of the
organic content of water. Water high in organic content will
consume more oxygen due to the decomposition activity of bacteria
in the water than water low in organic content. It is routinely
measured for wastewater effluents. Oxygen consumption is
proportional to the organic matter in the sample.

Biota - Plant (flora) and animal (fauna) life.

Biotic - Pertaining to biological factors or influences,
concerning biological activity.

Bloom - Excessively large standing crop of algae, usually visible
to the naked eye.
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Bulk Sediment Analysis - Analysis of soil material or surface
deposits to determine the size and relative amounts of particles
composing the material.

CFS - Cubic feet per second, a measure of flow.

Chlorophyll - Major light gathering pigment of all photosynthetic
organisms imparting the characteristic color of green plants.
Its relative measurement in natural waters is indicative of the
concentration of algae in the water.

Chlorophyte - Green algae, algae of the division Chlorophyta.

Chrysophyte - Golden or golden-brown algae, algae of the division
Chrysophyta.

Color - Color is determined by visual comparison of a sample with
known concentrations of colored solutions and is expressed in
standard units of color. Certain waste discharges may turn water
to colors which cannot be defined by this method; in such cases,
the color is expressed qualitatively rather than numerically.
Color in lake waters is related to solids, including algal cell
concentration and dissolved substances.

Combined Sewer - A sewer intended to serve as both a santiary
sewer and a storm sewer. It receives both sewage and surface
runoff.

Composite Sample - A number of individual samples collected over
time or space and composited into one representative sample.

Concentration - The quantity of a given constituent in a unit of
volume or weight of water.

Conductivity - The measure of the total ionic concentration of
water. Water with high total dissolved solids (TDS) level would
have a high conductance. A conductivity meter tests the flow of
electrons through the water which is heightened in the presence
of electrolytes (TDS).

Confluence - Meeting point of two rivers or streams.

Conservative Substance - Non-interacting substance, undergoing no
kinetic reaction; chlorides and sodium are approximate examples.

Cosmetic - Acting upon symptoms or given conditions without
correcting the actual cause of the symptoms or conditions.

Cryptophyte - Small, flagellated algae of variable pigment
composition, algae of the division Cryptophyta, which is often
placed under other taxonomic divisions.



Cyanophyte - Bluegreen algae, algae of the division Cyanophyta,
actually a set of pigmented bacteria.

Decomposition - The metabolic breakdown of organic matter,
releasing energy and simple organic and inorganic compounds which
may be utilized by the decomposers themselves (the bacteria and
fungi).

Deoxygenation - Depletion of oxygen in an area, used often to
describe possible hypolimnetic conditions, process leading to
anoxia.

Diatom - Specific type of chrysophyte, having a siliceous
frustule (shell) and often elaborate ornamentation., commonly
found in great variety in fresh or saltwaters. Often placed in
its own- division, the Bacillariophyta.

Dinoflaqellate - Unicellular algae, usually motile, having
pigments similar to diatoms and certain unique features. More
commonly found in saltwater. Algae of the division Pyrrhophyta.

Discharge Measurement - The volume of water which passes a given
location in a given time period, usually measured in cubic feet
per second (cfs) or cubic meters per minute (m /min).

Dissolved Oxygen (P.O.) - Refers to the uncombined oxygen in
water which is available to aquatic life. Temperature affects
the amount of oxygen which water can contain. Biological
activity also controls the oxygen level. D.O. levels are
generally highest during the afternoon and lowest just before
sunrise.

Diurnal - Varying over the day, from day time to night.

Domestic Wastewater - Water and dissolved or particulate
substances after use in any of a variety of household tasks,
including sanitary systems and washing operations.

Drainage Basin - A geographical area or region which is so sloped
and contoured that surface runoff from streams and other natural
watercourses is carried away by a single drainage system by
gravity to a common outlet. Also referred to as a watershed or
drainage area. The definition can also be applied to subsurface
flow in groundwater.

Dystrophic - Trophic state of a lake in which large quantities of
nutrients may be present, but are generally unavailable (due to
organic binding or other causes) for primary production. Often
associated with acid bogs.
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Ecosystem - A dynamic association or interaction between
communities of living organisms and their physical evironment.
Boundaries are arbitrary and must be stated or implied.

Elutriate - Elutriate refers to the washings of a sample of
material.

Epilinmion - Upper layer of a stratified lake. Layer that is
mixed by wind and has a higher average temperature than the
hypolimnion. Roughly approximates the euphotic zone.

Erosion - The removal of soil from the land surface, typically by
runoff water.

Eskar - A winding, narrow ridge of sand or gravel deposited by a
stream flowing under glacial ice.

Euglenoid - Algae similar to green algae in pigment composition,
but with certain unique features related to food storage and cell
wall structure. Algae of the division Euglenophyta.

Eutrophic - High nutrient, high productivity trophic state
generally associated with unbalanced ecological conditions and
poor water quality.

Eutrophication - Process by which a body of water ages, most
often passing from a low nutrient concentration, low productivity
state to a high nutrient concentration, high productivity stage.
Eutrophication is a long-term natural process, but it can be
greatly accelerated by man's activities. Eutrophication as a
result of man1s activities is termed cultural eutrophication.

Evapotranspiration - Process by which water is lost to the
atmosphere from plants.

Fauna - A general term referring to all animals.

Fecal Coliform Bacteria - Bacteria of the coli group that are
present in the intestines or feces of warm-blooded animals. They
are often used as indicators of the sanitary quality of the
water. In the laboratory they are defined as all organisms which
produce blue colonies within 24 hours when incubated at 44.5°C+
0.2°C on M-FC medium (nutrient medium for bacterial growth).
Their concentrations are expressed as number of colonies per 100
ml of sample.

Fecal Streptococci Bacteria - Bacteria of the Streptococci group
found in intestines of warm-blooded animals. Their presence in
water is considered to verify fecal pollution. They are
characterized as gram positive, cocciod bacteria which are
capable of growth in brain-heart infusion broth. In the
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laboratory they are defined as all the organisms which produce
red or pink colonies within 48 hours at 35oC+_ 1.0 C on KF medium
(nutrient medium for bacterial growth). Their concentrations are
expressed as number of colonies per 100 ml of sample.

Flora - A general term referring to all plants.

Food Chain - A linear characterization of energy and chemical
flow through organisms such that the biota can be separated into
functional units with nutritional interdependence. Can be
expanded to a more detailed characterization with multiple
linkage, called a food web.

French (or Pit) Drain - Water outlet which allows fairly rapid
removal of water from surface, but then allows subsurface
percolation. Generally consists of sand and gravel layers under
grating or similar structure, at lowest point of a sloped area.
Water runs quickly through the coarse layers, then percolates
through soil, often without the use of pipes. The intent is the
purification of most percolating waters.

Grain Size Analysis - A soil or sediment sorting procedure which
divides the particles into groups depending on size so that their
relative amounts may be determined. Data from grain size
analyses are useful in determining the origin of sediments and
their behavior in suspension.

Groundwater - Water in the soil or underlying strata, subsurface
water.

Hardness - A physical-chemical characteristic of water that is
commonly recognized by the increased quantity of soap required to
produce lather. It is attributable to the presence of alkaline
earths (principally calcium and magnesium) and is expressed as
equivalent calcium carbonate (CaCO_).

Humus - Humic substances form much of the organic matter of
sediments and water. They consist of amorphous brown or black
colored organic complexes.

Hydraulic Detention Time - Lake water retention time, amount of
time that a random water molecule spends in a water body; time
that it takes for water to pass from an inlet to an outlet of a
water body.

Hydraulic Dredging - Process of sediment removal using a floating
dredge to draw mud or saturated sand through a pipe to be
deposited elsewhere.

Hydrologic Cycle - The circuit of water movement from the
atmosphere to the earth and return to the atmosphere through
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various stages or processes such as precipitation, interception,
runoff, infiltration, percolation, storage, evaporation, and
transpiration.

Hypolimnion - Lower layer of a stratified lake. Layer that is
mainly without light, generally equated with the aphotic zone,
and has a lower average temperature than the epilimnion.

Impervious - Not permitting penetration or percolation of water.

Intermittant - Non-continuous, generally referring to the
occasional flow through a set drainage path. Flow of a
discontinuous nature.

Kame - A short, steep ridge or hill of stratified sand or gravel
deposited in contact with glacial ice.

K-jeldahl Nitrogen - The total amount of organic nitrogen and
ammonia in a sample, as determined by the Kjeldahl method, which
involves digesting the sample with sulfuric acid, transforming
the nitrogen into ammonia, and measuring it.

Leachate - Water and dissolved or particulate substances moving
out of a specified area, usually a landfill, by a completely or
partially subsurface route.

Leaching - Process whereby nutrients and other substances are
removed from matter (usually soil or vegetation) by water. Most
often this is a chemical replacement action, prompted by the
quality of the water.

Lentic - Standing, having low net directional motion. Refers to
lakes and impoundments.

Limiting Nutrient - That nutrient of which there is the least
quantity, in relation to its importance to plants. The limiting
nutrient will be the first essential compound to disappear from a
productive system, and will cause cessation of productivity at
that time. The chemical form in which the nutrient occurs and
the nutritional requirements of the plants involved are important
here.

Limnology - The comprehensive study of lakes, encompassing
physical, chemical and biological lake conditions.

Littoral Zone - Shallow zone occurring at the edge of aquatic
ecosystems, extending from the shoreline outward to a point where
rooted aquatic plants are no longer found.

Loading - Inputs into a receiving water that may exert a
detrimental effect on some subsequent use of that water.
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Lotic - Flowing, moving. Refers to streams or rivers.

Macrofauna - A general term which refers to animals which can be
seen with the naked eye.

Macrophyte - Higher plant, macroscopic plant, plant of higher
taxonomic position than algae, usually a vascular plant. Aquatic
macrophytes are those macrophytes that live completely or
partially in water. May also include algal mats under some
definitions.

Mesotrpphic - An intermediate trophic state, with variable but
moderate nutrient concentrations and productivity.

Metalimnion - The middle layer of a stratified lake, constituting
the transition layer between the epilimnion and hypolimnion and
containing the thermocline.

Mixis - The state of being mixed, or the process of mixing in a
lake.

MGD - Million gallons per day, a measure of flow.

Microqrams per Liter (uq/1) - A unit expressing the concentration
of chemical constituents in solution as mass (micrograms) of
solute per unit volume (liter) of water. One thousand micrograms
per liter is equivalent to one milligram per liter.

Nitrate - A form of nitrogen that is important since it is the
end product in the aerobic decomposition of nitrogenous matter.
Nitrogen in this form is stable and readily available to plants.

Nitrite - A form of nitrogen that is the oxidation product of
ammonia. It has a fairly low oxygen demand and is rapidly
converted to nitrate. The presence of nitrite nitrogen usually
indicates that active decomposition is taking place (i.e., fresh
contamination).

Nitrogen - A macronutrient which occurs in the forms of organic
nitrogen, ammonia nitrogen, nitrite nitrogen and nitrate
nitrogen. Form of nitrogen is related to a successive
decomposition reaction, each dependent on the preceding one, and
the progress of decomposition can be determined in terms of the
relative amounts of these four forms of nitrogen.

Nitrogen fixation - The process by which certain bacteria and
bluegreen algae make organic nitrogen compounds (initially NH.+)
from elemental nitrogen (N_) taken from the atmosphere or
dissolved in the water.
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Non-point Source - A diffuse source of loading, possibly
localized but not distinctly definable in terms of location.
Includes runoff from all land types.

Nutrients - Are compounds which act as fertilizers for aquatic
organisms. Small amounts are necessary to the ecological balance
of a waterbody, but excessive amounts can upset the balance by
causing excessive growths of algae and other aquatic plants.
Sewage discharged to a waterbody usually contains large amounts
of carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorus. The concentration of
carbonaceous matter is reflected in the B.O.D. test. Additional
tests are run to determine the concentrations of nitrogen and
phosphorus. Storm water runoff often contributes substantial
nutrient loadings to receiving waters.

Oligotrophic - Low nutrient concentration, low productivity
trophic state, often associated with very good water quality, but
not necessarily the most desirable stage, since often only
minimal aquatic life can be supported.

Organic - Containing a substantial percentage of carbon derived
from living organisms; of a living organism.

Outwash - Sand and gravel deposited by meltwater streams in front
of glacial ice.

Overturn - The vertical mixing of major layers of water caused by
seasonal changes in temperature. In temperate climate zones
overturn typically occurs in spring and fall.

Oxygen Deficit - A situation in lakes where respiratory demands
for oxygen become greater than its production via photosynthesis
or its input from the drainage basin, leading to a decline in
oxygen content.

Periphyton - Attached forms of plants and animals, growing on a
substrate.

pH - A hydrogen concentration scale from 0 (acidic) to 14 (basic)
used to characterize water solutions. Pure water is neutral at
pH 7.0.

Phosphorus - A macronutrient which appears in waterbodies in
combined forms known as ortho- and poly-phosphates and organic
phosphorus. Phosphorus may enter a waterbody in agricultural
runoff where fertilizers are used. Storm water runoff from
highly urbanized areas, septic system leachate, and lake bottom
sediments also contribute phosphorus. A critical plant nutrient
which is often targeted for control in eutrophication prevention
plans.
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Photic Zone - Illuminated zone, surface to depth beyond which
light no longer penetrates. Generally equated with the zone in
which photosynthetic algae can survive and grow, due to adequate
light supply.

Photosynthesis - Process by which primary producers make organic
molecules (generally glucose) from inorganic ingredients, using
light as an energy source. Oxygen is evolved by the process as a
byproduct.

Phytoplankton - Algae which are suspended, floating or moving
only slightly under their own power in the water column. Often
this is the dominant algal form in standing waters.

Plankton - The community of suspended, floating, or weakly
swimming organisms that live in' the open water of lakes and
rivers.

Point Source - A specific source of loading, accurately definable
in terms of location. Includes effluents or channeled discharges
that enter natural waters at a specific point.

Pollution - Undesirable alteration of the physical, chemical or
biological properties of water, addition of any substance into
water by human activity that adversely affects its quality.
Prevalent examples are thermal, heavy metal and nutrient
pollution.

Potable - Usable for drinking purposes, fit for human
consumption.

Primary Productivity (Production) - Conversion of inorganic
matter to organic matter by photosynthesizing organisms. The
creation of biomass by plants.

Riffle Zone - Stretch of a stream or river along which
morphological and flow conditions are such that rough motion of
the water surface results. Usually a shallow rocky area with
rapid flow and little sediment accumulation.

Riparian - Of, or related to, or bordering a watercourse.

Runoff - Water and its various dissolved substances or
particulates that flows at or near the surface of land in an
unchanneled path toward channeled and usually recognized
waterways (such as a stream or river).

Saturation Zone - Volume of soil in which all pore spaces are
filled with water; the volume below the water table.
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Secchi Disk Transparency - An approximate evaluation of the
transparency of water to light. It is the point at which a black
and white disk lowered into the water is no longer visible.

Secondary Productivity - The growth and reproduction (creation of
biomass) by herbivorous (plant-eating) organisms. The second
level of the trophic system.

Sedimentation - The process of settling and deposition of
suspended matter carried by water, sewage, or other liquids, by
gravity. It is usually accomplished by reducing the velocity of
the liquid below the point at which it can transport the
suspended material.

Sewage (Wastewater) - The waterborne, human and animal wastes
from residences, industrial/commercial establishments or other
places, together with such ground or surface water as may be
present.

Specific Conductance - Yields a measure of a water sample1s
capacity to convey an electric current. It is dependent on
temperature and the concentration of ionized substances in the
water. Distilled water exhibits specific conductance of 0.5 to
2.0 micromhos per centimeter, while natural waters show values
from 50 to 500 micromhos per centimeter. In typical New England
lakes, Specific Conductance usually ranges from 100-300 micromhos
per cm. The specific conductance yields a generalized measure of
the inorganic dissolved load of the water.

Stagnant - Motionless, having minimal circulation or flow.

Standing Crop - Current quantity of organisms, biomass on hand.
The amount of live organic matter in a given area at any point in
time.

Storm Sewer - A pipe or ditch which carries storm water and
surface water, street wash and other wash waters or drainage, but
excludes sewage and industrial wastes.

Stratification - Process whereby a lake becomes separated into
two relatively distinct layers as the result of temperature and
density differences. Further differentation of the layers
usually occurs as the result of chemical and biological
processes. In most lakes, seasonal changes in temperature will
reverse this process after some time, resulting in the mixing of
the two layers.

Drift - Sand, gravel or other materials deposited
its meltwater in a layered manner, according to
7.*=> .

Stratified Drift - Sand, gravel or other materials deposited by a
glacier or
particle size



Substrate - The base of material on which an organism lives, such
as cobble, gravel, sand, muck, etc.

Succession - The natural process by which land and vegetation
patterns change, proceeding in a direction determined by the
forces acting on the system.

Surface Water - Refers to lakes, bays, sounds, ponds, reservoirs,
springs, rivers, streams, creeks, estuaries, marshes, inlets,
canals, oceans and all other natural or artificial, inland or
coastal, fresh or salt, public or private waters at ground level.

Suspended Solids - Those which can be removed by passing the
water through a filter. The remaining solids are called
dissolved solids. Suspended solids loadings are generally high
in stream systems which are actively eroding a watershed.
Excessive storm water runoff often results in high suspended
solids loads to lakes. Many other pollutants such as phosphorus
are often associated with suspended solids loadings.

Taxon (Taxa) - Any hierarchical division of a recognized
classification system, such as a genus or species.

Taxonomy - The division of biology concerned with the
classification and naming of organisms. The classification of
organisms is based upon a hierarchical scheme beginning with
Kingdom and progressing to the Species level or even lower.

Thermocline - Boundary level between the epilimnion and
hypolimnion of a stratified lake, variable in thickness, and
generally approximating the maximum depth of light penetration
and mixing by wind.

Till - Unstratified, unsorted sand, gravel, or other material
deposited by a glacier or its meltwater.

Trophic Level - The position in the food chain determined by the
number of energy transfer steps to that level; 1 = producer; 2 =
herbivore; 3, 4, 5 = carnivore.

Trophic State - The stage or condition of an aguatic system,
characterized by biological, chemical and physical parameters.

Turbidity - The measure of the clarity of a water sample. It is
expressed in Nephelometric Turbidity Units which are related to
the scattering and absorption of light by the water sample.

Volatile Solids - That portion of a sample which can be burned
Off, consisting of organic matter, including oils and grease.
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Water Quality - A term used to describe the chemical, physical,
and biological characteristics of water, usually with respect to
its suitability for a,particular purpose or use.

Watershed - Drainage basin, the area from which an aquatic system
receives water.

Zone of Contribution - Area or volume of soil from which water is
drawn into a well.

Zooplankton - Microscopic animals suspended in the water;
protozoa, rotifers, cladocera, copepods and other small
invertebrates.
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